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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The Caribbean Development and Co-operation Committee indicated at 
its First Session held in Havana in 1975, the need to overcome the 
language barriers in order to expedite the processes of technical 
co-operation among the Caribbean countries. With the assistance of 
UNESCO, a "Survey of Foreign Language Teaching Policies, Facilities and 
Methodology in the Caribbean" was carried out. The paper and its 
recommendations were submitted together with contributions of other 
Caribbean specialists, to the consideration of Caribbean policy-makers 
and experts for their assessment at the Joint CDCC/CEPAL/UNESCO Meeting 
which took place from U to 7 April 1978, 

The Caribbean Development and Co-operation Committee at its Third 
Session in Belize expressed appreciation for the results of the Meeting 
and endorsed the recommendations emanating from it. On this basis the 
Committee drew up a strategy for implementation, the co-ordination of 
which was entrusted to the CDCC Secretariat working in close collaboration 
with UNESCO. 

The Consultant's survey of language teaching policies, facilities 
and methodology, the papers presented by the group of local experts on 
various aspects of the removal of language barriers in the sub-region, 
as well as the report of the Belize Meeting are being distributed for 
the information of interested institutions and scholars. It is hoped 
that action to be taken in this field will benefit from their 
collaboration; easing the process of intra-Caribbean Technical 
Co-operation. 

Port of Spain, January 1979. 





REPORT OF THE MEETING 





REPORT ON JOINT CDCC/UNESCO MEETING ON 
REMOVAL OF LANGUAGE BARRIERS 

4 - 7 April 1978 

MANDATE 

1. The Second Session of the Caribbean Development and Co-operation 
Committee (CDCC), held in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, 16-22 March 
1977, agreed to the following: 

"in an effort to undertake special measures and 
programmes to overcome language barriers, (a) a 
Joint CEPAL/UNESCO mission is proposed in order to 
establish with government officials the priority 
target groups, and also (b) a meeting of experts 
to be convened in order to advise on teaching , , 
methods appropriate to the respective target groups."— 

2. At its Seventeenth Session held in Guatemala City, Guatemala, 
from 25 April to 5 May 1977, the Economic Commission for Latin America 
(CEPAL), in resolution 372 (XVII), requested the CDCC "to proceed with 
the implementation of the tasks assigned for the period between second 
and third session of the CDCC observing the priorities decided by the 
Committee and, in particular, the proposals for the Caribbean Documentation 
Centre, the Removal of Language Barriers, and for Science and Technology 

2/ for Development."— 

3- A Consultant, engaged by CEPAL/UNESCO, visited most CDCC countries 
to carry out an initial survey of foreign language teaching policies, 
facilities and methodology in the Caribbean. This report was included 
in documentation for the meeting. 

1/ Report of the Second Session of the Caribbean Development and 
Co-operation Committee (CDCC), (E/CEPAL/CDCC/2l/Rev.1 - E/CEPAL/1039). 

2/ Resolution 372 (XVII),(E/CEPAL/CDCC/1030/Rev.l). 
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k. Under the joint sponsorship of the Caribbean Development and 
Co-operation Committee (CDCC), and the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the meeting on Removal 
of Language Barriers was hosted by the Government of Belize in Belize 
City, Belize, from It to T April 1978. 

3/ ATTENDANCE— 

5. Representatives of the following member countries of the Committee 
attended the meeting: Dominican Republic, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Republic 
of Cuba, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago. Belize was also present as 
Associate Member of the Committee. 

6. A representative of UNESCO also attended the meeting. 

7. In addition, special consultants were also present. 

AGENDA 

8. The Agenda for the meeting was as follows: 

1. Exchange of information on foreign language teaching 
in Caribbean countries: 

(a) for international communication; 

(b) for national language policy reasons. 

. 2. Identification of foreign language teaching needs: 

(a) Short term needs: 

identification of target groups 
foreign language teaching for specific 
technical co-operative projects 
rationalization of existing services 
up-grading of existing institutions. 

3/ A full list of participants and consultants appears in Appendix I. 
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(b) Medium term needs: 

reforms in education system (curriculum, 
materials, methodology, teacher training, 
research) 
creation of machinery for new functions 
outside the education system (e.g. translation 
and interpretership) 
the use of the media in reducing communication 
barriers. 

3. Regional co-operation in development of foreign language 
teaching. 

Utilisation of external sources of assistance. 

5. Adoption of Pinal Report. 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

9. At the Plenary Sessions, the report of the consultant on "Initial 
Survey of Foreign Language Teaching Policies, Facilities and Methodology 
in the Caribbean", papers presented by other consultants and government 
representatives together with oral presentations on national experiences 
formed the basis of discussions. The list of papers presented is given 
in Appendix II. 

10. The meeting agreed to constitute two Working Groups. Working 
Group I concentrated on identification of target groups and their 
training programmes. Working Group II concentrated on regional co-operation 
in development of foreign language teaching and the utilisation of external 
sources of assistance. 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS 

11. The general consensus of the meeting was that, except in one case, 
the teaching of languages in the Caribbean countries - national language, 
mother tongue, official or foreign languages - was being carried out 
within severe limitations and constraints with the result that the output 
was unsatisfactory both quantitatively and qualitatively. It was felt that 
the elimination of language barriers should be focused at two levels, 
each having a different priority. These were: 

internal linguistic barriers 
- barriers to communication at Caribbean and 

international levels. 
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I. Internal linguistic "barriers 

12. It was stressed that adequate teaching of the mother tongue and of 
the official language is linked with the output of the whole educational 
system. Very high rates of absenteeism observed in Haiti were attributed 
to the deficiencies in language teaching. In the Dominican Republic 
there appears to be a "degradation" of the mother tongue; it has been 
observed that the vocabulary possessed by secondary school students was 
getting narrower and narrower and the command of syntactic structures was 
also becoming weaker. 

13. The diglossic (i.e. functional specialization of languages) situation 
prevailing in most non-Spanish-speaking countries, causes very negative 
impacts on the use and learning of languages. Where.the vernacular is 
lexically related to the official language, one observes a. continuum of 
situations whereby the population sometimes does not distinguish when one 
or the other language is spoken. This is particularly the case of• Haiti where 
the learning of foreign languages by rural migrants add to the confusion by 
strengthening the idea that the vernacular is not a language. In the case of 
Suriname and the letherland Antilles, the vernaculars are observed a;s quite 
definite languages in view of the history of their predominance and the fact 
that they are not related to the official language. Nevertheless, the 
functional specialization of the vernacular and the official language "leads 
to a situation whereby bilingualism is only apparent - one may say that the 
population commands half languages, a specialized half for private life and 
the other half for public life. 

111. The situation of Belize appears quite different since apart from 
vernacular (English creóle) there is a predominance of two languages of 
Caribbean and international communication. The problem raised seems to be 
at what point to introduce one or the other language in the school system. 
Furthermore, exposure to Spanish and English is quite different from 
exposure to Standard English or Standard French in other Caribbean diglossic 
situations. The particular circumstances in Belize may have an important 
bearing on language teaching. 
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15. It was agreed that the learning process of the children should 
start "by the teaching in, and of their mother tongue; when a good 
command of the mother tongue is achieved extensive programmes of 
foreign language teaching would be more effective. However, this 
problem should be solved within specific national contexts. 

16. Before any progress can be made it will be necessary for 
considerable research to be carried out at the theoretical level 
(e.g. the study of Creole itself), and at the technical level 
(development of methods and techniques and production of teaching 
materials). In view of well-entrenched vested interests militating 
against the vernacular, political decisions may be required. 

IT. The use of the vernaculars also implies overcoming resistance 
of parents, preparation of qualified and motivated teachers, the 
production of adequate teaching material and the standardization of 
the vernacular. 

l8. It was suggested that the use of the media to teach foreign 
languages in diglossic situations may seriously affect the context 
of language teaching as it tends to give more prestige to languages 
of international communication thereby adding to the discrimination 
against the vernacular. The media should be used principally as a 
means for imparting basic knowledge and eliminating resistance 
(mentioned in paragraph 17 above), and then used for teaching-foreign 
languages. 

19- In relation to teaching materials, the urgent need was stressed 
of producing adequate Caribbean literature and of dissemination of 
information on the Caribbean countries where the same vernacular was 
spoken. Mention was also made of the possibility of stressing as a 
long-term objective pan-Creole communication. 

20. In summary, there does not appear to be a national language 
policy in most of the countries. In most cases there is need to 
stimulate theoretical research and to produce adequate teaching 
materials. The training of teachers and their re-training is of the 
utmost importance, since they constitute the key target groups for 
the whole process of foreign language teaching. 
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II. Intra-Caribbean Language Barriers 

Training and Research 

21. It was stressed that the "basic elements needed for foreign language 
teaching were research programmes and production of materials', these will 
need to "be created in most cases and'reinforced where they exist at 
present. The development of linguistic and language teaching research 
implies three levels of actions: 

(i) Research at local level for specific courses 
and purposes, using such generalized methodology 
for the development of specialized courses as 
they exist; 

(ii) Standardization and centralization at a Caribbean level; 

(iii) Connections with the worldwide academic community. 
Target Groups 

22. The identification and training of specific target groups is seen as 
the end product of the overall process of establishing a proper language 
teaching policy and of the process of social and economic development. 
In this context, the problem of training and re-training language teachers, 
the fundamental target group, is recognized as the most important. 

23. It was stated that the process of intra-Caribbean technical co-operation 
could be accelerated by establishing a proper and well qualified system of 
translation and interpretership service. While each Caribbean country may 
not individually have the possibility of fully utilizing a national team 
of interpreters and translators, consideration should be given to 
organizing on a regional basis a pool of such experts. While the formation 
of a translation and interpretership service has been initiated to meet 
specific needs and challenges, experience has shown that it has served as 
a catalyst in general foreign language teaching and may provide motivation 
for the learning of foreign languages. This may be significant, because if 
a proper selection of candidates is made and an assurance of employment 
given, a team of translators and interpreters could be trained in less than 
six months. 
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2k „ It was pointed out that efforts to increase the teaching of foreign 
languages should not he done in isolation but that it should be 
integrated in the whole developmental strategy. It is necessary to 
create a whole context in which the skills acquired in language could 
have a meaningful use. In addition, the development of foreign 
language teaching would be facilitated by actions taken to create an 
awareness of the similarity of cultural forms and living in the various 
Caribbean countries. 

25. As a long term objective, one might envisage a co-ordination of 
education systems which would facilitate both foreign language learning 
and cultural exchange by, among other things, mutual recognition of 
educational qualifications to permit students to complete part of their 
training in different countries. 

Existing Resources 

26. It was felt that the existing resources for foreign language 
teaching were not fully utilized and there was much scope for 
rationalization. This applied at all levels - individual country, 
bilateral and multi-lateral. In this context, mention was made of the 
language institutions existing in Barbados, Dominican Republic, Haiti, 
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and possibly in Grenada; the technical 
assistance schemes between Cuba, Guyana and Jamaica; those involving 
countries outside the CDCC; and international organizations. Co-
ordination and rationalization of all these facilities Implied and 
required political decisions, which if secured, could lead to immediate 
short term action. 

27. There is also need to tap accumulated experience in other regional 
schemes and ventures and especially the South East Asian Regional Language 
Centre which has been working on similar problems. UNESCO should be 
requested to facilitate such an exchange of experience. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND DECISIONS 

28. The meeting unanimously agreed to the reports and recommendations 
of the two Working Groups which were set up. It also recommended that 
the CDCC Secretariat take the necessary action with Governments either 
jointly or severally or with organs and agencies of the United Nations 
system, or with other organizations involved in linguistic and 
language problems in order to implement the recommendations contained 
therein. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORKING GROUP I 

1. 

Member countries should take steps to institute the use of the 
mother tongue as the language of instruction in the early years of 
schooling. The modalities of this process - identification of the 
mother tongue, standardization of the vernacular, transition to the 
standard where it is different from the mother tongue, point of 
introduction of the second and foreign languages in the curriculum -
must be decided by the individual countries but support in terms of 
action and resources should be provided at the sub-regional level. 
In addition, teaching of the mother tongue and/or the standard language 
must be reformed in order to facilitate the mastery of verbal expression 
in its widest application and laying the foundation to facilitate the 
acquisition of foreign languages later in the school system and for 
specific purposes. 

2. 

A working group comprising a small number of linguists and 
teachers should be set up to investigate:-

- the improvement of the quality of teacher training 
in the light of the observed inadequacies of 
foreign language teaching; 
the improvement of the teaching of the official 
language as a second language, in view of the fact 
that in a number of countries which have at least 
one vernacular language, the teaching is inadequate; 
the need for research into language learning with 
special regard to the needs of speakers of indigenous 
languages which do not have a known writing system; 
the use of electronic media for language teaching. 

3. 

With respect to target groups it is recommended that these be 
not identified in advance; they will be defined by developments in 
technical co-operation and other areas of contact. Furthermore, the 
teaching of foreign languages in advance of need, as well as running 
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counter to modern teaching theory is counter productive because it 
reduces motivation and because communicative skills atrophy if they 
are not used. In so far as target groups are identifiable now, they are: 

i. personnel relating to technical assistance 
agreements now in existence among countries 
speaking different languages (physicians, 
agriculturalists, fishermen, construction, 
workers, aviation workers, sugar technologists, 
sport coaches, hotel employees, secretaries; 

ii. translators and interpreters because they can be 
trained reasonably quickly and without excessive 
cost, especially in the context of sub-regional 
co-operation. This will reduce expensive dependence 
on external sources and the effect of such career 
outlets will stimulate student motivation in the 
learning of foreign language; 

iii. teachers of foreign language: every effort should 
be made by countries of the sub-region, in collabora-
tion with relevant sub-regional, national and 
international institutions to improve and expand 
teacher training. 

h. 

Reforms of the educational system are necessary in order to provide 
three levels for language training: 

i. at the basic level, the inculcation of verbal 
ability and linguistic intuition; 

ii. at a more advanced level, courses related to 
specific programmes of study; 

iii. at the adult level, a wide range of courses with 
the objective of creating communicative competence 
in specific areas. 

The long term aim should be a level of bilingualism or multi-lingualism 
for all citizens which would enable them to achieve Caribbean-wide 

Continuous testing should be introduced in language teaching 
processes and be closely adapted to course objectives as opposed to fixed 
formal examinations. National and inter-governmental examination authorities 
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should monitor the quality of tests and testers to certify the acceptability 
of the tests. 

6. 

There is need for intensive programmes of language teacher training. 
In view of the scarcity of resources within the sub-region it is 
recommended that a system of itinerant teams of teacher trainers be 
established to be used on request in member countries for specific 
purposes. International support should be requested in this field. In 
addition, there should be a programme for the exchange of language 
teachers between member countries and an alternative scheme of young 
volunteers to be used as native speakers of a foreign language in schools. 

1-

There is need for substantial development in research activities 
in the field of language teaching (vernacular, official and foreign 
languages) both on theoretical and technical grounds. 

8. 

The important reports and studies on the problems of language 
barriers in member countries should be made available to other countries. 
The Documentation Centre at the CDCC Secretariat should provide a referral 
service and arrange for translated abstracts to be provided to the 
requesting party. 

The translation of documents elaborated in Caribbean languages 
that are spoken by a minority of countries should be utilized as one 
motivational component to the training of translators and interpreters 
referred to in Recommendation 3(ii) above. 

Any national or regional directory of skills should include a list 
of translators and interpreters. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORKING GROUP II 

1. 

There is need to reiterate the relevant resolutive paragraph 
in the Constituent Declaration of the CDCC which gives the rationale 
for the importance of the removal of language harriers in order to 
achieve the objectives of the Committee particularly with respect to 
technical co-operation. These paragraphs relate, inter alia, to joint 
complementation projects in the field of education and public health, 
training and development of human resources, and setting up cultural' 
exchange programmes. 

2. 

The overall work programme for the removal of language barriers 
should include: 

a) the study of local languages in order to re-evaluate 
Caribbean cultures and foster their development; 

b) the need for higher educational institutions to intensify 
research into and study of all languages of the sub-region 
particularly vernacular and indigenous languages; 

c) the inclusion in the curricula of secondary schools and 
university institutes of regional languages, and subjects 
dealing with history, literature and folklore, in short, 
the history of the cultures and civilizations of the 
Caribbean peoples, with the aim of removing cultural barriers 
to comprehension; 

d) support for current research projects with a view to 
preparing a "History of the Culture of the Caribbean 
Peoples" and related school texts. 

Exhaustive research in member countries is needed in order to take 
account of: 

a) the diversity and nature of the various official and 
private bodies devoted to language teaching; 

b) the curricula, study programmes, and methodologies 
used and the duration of studies in these institutions; 

c) the teaching and research staff of each institution, 
their academic training and experience; 
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d) the capacity for co-operation, either through accepting 
foreign students or sending teachers and experts to 
countries of the area; 

e) the research projects carried out or in progress in 
the region; 

f) relevant "bibliography inside or outside the sub-region 
on the problems of language teaching within the Caribbean. 

k. 

There is need for closer collaboration among CDCC member countries 
in order to facilitate and promote: 

a) the interchange of existing programmes in thelanguage 
training institutes with a view to arranging exchanges 
among students, taking the experiences acquired into 
consideration in the requirements of the study programmes 
of the university in which the complete course is being 
followed through; 

b) the setting up of a scholarship programme which will help 
to implement the project referred to in (a); 

c) regular meetings between representatives of the various 
institutions in the sub-region in order to discuss both 
the internal and the external problems of language barriers 
and find solutions to particular national features of 
teaching in both formal and non-formal education; 

d) the holding of seminars with the aim of solving specific 
problems of linguistics applied to language teaching: 

e) the improvement and expansion of current projects and 
creating new ones in the region on new methods and the 
appraisal of educational results; 

f) enhancement of the role of the current language teachers' 
associations and increasing the links with similar inter-
national organizations and participation in international 
events; 

g) the circulation of regular publications, books, reviews, 
pamphlets and research papers on language teaching, in 
the context of formal and non-formal education. 

5.. 

The CDCC Secretariat should be requested to: 

a) explore all possibilities of external resources available 
in order to finance studies and implement sub-regional 
co-operation projects; 
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b) ensure that members of the CDCC Committee present to the 
General Assembly of UNESCO, scheduled for October 1978, 
a specific request for technical assistance and financing 
for research into regional resources in language teaching 
and the mechanism for co-ordinating them for use in the 
countries; 

c) seek support from national, sub-regional and international 
specialized organizations for holding meeting of teachers 
and researchers in studies in the humanities relating to 
the languages and cultural situations of the Caribbean. 

£• 
The need for setting up a sub-regional Centre for co-operation and 

exchange of information in carrying out foreign language teaching and 
for research on the linguistics, methodology, cultures and civilizations 
of the member countries, in connection with the teaching of a foreign 
language was stressed. The initial task of co-ordinating the setting up 
of the Centre and the exchange of information will be the responsibility 
of the Secretariat until it can function independently. In setting up 
the Centre, every effort should be made to pool and utilize resources 
already existing in the sub-region. 
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There are some typographical errors in this document; the more 
obvious ones including those relating to accents are not noted here-
under. The more important errors are as follows: 

Page 13» line 32 - "none" instead of "non". 
Page 19, line 2 - "oral" instead of "oran". 
Page 22, line 17 - "a stated" instead of "as stated". 
Page 32, line 23 - "25-minute" instead of "25-minutes". 
Page 36, line 7 - "recourse" instead of "resources". 
Page 53» line 11 - "Trench/Creole" instead of "French Creole". 
Page 53? line 32 - "Ministers" instead of "Ministries", 
Page 54, line 22 - "(CHISS)" instead of "(SCHISS)". 
Page 55? line 20 - "Pompilus" instead of "Poppilus". 
Page 55? line 33 - "perhaps especially French" instead of 

"perhaps French", 
Page 55s line 43 - "ease" instead of "case". 
Page 56, line 4 - "problems" instead of "problem". 
Page 58, line 1 - "Papiamentu" wherever it appears reads without 

an accent. 
Page 68, line 18 - "would" instead of "could". 
Page 70, line 26 - "Legalisation" instead of "legislation". 
Page 81, Appendix III, line 1 - The word "source" is to be éliminât 
Page 89, Appendix VII, line 3 - "Marjorie" instead of "Margorie". 
Page 90, Appendix VII, lines 17 & 21 - "Habana" instead of "Havana" 
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INTRODUCTION 

Terms Reference 

This study was originally commissioned by UNESCO in response to a 
request mad® by the Trinidad and Tabago National Commission for UNESCO 
on behalf of the Caribbean Member States represented at the Sixth 
Regional Conference of UNESCO National Commission of Latin Aaieriea and 
the Caribbean held in Bogot& in July 1976a Since the Caribbean ©onsists 
of English9 Spanish, French and Dutch=sp@aking statess the meeting was 
awas1® that spetsial efforts would have t© b® mad© to ©vereome the language 
barriers if these countries -were to establish meaningful co-operation on 
a sub-regional basi So. 

The meeting -was also aimre that the Governments of th© Caribbean 
Member States had recently established9 through ECLA, a Caribbean 
Development Co-operation Committee which would deal with a wide rang© of 
developmental problems including matters within the competence of UNESCO» 
Accordingly9 the Caribbean National Commissions for UNESCO pledged their 
support for all CDCC/UNESCO efforts to achieve sub~regional co-operation* 
They have demonstrated their support by requesting this survey and by 
providing th® administrative support for it in all those countries of the 
sub-region where UNESCO National Commissions exists 

The survey has9 however^ been conducted in consultation with the 
CDCC Secretariat$ which is to present it for consideration by Member 
States of the CDCCQ~ 

The programme request submitted by the Trinidad and Tobago 
National Commission on "behalf of the Caribbean National Commission for 
UNESCO proposed that the survey should cover? in all countries of the 
region9 the following areas? 

~ Foreign-language teaching in the public school systems» 
- F^rsign^l&nguage. teaching> in private schools® 
«= " Foreign-language teaching in specialized institutions 

(including instriastion in national language for 
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- Government policy on the future of foreign language teachings 
- Government policy on Mlingualism in bilingual countries« 
- Foreign language teaching for specific purposes (eaga 

interpretership and translation services)» 
- Teaching methods and materials in use? and research in 

progress on methodology® 
= Arrangements for production of teaching materials« 
- Teacher trainings 
- Actual and projected programmes of student and teacher exchange« 
- Scope for. prefessional improvement (conferences^ seminars? 

technical journals^ etc0) 
- Programmes of linguistics in general^ and applied linguistics 

specificallyf at University levels 

It further proposed that out of the initial effort should come? in 
addition to the survey report¡, at least a census of institutions? teachers 
and researchers in the field and the beginnings of a regional professional 
association or associations for foreign language teaching« 

The survey9 according to the requests was intended to provide a 
valuable input into the deliberations of the meeting of the Caribbean 
Development Co-operation Committee (CDCC) scheduled to be held in March 1977 
in the Dominican Republics 

In addition it was intended that the survey should provide valuable data 
for both the Symposium on language-teaching and the ALSED programme provided 
for in the IMESCO" budget for 1977=1978s 

The survey iims also intended to indicate $ if possible, the extent to 
which the unofficial Creoles spoken in the region could cut across the barriers 
of official languages and provide a possible means of communication and 
cultural contact between the peoples of the region0 

The creation of the Committee for Development Co-operation in the 
Caribbean of ECLA9 and its adoption of a wide-ranging Constituent Declarations 
demonstrated that the Governments of the sub-region recognised the common t * • background and specificity of the Caribbean area? regardless of the linguistic 
differences inherited from the metropolitan powers which previously dominated 
their existence» At the same time0 Governments have recognised that language 



problems will have to be tackled with the utmost urgency in order to 
create a viable basis "for action in other fieldsa 

In 1976j ECLA and UNESCO jointly developed proposals for 
consideration of the Interagency Co-ordination Meeting on the Work 
Programme of the CDCC0 

Among these proposals was a suggestion that a well-endowed 
Research Institute for the Removal of Language Barriers should be 
established^ containing a Graduate School of Interpretership and 
Translation, in conjunction Mth a series of national language learning 
centres9 benefiting from its development of language-te&ehing materials 
and methodology® 

A joint ECLA/UNESCO team should be responsible for establishing! 
I® A sub-regional project covering Bahamas9 Barbados9 

Ciibs,9 Guyana, Hai'ti9 Dominican Republic, Jamaica9 
Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago, with provisions for other 
countries in the sub-region to join the project» This 
sub-regional project would include the Research 
"Institute and the Graduate School^ should be conceived 
as a permanent support for CDCC activitiesf and should 
at its very initiation be in a position to service the 
CommitteeJ and 

iia A peries of national projects9 each having built into 
it the features necessary for inter-linking to other 
similar national projects9 and articulating through 
them a sub—regional fretwork of national language 
learning centres^ 

At the Second Session of the CDCC in Santo Doming© in Mafch 1977$ 
the programme of activities proposed by the CDCC Secretariat included? 

(a) a joint ECLA/UNESCO mission' in order to establish with 
government officials the priority target groups, -and 
also 

(lb) a meeting of about 20 experts to be, convened in order 
to advise on teaching method© appropriate to the 
respective target groups«« 

The joint ECLA/ONESCO programme submitted to this meeting contained 
the following statements 
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"CDCC Mandates 

In the Work* Programme of the CDCC? reference to technical co-operation 
among the Caribbean couritriés is presented as "the heed to undertake 
special measures or programmes to overcome language barriers" with 
"practical instruction in the English,, French and Spanish languages in 
all member countries"a 

"This mandate refers to the whole population of the sub=-region9 but 
its implèmehtation can only be gradual^ and it is necessary to 
distinguish various target groups and to initiate action as may be 
appropriates The following appear to be priority target group© -
public servantŝ , staff of inter-governmental organizations, of academic 
institutions or of private enterprises, specific urban or rural groups 
such as those linked to the tourism industry, or more generally the 
school-age population®. 

'These target groups' can in turn bè subdivided in order to design 
measures mère adapted to their respective requirements! for example ? 
public servants may be further classified according to their location 
in Ministries of Foreign Affairs^ Industry and Commerce9 Agriculture 
or Eiueat'Ion« In summarys the intention is to approach the teaching 

languages more functionally, taking into account that the target 
groups will be detérmined in consultation with the governments of the 
sub~iegiona 
"It is necégtsary to keep in mind the need for the governments t® 

have at their disposalj, as soon as possible^ a staff of .translator© 
and interpreters to satisfy the urgencies arising from an increase 
in international relations* commerce and tourism0 To give effect t® 
Official action by the CDCC in the removal of linguistic barriers $ it 
is necessary to augment the number of persons who speak the official 
languages of the sub-region, at the same time that the need for 
using these languages is being stimulated^ The implementation of 
this project will therefore be parallel to the execution of other 
programmes presented in this document«, 

"Impl¿mentational Approach Proposed 

The programme for the Removal of Language Barriers will have specific 
tasks <=> 

In the short-terms 

(&) provision of language courses for specific target groups? 
(bj provision of translators and interpreters necessary to 

service governmental, inter-governmental and international 
institutions| and 

{c) training and restraining of language teachers to service 
the educational system^ and to put into action a self-
propelled trend toward multilingualisma 



" In the medium-terms 
(a) translation servisses to provide access to and 

dissemination of documentation and audio-visual 
materials in the Caribbean languages within the 
priorities determined by the Work Programme! 

(b) research into comparative methods of language-
teaching in order "to advise governments on 
curricula and other chánges required to produce 
competence in the -second and third languages at 
various levels of the educational systemsf 

(©) production of pedagogic materials for the teaching 
of languages taking into account the official languages 
and the different "creóle languages" in the sub-regionf 

(d) co-ordinated use of mass media as a vehicle for 
language-teachings and 

(e) development of linguistic research*, 

'In the long-terms 
To help in the development of a manifold Caribbean' 

cultural identity through the stimulation of cultural 
and personal interchanges and the communication at 
all levels between the peoplé ®f the fix©®.© 

'UNESCO Mandates 

In the Programme and Budget approved ¿t the l'9ih Session of the 
General Conference' of ÜNES"C0j, "thère is no chapter which fully 
supporte the implementation'of the programme for the Removal 
of Language Barriersa ÜNESCO is dealing, notwithstanding, 
through its Division of Structuresj Content, Methods and 
Techniques of Education,, with problems raised by the teaching 
of languá'gesg and foresees the realization during the biennium 
•1977^197B of a colloquium on "Language-teaching in a pluri-
lingual and multicultural context"® 

''UNESCO's participation in the programme for the Removal of 
Language Barriers9 through missions, could be included in the 
normal activities of the Regional Office for Education, with 
headquarters in Santiagô , Chile, or of the above-mentioned 
Division of Structureo, Content^ Methods and Techniques of 
Education«, 

"Specific support comprehensive to the programme for the 
"Removal of Lánguage Barriers should be proposed in the 20th 
General Conference of UNESCO in 19789 for inclusion in the 
Programme and Budget ©f the Organisation for 1979"=,1980o 
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"Action Under Consideration 

To initiate the task related to the Removal of Language Barriers? a 
joint~ECLA/UNESt!0"mission is recommended in order to determine, with 
governments„ their priorities on "the matter, the priority target 
groups and the incentives that can be applied in order to stimulate 
the study of a second or third language 

The Work Programme approved at the Second Session stated that in an effort 
to undertake special measures and programmes to overcome language barriers^ 
(a) a joint ECLA/UNESCO mission was proposed in order to establish with 
Government officials the priority target groups,, and also (b) a meeting of 
experts should be convened in order to advise on teaching methods appropriate 
to the respective target groups«. Special attention &as to be given to the 
need of those countries which currently have no or only limited language« 
training facilities«, Details on these proposals are contained in paper 
E/CEPAL/CDCC/l'9s "Section H~B 

The CDCC in its report of the meeting affirmed that the programme for 
overcoming language barriers should be implemented with special and urgent 
attention to the needs of those countries within the sub-region which at 
present have no or very limited related training facilities or none at alla 

In the survey being carried out on a country-by-country basisf particular 
attention should be paid to identifying the target groups, including journalists 
and other communications specialists, on which the efforts and related actiTities 
should be concentrated during the initial stagesQ To cover the urgent needs of 
countries lacking training facilities, during a transitional period maximum use 
should be made of facilities available elsewhere within the sub-region,, A 
further feasibility study on this subject would be undertaken 

In March and July 1977» I signed contracts with UNESCO and ECLA respectively 
to undertake an "initial survey of Foreign Language Teaching Policies^ Facilities 
and Methodology in the Caribbean" and "to discuss with Government officials 
priority target groups for the teaching of foreign language,, to examine possible 
incentives suitable for including a self-propelled trend towards language-
learningj to evaluate the present situation and advise on possible modificationsa 
The identification of the ad hoc means that« exist now for the provision of 
translation and interpietership services to governments, businesses and educational 
institutions, with a view to organizing them and standardizing them on a 
national and sub-regional basis% 



A work plan prepared in collaboration with the ECLA Office in 
Port of Spain was approved by UNESCO9 which requested that the report 
stresgj, if possible^ attitudes to mother tongues in foreign language 
policies« 

This study has$ therefore} the following objectives! 

ia To describe and evaluate the policies, practices,, 
facilities and methodology of foreign language-
teachihg in the countries of the sub~regioaa 
including the teaching of national or official 
languages to foreigners, by means of a study of 
the public and private sector^ the media and any 
other relevant institutions! 

lia To describe and evaluate the external resources 
-in the field of language—teaching available to 
countries of the sub-region^ 

ii'i* To examine the language patterns existing in the 
sub=~region and the language attitudes and 
language policies of peoples and governments $ 

ivQ To describe and evaluate the means currently at 
the disposal of the countries of the sub-region 
for the overcoming of language barrierSj, e<jg„ 
interpretership and translation services! and 

Va To makej where possible, recommendations for 
shorty medium and long-term projects for the 
reduction of language barriers in the sub-
region, bearing in mind the proposals of EC-LA s 
UNESCO? the CDC-C and the Caribbean National 
Commissions for UNES"(TOa 

Method' of Work 

The questionnaires reproduced at Appendices V and ¥1 were sent in 
advance^ the first to education authorities^, institutions and certain 
selected individuals in all the countries of the sub-region, the 
«econd to Chambers of Commerce and to the Caribbean Association of 
Industry and Commerce for circulation to member firms, and to 
government© for circulation to their ministries and other agencies in 
the public sectora 

Prom a base in Trinidad and Tobago^ visits were then made to the 
following countries in the sub—regions 
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Grenada^ St. Lucia, Barbados, Dominican Republic, Haiti? 
Jamaicaj the Bahamas, Curacao, Guyana and Surinam« Visits 
were also made to Martinique and Guadeloupe^ 

The visit to the Bahamas was of little value because of the unavoidable 
shortness of z&y stay and becatise of the imminence of an election which made it 
difficult for interviews to be arranged,» Nevertheless, the persons I did 
manage to interview there were very helpful} and considerable data was received 
by correspondences 

The list of people interviewed is at Appendix VII« 

I should particularly like to thank Mr® George Cave of the University of 
Guyana for acting in an extremely energetic manner a® agent for the investigation 
by persuading firms and agencies in the private sector to fill out the 
questionnaire« 

Of the countries not visited^ very few did not return the large 
questionnairet but in many of the countries visited or not visited return of the 
short questionnaire (on interpretership and translation) was patchy« 

It was unfortunately impossible for me to visit Puerto Rico (although I 
received a completed questionnaire and helpful correspondence from the 
Secretariat for Education there)a Although Puerto Rico is not a member 
couhtry of the CDCC, it is a potential source of assistance in language-teaching 
and an interesting laboratory of language contact and language planningQ I 
have, therefore^ included a recommendation (See Chapter VIIl) that this study 
should be completed by an investigation of the language situation in Puerto Ricoa 

It is also regrettable that I was not able to visit Mexico^ which is a 
member of the Caribbean group of UNESCO National Commissions and which strongly 
supported the project request®. Panama also expressed great interest in the 
study because of traditional links with the English-speaking Caribbean 
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POREIGN LANGUAGES IN CARIBBEAN EDUCATION SYSTEMS 

In most of tta countries ©f the Sub-region, formal languag®-teaching 
has had very little effeet in reducing barriers to commipiication in the 
aE<sa9 This, of course, is the rule rather than the exception everywhere 
in the worlds and the fact that one or two notable exceptions to it ar© 
in fact to be found in the Caribbean is not ©nly an encouragèment to 
educational planning brat aay •eel! provid© certain indications- of the 
forms such"planning should take? 

The' Commonwealth' Caribbean 

Ite« Clemens Hallman, Language Consultant to the Trinidad and 
Tobago OAS Teehnieal Assistane© project^ said in his final report in 
1970s . 

"̂'Of-eiriallj the language instruction in Trinidad and Tobago 
is quite traditional and geared to tests (GCE), the 
validity Vf $hieh" 'Is""highly questionable for this country* 
Teâ®Kers are using te±thb®Kfe which emphasise translation 
¿rammiàr ftoià a -do-âûcï-i-Ve and 'analytical point of view, 
and reading« The textbooks often contain Spanish of an 
earlier eëntury anfl tend to;be pedantic,- viewed in the-light 
of a modern^ contemporary, thriving Spanish language 
spoken "by millions today9 Little or no emphasis is placed 
oh the oral aspect of the languagef either because of not 
"having an oral "emphasis in' the' test® ©r because teachers 
can H afford' tò""waste ""time" on conversation because 
they have to get" their stud'ents ready for the traditional 
GfCE exams g These exams ? by the way^ seem to be an 
enormous obstacle® in faci they appear to be an 
educational millst'on©a 'Naturally9 an institution or -
agency requiring these exams as an entrance requirement 

. tìr. à passport to- a job -is also at fault and encourages 
.. teaching - for a t©&ta This-is not educationally sounda 

"A" typical teacher" will*have his'traditional 
textbook and -a -hXâ skhoàsd̂ . No visual- aids* modern 

- materials^ nojg. ele®trome-©lmni©al -equipment ar© available^ 
'""Naturallyt there arc9 "happily, noticeable exceptions ; 

" to"'the"'above pleitur©*' Bswaver̂ , fïiey are Qnly exceptions' 
as' the general picture is" thé on®" described above» This: 
'is generally "trae'at all levels of the educational system^ 
"The 3ì£'fér©n©e at the post-secondary "level is more emphasis 
on literaturê , again a questionable objective for future 
foreign language tsaehers^ 



"In several wordsj, the entire profession seeùs to ignoré, for one 
reason or ©thers the enormous strides made during the past ten years 
or.so. in foreign languagea - . 

"Many secondary sehool teachers with whom thè writer discussed 
methodology expressed a strong desire to changé the instruction 
emphasis'to a mòre modern approach, stressing language as 
communication® Borne are trying to dò soj however, they feel as 
though they must d© so in an under-ground fashion lest the parent 
and 'thè school authorities learn of their "mischief"®" : 

In'his report <in Jamaica, 'written in"1971Y"Dr. Hal Iman stated* 

"Perhaps the' single biggest problem concerning the teaching of 
Spaisi@h in Jamaica lies in the junior secondary schools Not 
only are "there not enough teachers but many, if not à majority$ 
of the Spanish teachers' are not adequately prepared in terarn'of 
(l) .knowledge- ©£-'Spanish, and (2) knowledge, of-modera teaching 
technique^ . . . _ . . -

""How" does one expert to teach Spanish and to develop positive 
attitudes toward Spanish speaking peoples if thè language is not 
taught? 

nIn addition to the' above weaknesses* in the junior secondary 
schoolj the teachers ¿¿em to *be suffering from a lack of support 
in terms of curriculum guides, planning^, instructional material 
and media» 

"One cannot entirely blàmë? however,"the present junior 
. secondary school teachers as they are victims of the present 
administrative and teaehar education system® 

"Tied in with the above problems s and perhaps the cause ©f it-
to & »large.-extent-; -is th® situation found at the -teacher training 
• colleges® as,.-

"""In"'addï'tion,..once the student" enters" the 'college the ©tirrieulm 
followed is on the whole pot in keeping with modern pedagogy in 
' terms of laïïguag® content® There' also is a weakness $ with the 
exception of one or two colleges®' in terms of incorporating in "the 
curriculum -the teaching of modern techniques and methods of teaching 
a foreign languag®«s„ 

"How thenf with such a preparation, are t©acher training graduates 
expected to teach "a living language effestively, using modern 
approaches,* in a junior sieònfiary school?" 

Th© same might have been said for all the former British colonies, the 
Bahamas' &nd Beli"z®a ' fiyi;' i 

Since 1971$ the situation has altered somewhat^ in the following respectai 
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i. The ma isbér of ©hildïea (though not of adult®) in the 
education"system has increased^ This has in some cases 
had a" deleterious effect on the.quality of the education 
provided. The"mo@£ ûdtahl® : case is "that of Trinidad, 
and Tobago, where in spite of a large increase in 
"building of sesondsr^ sÊhÔolgj, delay© in construction 
and inadequate'" teaëhér-tÉ'ainiQg and etirriculmn 
pirograÉm'é's led'to'a eMsia situation i n ' ' ' V "'•• ' T 

Approximately 100$ of children trndeip 11 àté'in pÈimaiy' 
schools, although the rate of ©Vte'rcfcoyding is 15$ ' ôâ'd mpch 
of thé plant is ihadèqûéte®" But in êpite of th® 
increase in secondary school (particularly junior 
secondary school) building, a "common entrance" 
examination has to î>e administèred which admits only 
about half the ll-ye.àr olds to junior secondary 
schbolo' The Draft Education Plan called for 35$ of 
the first batch of graduates of these schools (14-
year olds) to find places in either senior secondary 
"or technical schools« At the end of 1975$ only one 
of these schools was compïet'édf but in" 197& it was 
announced that places would b® foand not for 35$ of the 

- l^ySar olds but for" 100$f' ând «i'tfh the help of a "14+" 
placement eiamlna'ti om thëy w§rë" all (exeepi for an 

' ânUnôwà number who dropped out) crammed into largely 
.. Incomplete and understaffed senior secondary sehools 
-and th® two existing.-teefeffiical ©ellegesf 

£1« ' Training programmes' for"language teachers, and their 
content J have' improved«, In Trinidad and Tobago the 
In-Service Diploma programme of th<? UWI School of 

"Education (fdr "Junior Secondary teachers) has a 
'©értaiîi amount of methodological instruction of 
fluctuating quality!* in Jamaica the Spanish Section 
of the Ministry of Education and the Spanish Teachers® 
Association struggle's valiantly with the help of 
the OAS' to provide teachprs5 workshops and seminarsf 
and the Jamaica 20 year Education Plan has ambitious 
plans to "lead Jamaica along the path of becoming a 
bilingual nation1' by" teacher trainings curriculum 
development and exchanges with Spanish speaking 
countries » The t)WI? Mona Campus, has plans for 
à Regional Summer Workshop in Language-teaching® 
TJWI gradu'atés from "Sta Augustine and "Mona with 
trâlnirig in applied linguistics and/or language-
training received in the University's modernized 
teaching'programmes" have begun to enter the teaching 
service»- In as" small à country as St« Lucia, courses 
in language-teaching methodology (for French, not 
Spanish) are to be included in the Teachers' Training 
College curricula from next year® In Grenadâ , a 
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"teacher-traitier îs < dè'fÇIoÎSiqg a programme" in'Spanish for "b'd'th 
in-service teachers- and training collage; students, -with 
emphasis on audio-lingual meth©dol©gyf 

flifl" Thè' quantity"1sf teaching 'material produced in the area has 
increased "somewhat and their quality ha® improved^ Som© 
curriculum d'évél ©prurit" is~going ona University and 
secondary school feaeffers in Tfinid&d arid Jamaica have 
"published "good 'texts' in Spaffifsh"fyàmo'fe,Amigos« books with 
recorded exercises) and French('»O"" Level French for 
West Indian Students)® In Jamaica the Ministry of 
Education and ih Barbados thé currieulùm unit 'óre 
producing Spanish materials ~ànd a Spanish syllabus for 
Forms 1 "tó'3, respectively!' thé'TWI School of Èdùpatiôn" in 
FaxVadoeThas produced sòme mâtérialsa The Schools1 

""" Broadcasting Service of ' Radio "Belize has developed some 
'Spanish materials»" In""Guyana? thé Curriculum Centré' has 

' .""don© the sake "for "thé Guyana Multilateral sçhoolé® ' ~In 
St„""Lucia",""one of the"Tietter (and moré expensive) 
commercially produced Trench course's, La jFrafleè en Direct» 
by Capelle & 'Capell'e, is used in schools*» The Central 
Curriculum Committee of the 'Trinidad and Tobago Ministry 
of Education^, made up of Education official's and teafehers 
of all levels, is developing syllabuses for .various language 
programmesI 

iva À considerable"quantify of hardware, including language 
laboratories, has becomè available, especially in the richer 
countriesa Tn Jamaica, there are fiv@l in Guyana one, in 
"Barbados,one in existence and another under construction! in 
Si® Lucia, "onë'f and in Trinidad "and Tobago all" the 
comprehensive senior secondary schools are to have them? and 
several ©f "fhe""older grammar school® already doa These 
figures do nòt include institutions outside thè formal 
education system , some of which have laboratories also| 
and the three OAS sponsored language institutes are also so 
equippedf 

Vs Language instruction is*compulsory,"or about to become 
compulsoryJ for periods"ranging from three to five years of 
secondary school In most of the English-speaking Caribbean 
The most significant exceptions are Barbados, St... Lucia and 
thé" Bahamas® In all the countries, thé compulsory language 
is'Spanish^ except for Antigua, where either French or Spanish 
must be chosen* " In Grenada," Belize and Jamaica, a beginning 
has been made in the teaching "of Spanish in primary school® 
(in "Belize many children are native spéâkers of Spanish)® 
In many cases," however, thè effects of the regulation are 
nulTi'f led' "by"lack o*f "teachers'»'" In Trinidad" Spanish is 
compulsory iiot only in junior and senior secondary schools 

"" but "in the specialised tìràft a&'d' "pr*e-te chili cal curricula in 
senior fcomprehensive schools; in many cases, however, it 
cannot be included in the programme® The discrepancy between 
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the large figures "shown" in Appendix II as representing 
students " taking compulsory Spanish courses and the 
actual performance of'the schools is illuminated by 
thè"fact"that"^thère is a very low pass rate in the 
GCE""examinaiiònB In 197& one school entered 455 
candidates" and obtained one pas's; another entered 
600 candidates of whom 49BT did not appear to sit the 
esaminati oil a The "Draft" 19^8-1983 Education Plan for 
Trinidad"ah3Tobago originally specified a choice 
between Spanish and Frencha Later, Spanish was made 
'eompuTioryV"and' French optional«, However? no 
arrangements were in fact "made for the teaching of 
French in Junior'Secondary Sehools| it has, therefore^ 
not "been taught in Senior Secondary Schools either 
since it'would be impossible to prepare students for 
""thè IJCE O Level in one ór two years® The language is 
therefore taiight only in some of the traditional 
(iae« age 11-19) school's! ili-Barbados, a recent 
Ministerial statement announced that Spanish was to 
"be the sécbnd language (presumably this meant the 
principal forèign language) of Barbados0 Nevertheless, 
French is Still the main and best-taught foreign 
language, and the proposed shift in emphasis has been 
held. up.by JLaek of trained, teachers for Spanish;; 
The nomEer of ria'iìvè-speaking instructors in the 
education system has not increaséd9 Sit, Lucia has 
three or fou^ which is quite significant considering 
the size of the couiitrys Belize is a special case« 
though a greater proportion of English-speaking than 
Spanish^speaking Belizeans enter the teaching service 
in"the first place® Trinidad and Tobago, a close 
neighbour of Venezuela^ has non? though at the TJWI 
Campus in that country all French arid most Spanish 
classroom instruction is carried out by native 
speakèrsi The Ministries of Education have no policy 
for the recruitment of foreigners for language-
teaching, though in Jamaica the OAS advisers to the 
Ministry ar@ Latin Americans! 
The OAS has been instrumental (to varying degrees) 
in the setting up of Language "Institutes in Trinidad 
and Tobago, Jamaica and Barbados» The stated 
purposes of the "Institutes "arê  beside foreign 
language-teaching services to government, business and 
the public at large, introduction of new methods to 
the' education system? updating of teachers® competence! 
methodological research^ and materials developments, 
The Institute in'Trinidad, though it was the first to 
be set up ( in'1974) s> has don© nothing in Its four 
years of existence* and shows no signs of doing anything 
in the futures It has had three OAS directors, the second 
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of -whom left in 'disgust̂  and has So' far failed to appoint a 
local directors ""The Barbados Institute is in the process ©f 
establishment® The Jamaiean Institute, called the Language 
"Training' 'Ceïitr@;' is doing an admirable j'oh» though in the 
" teaching field alane# It is compgtënfîy and flexibly run? 
by a Jamaican Director, within the^ishetoirate *of 
Central Training .of the Civil Service Ministry,»' It was 
started in 1975 with the limited objective of providing 
language training for foreign service officers as the first, 
step toward becoming à Foreign Service Academy^ The OAS 
contribution was the first Director (the same one who 
resigned from Trinidad in digust) and the OAS now pays one 
Counsellor and arrangés matching funds from non-
governmental agenci®g9 The idea of a Foreign Service 
Academy is shelved, at least for the present, and the 
Centre provides a number of full-time and part-time 
courses in Spanish and French for government agencies and 
' the private sector^ as well as English courses for 
foreign (mostly Cuban) technical assistance personnel, 
Têàching and evaluation methods are effective and well 
adapted to need's« In some of the courses the American 
"Foreign' Service 'Institute material's are used. Native-
speaking instructors are both hired locally and provided 
under tè'chnical assistance agreements by Cuba and the" OAS0 
Apart from these Institutesj and thè Spanish courses run by 

• the Bahamas Hotel Training School9 there is no language 
teaching for special groupsf and 

vìiia In the matter of testing,, no progfess has been made at alla 
Thé British Ovérseas GrCE Language Examinations were updated 
in~I972 to comprise written and oral compréhension and 
expression tests» " However9 it is impossible to design an 
effective oral expression test for administration in one 
country and marking in another country 3000 miles away® 
Besides, a good school system requires different 
evaluation methods for different "programmes* and in any 
case an evaluation by periodic testing rather than (or at 
least in conjunction with) a single "final examination,» 

For the past ten years or more the governments of the English speaking 
Caribbean have been preparing to replace the GCE with examinations set and 
marked by a Caribbean Examinations Council (GXC)a This body has finally come 
into existence-.and is proposing to administer next year examinations in 
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opposition^ even among teachers, to the CXC proposal to base part of the 
assessment in history on course work done and marked in schools® This lack of 
self-confidence and continuing psychological dependence on outside authorities 
is a prominent and harmful feature of post-colonial Caribbean society^ 
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It is not known when the CXC will begin examining in language^ and 
when it doess how long, it will take each country to adopt the ' I • examinât i on*» 

It is fair to state that throughout the English speaking Caribbean 
there is sl©w improvement, taking place in language-teaching policy and 
practice^ but not snfîficieiat to make appreciable inroads in the 
fundamental ¿roblemá ©f ¿utÊOded objectives^ methods and materials^ 
inadequate t'@lchfer=>traihing? ànd shortage of personnel^ 

At the same time there.is a growing concern among amth@rities and 
particularly among teachersf and almost excessive consciousness among 
the latter of their shortcoming®! and a willingness to work" towards 
change,* There is alsos particularly in the larger countries, a 
considerable and expanding infrastructure capable of sustaining^ in a 
context of imaginative sub-regional co-<jperation? rapid improvement« 
In the English speaking countries there was until 1973 no specific 
teacher-training at University level2 except for the l=>year'UWI 
Diploma in Education^ which very f©# teachers possessed,, In..1973» the 
UWI school ©£ Éducation in Jaiaaica and trinidad and Tobago initiated an 
in-service postgraduate Bipl@ma in Éducation course of which*®, number 
of graduates one now teaching in the secondary system^ These9 as wéil 
as B„Aa graduates of UWI who have taken applied linguistics courses9 
have "some knowledge of methodology® 

The Dominican Kepublic 

In the Domini ©an .Republic, the system is- -soMewlhffit-'iBore flxssiM-®, 
and in addition is in the process of reform® There- -©•£© - thre© levels of 
teacher-training - the secondary "level normal schools .produce primary 
teacherst awarding the bachillerato» Secondary school teachers obtain 
the _prof esór&do after 3 years* 'of' university studys or the licenciatura» 
mención inglés (or francos) after 4a In both these programmes there is 
instruction in linguistics $ applied linguistics and teaching methods? 
in the first within a framework of general education theory and in the 
second within à" fráxné'wórk of literature, history and civilizations 
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the secondary school instruction in foreign languages is stilly 
so far? largely traditional». Only 46$ pf teachers have either the profesorado 
or licenciatura or a áî lénia from a private language institute« The Universidad 
AutoHoma de Santo Domingo haß an enrolment of 183 in the lleeneiátuga and 122 
in the profesorado» hut graduates only one or two students a year because of an 
open enrolment policy which makes for a low level of Student achievement bn 
entry? and a lack of resources which combined with the lai-ge enrolment lowers 
the effeCtiveiiéBSj of audio-vi¿ual and audio-lingual instructions The 
Univérsiáad National Pedro Hernandez UreHa has no profesorado Or licenciado 
programmes in language^ though it has, for various other careers, instrumental 
and technical English coursés, &nd French courses for law students« The 
Universidad Católiéá Madrte y ííaestrá has considerable resources, but only a 
small enrolment« It offers in addition a three-year bilingual secretaries® 
course^ comprising 60 credits, over three years, in English (including courses 
in translation and reading) and commercial subjects« This course has an 
enrolment* of 75 in the three years,3 

An inter—university programme? sponsored by UNESCO, for co-operation in 
the formation of secondary school teachérs has not yet come to fruition. 

Besides the profesorado and licenciádó in ifiodern languagest all university 
careers have compulsory English courses of various lengths and objectives 
(for example, every student in Madre y Maestra does a 2-year oral and reading 
course 5 hours a week)« The total number of university students following 
language courses of one kind or another'"is' approximately 9*500, 

English is compulsory for all secondary students in the first five years 
of the old system, while in the new system, either English or French must be 
taken for four yearsa 90$ of the students now in the reformed system have 
' chósen English's, ' i ; 

Private and foreign institutions play a considerable role in the education 
systémg Private primary and se'condary schools follow the curricula laid down 
"py the national education authoritÍesa T,hére is also a large number of private 
language-teaching institutes of varying quality, some of them teaching the 
language alöne, some as part of commercial courses® The four best known have 
among them about 3000 students of all ages and one, the Institut© de Esttidiös 
Superiores, is recognized by the government as a University-level institution,, 



Thè US Goveriment-rtbi Institut© Cultural Domini co-Americano has over 
5000 students in .Santo Domingo and over 800 in Santiago, It conducts 
the English department of one of the boys® high schools (Colegio 
Calasans) and in its dither classes has 700 students below high school 
ag"ea There is a fééïtïty of about 100 teachers« 

The Alliéiïê© Français® hbs some 2500. studentst 60$ of them 
Êeeomflary school children,' spread over a large ntìmber of levils« Th© 
¿tost aiâvanéisâ ©òurs'ès ixiclud© literature and civilisation and. lead to 
• th©- Di^l^mô . - t â i i ô î ï - t h e . • 
holder j?or- entry to tìie. Ôoïbonn®« The second year of. th® cy©l© 
jugerete' of.thfe So2?fo®mB@>-.-©ill ®ftf©3?@da. 

Hai ti" 

The extent- of ¿tublic education is so restricted in Haiti that it is 
hardly possible to talk about its quality® Less than 10$ of the 
tehildren of school age are accommodated in the education system« Apart 
from the lack of resources, the; problem that dominates educational 
planning is that of the language ®f instruction (see Chapter VIl)<* The. 
content of the curriemlum is very classical and modelled on the 
traditional French system bttt with few of its innovations in educational 
techniquesa Spanish and English are.&angM; for six and seven years 
respectively at secondary levels English in all sections but Spanish 
in the modern language sectiôn only,, Teacher training is carried out 
by the Ecole Normalé Supérieure which is combined with the Faculty of 
Arts of the State Universitya A Centre de Linguistique Appliquée has 
recently been instituted as part of the University and within the 
framework of the Ministry 'of Education^ 

There, ar® a number of private and Church-administered secondary 
schoolsj and in the towns a large number of private adult instituteŝ , 
including language schools and secretarial schools offering English 
courses^ The only Spanisjk language echo®.! of any siae is the Institut 
Lope de V'ega« Thé Înstitkt Sëiti'aho-Americain teaches English and 
offers cours de recyclage for English teachers throughout Haitia These 
courses are practically mandatory for all teachers« 



Suriname and the Nëthér lands Antilles 

The question of Dutch in the Netherlands Antilles and Suriname is considered 
in Chapter VII« Apart from Dutch, the languages taught in the Netherlands 
Antilles are English, Spanish^ German and French® English or Spanish is taught 
in the liast year 6f primary school in the Leeward Islandsa In the Windwards, 
¡French may he taught instead of Spanish® All secondary school students must 
study one language besides Dutch« 

Îor reasGïls given ih Chapter VII ? niany Leeward Islanders are fluent in 
Spanish, practically all can understand itj and most can speak some Englisha 
Thé native Tânguagé of the Windward Islands'is English«, 

In the Netherlands Antilles, formal training given to language teachers 
includes training in the language of specialization, though without great 
emphasis in methodologya 100$ of teachers are trained^ Methods of instruction 
varys in the junior high schools they are traditional brit the senior schools 
use" audio-lingual methods arid possess language laboratories«, 

Suriname is much larger than the Netherlands Antilles and its population 
arid their languages are more heterogeneous (see Chapter VII), English is 
compulsory throughout the secondary school system^ and there is a choice of 
Spanish, French and German during the first three yearsa However9 there are 
not sufficient secondary schools® The University faculties which exist ar© 
branches of a Dutch University, btit mariy te±ts ate in English and the Faculty 
of Natural Resources ptirità its calendar in English® Figures are not available 
for the number of trained teachers in the school system, but the training 
provided is similar to that in the Dutch Antilles as far as levels of 
certification are concerned^ and the Teachers0 Training Institute teaches 
foreign languages competently3 One secondary schools the Teacher Training 
Institute and the Language Institute possess language laboratories^ Senior 
secondary schools têach both Spanish and English competently; the quality of 

i " • ' i - -'teaching àt the junior" secondary school level varies® 

The Andres Hello institute teôcheis Spânisha" The Language Institute^ 
created in 19683, teaches Dutch, Srananf Englishj, Spanish^ Portuguese and French® 
Enrolments are 26 s 38^ 87, 64, l6 and 9 students respectivelya Most studénts 
are civil servants taking courses on Government timea Foreign Embassy staff 
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study •Ptufeeh and fm?<2igo business personnel Sranan*. All courses aim at 
oran expression and comprehension® There is no evaluation of performance 
and. n®-ttcn'wrk^ AXT'eourses are part-timea 

•All speajc some English^ and many people in senior 
,gd©Itio&.s.'in'GWernsieTai and'Commerce are practically bilingual.« 

'Cuba • ••'" ••.•:• ' ; ' ' ' • 

The edn<£fetion 'system • of-'Cuba is ' aaiqae ia the i'fob<si&ia ;¿©r. •: 
breadth and boldne£s of conception^ enthusiasm and efficiency ©f 
implementation^ rfepidity of results ands in spite of its rigid 
framework of political ideologys the flexibility and responsiveness 

i^s" administrative apparatus4> • 

Within the system foreign language has? if not a privileged^ at 
least a consciously designed positions. This position^ along with 
that of all other subjects® i© based, at least as far as availability 
of '.couisils ITS cohceriaed8' on the varied m&®ds'of students in relation to 
theij?. major ffisCipiines of study or their daily jobs« 

' The .principal .©haraisteristitss of. the Cuban education system®. of 
gfciefc' -ito" ««><34 siotaM-e. a«Mevemeiat is '̂Ss® aimos't ©©«piste • elimination 
®f "lllî er'eeyj, arei' ' 

i'a "Th® variety of types of training available from 
- tiie secondary level onwards,, and the number of 
' .4tetitutioms'spanning different ievelsf 

"•"11 a • fifte design of programmes of study to meet the 
s4eds of specific branches of technology! 

i'ii® The combination of study with productive: 
throughout, tfea. e-tee&trss" sysiremT through 
"schools in the country agricultural 
work'programmes for urban schools§ work 
programmes for vocational school pupils'in' 
institutes'deliberately sot up in the school's 
vicinity or even in the school itself, and 
combination by university students of study 
with work in the area.related to their ©tudiesi and 

iv3 A massive 'worker (i9e,'..adult)', education ' ' • 
• programme parallel to the'school system and . •••-•.• 
culminating in the same university-lev®! . 
institutionsa 



The reform of the school system currently in progress involves, (a) along 
with certain curriculum refortos,. the division.of the primary level into first 
cycle (grades 1-4) and basic seeondar^ (grades 5 and 6)s though without 
separation of institutions^ Thi articulation with tarioUs specialized branches 
of study takes place at this" poiht& (|&) The creation of Vocational schools 
encompassing grades'? to 12, i»e» secondary and pre-university levels* 

The position of foreifa language instruction in the: system, both old 
and new, is compl@&a In this school system proper, English was taught 
eoiiipulsorily from grades 9 to I5j four, hours per weelc« In the n6w sfstetoj 
English and Russian are to be taught three hours a tfeek from grades 5 to 8 and 
two hours a week from grades 9 to 12a In vocational schools, additional 
elective courses in these languages are.available in the various branches of 
studya . .••'•• '' ' 

English, Russian, German, French and to a lesser extent Italian, Gseeh, 
Chinese and Portuguese are available in the Language Schools which form part of 
the adult education system® There are twelve of these in the Havana area alone, 

"• N . . . . . . 

and others throughout the country® The largest has 2^773 students, and the 
total enrolment is over 309000® The schools are designed for workers (in all 
fields, public administration included) who need foreign language in their 
jobs or who have chosen foreign language in their progiamiiieb of adtolt 
educations, The Alliance Fran^aise muit be numbered among these institutions 
since the students of its French courses are selected by the Ministry of 
Education, which pays their fees3 The Jose Marti School teaches Spanish to 
foreigners full-time., 

Military schools teach Russian« 

Various ministries and other agencies mount their own language courses 
"-for "their' staffaccording to the demands of their worka 

Teachers for the present grades 7 to 9 are trained at secondary leve'ls 
those for grades 10 to 12 at pre—nniversity and university level institutes of 
education^ The new system will phase out teacher formation at secondary level? 
and all teachers will be trained in higher 'institutions«.' • 
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V e f The Institute Superier Pedagogic© de Lenguas Modernas Maximo Gorky 
trains language teachers and has l6l6 full and part-time s tudentss (the 
latter being teachers already at w k ) 9 The Eseuela d® Lenguas Paul 
Lafargu® ia a se@ondfe.ry *»' level institutions 

At the University of Havana^ the faculty of Arts teaches English^ 
French^ Russian and German«, and is divided., in respect of each of. the 
fields, into departments of linguistics and translation-
interpret@±'shi|>9 The linguistic career emphasizes research® Language 
is Also taught in the department of philology (literature)s journalism^ 
scientific information and librarianship3 

The iacultad Preparatoria gives 1-year intensive courses9 mostly 
in Mnssian? to students going to study abroada 

A certain amount of teaching material has been produced, and 
production is continuing as part of curriculum reform® 

Although foreign languages^ in terms of curriculum organization^ 
are closely related to corases? the range of institutions is so grnat 
that it is impossible to say to what extent the syllabus and mattrials 
in each course are adapted to the needs of particular gpefiialitiwiSo 
In general̂ , it is claimed that the. objective is commnnitsation9 and 
that the emphasis in the earl^ stages' is audio-lingual and where 
possible audio-visual® The trained teachers are very competent9 aî d in 
any case English has never been an unknown language in Cubas The aduii 
schools suffer from a heavy enrolment and so cannot make full use of 
their audio-visual equipment (the Lincoln School of Lang'.'ages wi+h 
2773 students has a laboratory of "only" 75 places^ while the Leniu 
Vocational School, with 4500 studentshas ten laboratories* ©f 18 
place® each® In addition^ absenteeism̂ , or rather the rate o' ab.* : = 9 
i@ a problem because many adult students have to travel it. ?•• 
©f their work9. 

University authorities claim that the students emerging from 
the secondary level have a better base in writing than speaking^ and 
that adults coming from the workers" schools have better control of the 

mailto:se@ondfe.ry
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.spoken language; and can theîêfore be selected by an èntrance examination^ It 
is fair to deducê , therefore, that those Vho complete adult language courses 
for the purposes of more direct use of the language than University study are 
even more fluent, especially If they ate working in a field that demands use 
<?f th^ îàn̂ SIAGÉ eVery1 da^ 

in à resent speech made at the inauguration of a vocational school, the 
Prime Mimster referred to the need for etiipfaSsizlng the study of foreign 
languages, especially English and Fi.eneffj for the purpose of providing 
technical assistance io other' countries £n Africa and thé Caribbean^ 
Whether this means that Russian tdlÎbede~>enjphaâized in the secondary 
schools (it Mil hardly be possible to make three languages compulsory) and 
reBtrietted to adult attd "s^eéiàlized institutions is not known® 

The machinery for language-teaching in the Cuban education system is 
therefor® extensive and varied® Its capacity to contribute to the development 
of language-teaching in the sub-region as a whole will naturally be limited 
by the heavy burden already borne by many of its components,, but this 
limitation is offset by administrative flexibility and as stated, and to some 
extent proven^ wlllingfiess to respond with concrete measures to the need of 
other countries for assistances, For example, four schools for Mozambican 
children are being built in the Isle of Pines® 
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III 
u 

ATTITUDES, MOTIVATION, METHODOLOGY 

Attitudes and Motivation 

Concern mill techniques and institutional structureo alonej however 
astive it may b®9 is insufficient to eiasurc redaction in the linguistic 
barriers to international communication in the Caribbean or any other 
part ©f the worlda It is necessary t® consider not ©nly how people 
learn languages, but why 

Motivation in learning? and language-learning parti cularlyj, has 
been tentatively defined in a number of waysa By behavioural 
psychologists9 as behaviour directed to sub-goals as part of a long 
chain ©f stimulus-response units beginning with reinforcement of a basic 
response! psychologically j, as the tendency to homeostatic equilibrirung, 
©rf contradi©torilyf as the need for perceptual stimuli^* By 

1/ 
psychologists of language^ it has been defined as a "cognitive drive" —s 

fed by the student11 s satisfaction at internalising new material^ or ii. 
is split into ."instrumental" and "integrative" motivation^ the former 
implying an urge to learn for purposes of jobs^ examination, or ©the 2? 

« external, utiliarian requirements^, the second for purposes of contact 
with the people and culture repreoented by the language studied^ 

Motivations, instrumental or integrative^, is related tu attitudes? 
instrumental motivation is allied with intolerant or indifferent 
attitudpti to both .language-learning ao an activity and the particular 
language and civilization concerned^ integrative motivation with. 
sympathetic attitudes® 

Ne!vej?thel«Bst all motivation is fundamentally similar in thaï, \ t, 
relates to the ehanee which the activity (in this ras« language nv,udy) 
afford"» the learner to alter hin relation to his environment in a way 
which is Important to hlma That is why motivation to learn on&'s 
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first language is so strong as to be taken for granted«, 

Instrumental motivation is considerably more common in language education 
than integrative motivationr^and In fact the considerable décline in foreign 
language study in countries where the most advanced methodology prevails is 
due to the shortcomings of language programmes in relation to the instrumental 
expectations of students*^ This is why language teachers assume instrumental 
motivation and try to create integrative motivation by satisfying the 
"cognitive drive" of students by imaginative teaching® 

However, the concept of motivation loses its utility in educational 
planning in situations such as exist in the Caribbean® It is futile to 
attempt to judge instrumental motivation when career opportunities for 
language students do not exist* and integrative motivation is a meaningless 
concept when knowledge of, and contact with, other language communities has 
always been severely limited, even for the closest of neighbours0 

In the present situation^ language-learning motivation where it exists 
can even be a force inhibiting rather than fostering development, sine© 
languages are not infrequently learnt for the purpose of emigration0 Haiti 
and the Dominican Republic are exampless Such motivation is even consciously 
exploited, as for example by the Institut Lope de Vega in Haiti9 which attracts 
students partly by means of the prospect of obtaining scholarships and jobs in 
Spanish-speaking countries* 

Empirical evidence of the primacy of the "why" over the "how"1 in the 
process of language-learning is not lacking if language-learning situations are 
examined® Quit® simply, if people need t© learn language^ they do, without 
being taught | but they are often taught without learnings. The touts and 

j*/'Henee, too, the joke about the little boy'who, to the distress 
of his parents^, never uttered a word until he was six years old$ and then 
suddenly "hurst" into'vituperative complafhi ithout" lumps in his breakfast 
©erealo. When asked why he had never spoken Until that moment^ he replied 
that it was because so far everything has been going quite well» 

•i. 
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hustlers ©f P©£>t-au=Prinee learn English^ and often other languages as 
wellj more fluently than the fesnsh in which their education was 
conducted^ The oemior ©isn.1 servant ia Curasao ©r Suriname9 with a 
classical ©duration ami a tectaisal spe©ialiiyg> speaks good English at 
need9 while his counterpart in the English-speaking Caribbean^, or even 
the recent UWI graduate whose speciality is Spanish ©r Frenehj is ai a 
l©ss to eommunieate the simplest Ideas in those languages,» The 
integrative motivation of the Surinamer is implicit in his belief that 
he is "isolated" by Dutehs another way of stating his desire for 
integration with neighbouring societies« The citizens ©f his former 
parent nation^ the Dutehg, speak far more English than the British 
speak any foreign tongue § and the Dutch are far more elonely integrated 
into Europe than the British* 

In this regard^ It is legitimate to go ev»n further and aok 
whether the Port-au-Prince tout might not have learned English less 
well if he had been taught« The answer is that he certainly would!9 
unless he had been taught it in a school for touts9 and a well-run M m 
at that® 

D®ea the primacy of the "why" over the "how" mean that concern f©« 
teaching methods and materials is futile? Deeiiedly n©t0 Methodology 
is a légitimât© and neeessary eoneern ©f the tea@hei?a and iin purpooe i& 
to maximise the effectiveness ©f language-learning in given situations« 
But to l©wer barriers to ©©maunication between nations9 it Id necessary 
to influence the situation's This Eeana thats 

î.0 "Pvitgrammti ©f technical co-operation must, be coneeived 
within & context ©f psychological mobilization fosr 
internal and «sternal so—operation in the service ©f 
Car.iTiheaa' unity« The only basis for such mobilization 
in tht» jroBpeet of universal participation in the tasks 
of national, and regional development § 

ilo Language ©©mmei-} arar>t be closely integrated wifchj, «E/î 
theii? oethodology adaptei' t©9 the national or suit*-
regional projects and programmes they are supposed t© 
facilitai®. This implies great flexibility and varietyf 
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The process of developing language teaching in the service of 
regionalism mast itself 'he regionalized» That is, there must 
be'a'geographical rationalisation ©f s>esearch| training» and, 
'where possible, instruction in ©rde® to maximise the use af 
resources within the sub-region and those brought from 

. .. .....outside} and 
iv® The school system must be the foundation of all this®, It 

must'give everyone the linguist!® basis that will prevent him 
having to start'from scratch later, but without instilling 
the"inhibitions that will make later, instrumental, learning 
outside the school more"difficult* This means that in the 
schools the inculcation of enthusiasm and boldness in 
language-learning will be as important as course content« 
It means that study of a language$ as opposed to learning« 
must come later in the school "system, and only for those 
whose career choice lies in the area of linguistic research, 
language-teaching ®r philology.* It means a strong emphasis 
on oral competence, an intensification in civilization 
courses and student exchanges® as well as a policy ©f 
obtaining competent native-speaking instructors® 

Even in the. school syst@m, however, there must be a certain degree of 
adaptation of language courses to areas of specialisation, since the school 
system must (a) shift the emphasis strongly toward technical and vocational 
edu©ation? (b) integrate work and study by bringing industry? commerce® 
agriculture and publi© administration into collaboration in the education 
process^ These are goals proelaimed by both government and opposition 
political parties in many countries of the sub-region but so far achieved in 
only one country« 

Career guidance and aptitude testing must be a feature of school systems, 
arid'these are only'effective in a context 'of "full employment® 

The present methodological and theoretical thrust of the language-
teaching profession in the world at large is in keeping with the needs of the 
'" sub-region as they have beeii identified in this reports 

The behaviourist-instrumentalist approach of the 195Qas, which produced 
much valuable contrastive data but was limited in its conception of language 
as conditioned behaviour and by its emphasis on form, has been superseded by 
a cognitive code-learning model« This modelj, allied with neurophysiological 
models of cerebral language representation, particularly a more flexible 
psych@l<sgieal image of bilingualism, and with concepts of language variation 
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and language function arising out of socio-linguisti© research9 has 
brought about a thrust in the direction of language—teaching with the 
emphasis on communications, through "functional™ and "instrumental" 
courses - that is9 courses designed to give access to information 
existing in the language concerned ©r t© facilitate the learner in the 
performance of specific technical and professional tasks® Several 
courses ©f this kind have already.,-been published .-^and/W are in UF«PJ 

eveñ in the Caribbean! and work in instrumental and functional 

areas ©f investigation ©f linguistics applied t© language-teaching is 
that of "inter-language"^ which it has beeEyclaimed may thr©w light on 
problems of bilingualism involving cieoles8 

Methodology 

Language-teaching methodology is a complex subjects It is possible 
to describe a particular couriste a® "audi@-iingual% "audio-visual"9 
"traditional"9 etc® but no such succinct description is any guarantee 
©f the effefetivenefi» of the course ©r it« satisfactory adaptation to the 
needs of learners« 

Besides deeper-culmination of any language course reveals the 
-truth of the '¡taiement of di Pietro and Bosc© ^ihai any course 
contains a mixture of methodologies - none xs "pure" in terms of itn 
adherence to one single theory of teaching® 

Finally;, courses designed to embody specific methodological 
approaches are often usod by teachers in quite another ways material 
meant for audio-lingual, or audio-visual presentation may be given to 
learners for translation,, and s© forth® 

The questions whieh I attempted to answer to my own satisfaction 
in the e<rarnc ©f this study t»ere, therefore? 

I,o Ai-'c-; the teachers eoaseiofts of using one method 
. rathas' than aoother and do they have a reason for 
using !,t?f 

iie Are ..he- materials and their use designed for the 
particular course or progs-amzae ©r consciously 
©hosen an being suitable t© it?| and 

Furthermoret ©ne of the present 
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iiia How good is the product (iae9 the graduates)? 

On the basis of the answers to these questions, I have described the 
overall approach of particular courses or programmes loosely as "traditional" 
"audio-lingual", etc,, and teaching and materials as "adequate", "competent"f 
"untrained", "ill-adapted" and so forth, rather than attempting to analys© in 
detail their theoretical components, a task that would in any case have been 
impossibles 
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THE MEDIA IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE-TEACHING 

B©th radio and television have advantagea and drawbacks as far as 
their us® in language—teaching is concerned« Radio is cheaper and 
programmes easier to produeeQ Being eheapers it can he more frequently 
used (daily lessons in a foreign language are more easily conceivable on 
radio than on television)^ ; 

! 
Both require the native language to1be used to some degree^ but 

radio more than televisions Television,' however9 enables the written 
language, if not to be taught9 at least to form part of its battery of 
visual aids| and of course it is television which can exploit the strong 
visual and motor orientation ©f the language learner» Conversely^ 
abstract relations not easily reducible t© visual imagery are difficult to 
teach9 as is grammar in any appreciable amounts. Television can also give 
the authentic flavour ©f the country whose language is being taught, 

9/ ideally by showing films ©f pe©pl® in real situations ® 

Howveuj if radio ©r television teaching programme a ar« to have â iy 
effect^ they must be very accurately adapted to their audiene© irk term« of 
the situations9 topies and eoaventioms iase$ - a consideration that nres.fii 

considerably t© the c©st ©f their 

th® great dlrawbaek of total lack ©f fieedbacelkj as 
if they are t© be nisei as a siajor instrument in teaeMing programmes 

they must be amgosatedl Iby a great deal ®£ amppsstiv© B»fcklne3Py - f©i* 
©sample» br©ad<sants integyated into school programmesf exerGiB«r> and 
tests done by e«M*£c>RpiM&den<Be. Broadpants Ernst aj&o be fnpqueEt pnough 
to cove,? thf> uyllaboij in a reasonable period, and it most be possible to 
repeat the; name less©a im different time slots (which may mean in 
different channels) to accommodate a working populatiom ©f studentss this 
is what the Op®a Uaiversity im Britain ¿5@ersa 
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It must not, therefore, he imagined that television or even radio can ever 
be a substitute for a teacher or be used to overcome shortage of personnels on 
the contrary? considerably more personnels, and a wide range of skills, are 
invariably required for their use0 

It might well be, therefore, that for all these reasons, the use of the 
electronic media to teach language would prove too costly and too pedagogically 
uncertain to be a worthwhile undertaking for countries such as those of the 
Caribbean sub-region0 

It is nevertheless worthwhile to consider whether without too great an 
expense it might be possible to use radio and television for limited objectives 
and as supplements to existing language-teaching programmes3 The requirements 
for such use would bes 

la Segionalization of the effort; to eliminate duplication® This 
would require care in the elaboration of scripts and films so 
that they would remain equally suitable from one country to 
anotherp 

iia Machinery that would bring together the expertise in all the 
fields necessary - teachers, researchers and media 
professionals? 

iii® Teaching for communication! 
ivs A reasonably motivated, preferably adult? audience (all the 

motivational factors referred to in Chapter III apply here)| and 

v a Materials,, especially television films, which increase motivation 
by authentic presentation of the culture of the countries whose 
language is being studied® This is not a contradiction with 
Ia above, but it means there would have to be two different 
types of materials 

Dramatic presentations are the least useful for this latter purpose, since 
the main characteristic of dramatic dialogue or commentary is its unexpectedness, 
and its consequent difficulty for those not completely familiar with the 
languages Strong contextual cues to the general theme and even the meaning 
of particular passages are essential9 and these are best achieved by 
dô iMOTli.flt̂ r—e-fvl a t\A(i • rnrriiia ol-w\n i 1 i -pi n nnnn+"M7 i n nlloa+i nn . i.ri f Vl * j ~ j c " e, n ~ " M , « « « . ^ ~ ~ - j — — . ~ ~ — » •• — — 

language appropriate to the level of the learner® Such broadcasts might even 
be successful if injected into the programming of radio and television stations 
for the benefit of language learners but without being keyed to any language 
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course or even containing any instructional material such as exercises 
or drills - merely9 perhaps, a certain amount of repetition and 
moderate speed of delivery (stich as is used in some of the Voice of 
America news commentaries broadcasts in English to Latin America),, 

• In addition9 the development of the entire sub-region is going 
to require wider9 ands quite likely2 more consciously controlled 
networks of radio and television communication within the various 
countries« If the process is to bring results9 education must have 
its share in the use of these networks^ language-teaching may therefore 
find its way in at less cost than it would otherwise® The use of 
earth satellites, such as is contemplated by the University ©f the 
West Indies for transmissions among the countries of the English-
speaking Caribbean^ would facilitate educational broadcasting on the 
regional scale® 

An institution already in existences however^ is the Caribbean 
Broadcasting Union9 which might sponsor the distribution of language-
teaching programmes9 produced in one or tw© centres in the sufe-region? 
through existing radio and television linkages« 

Existing B«sourme8 and Programmes 

The resources that exist at present in the sub-region are as 
follows? 

In Trinidad and Tobago^ Sts Luciag, Antigua, Surinam© and Guyana,, the 
radio has been ©r is being sporadically used for teaching Spanish or 
English^ with Haterial prepared Tby the relevant agency (Sc;h©ols 
Broadcasting Service ©f the Ministry ©f Education.;, ®to)e In Guyana, 
the Brazilian Embassy runs a course in Portuguese on the j?a£li®0 In the 
Batch Windward Islands9 the American educational television programme» 
The Electric Company has been experimentally used as an aid to English 
teachings, In Belisea the Schools Broadcasting Section ©f Hadio Belizg 
has Spanish teaching broadcasts for primary as well as secondary 
schools^ with both scripts and support material written by a team 
composed of teachers from the schools^ 
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In Jamaica, the Educational Broadcasting Service of the Ministry of Education 
has produced since 1964 television programmes for Spanish teaching in schools^ 
together with support material (including tests)a The programmes are prepared 
by the Curriculum Unit«, "In'1975» radio programmes began to be produced«, 

These programmes are admitted by the Jamaica education authorities to 
have had only limited success« At firstj they were designed as complementary 
to the published "Vamos Amigos" text (see Chapter II)a Teachers® seminars were 
held before the series began, but these were "inadequate", and teachers in 
schools tended to believe that the programmes represented free time for them® 
In addition, there were frequent breakdown of receivers in schoolŝ , and there 
was a chronic shortage of personnel for the preparation of the programmes,. Now, 
therefore, there is only one series on television, for Grade 7, and a new series 
on radio - dramatized folk tales in Spanish for Grade 7, designed to awaken 
the pupils® interest in the languages 

In Haiti, Radio Lumiere presents orally, two or three half-hours a week, 
the content of the English courses of the Institut Haitiano-AmericainD The 
English-speaking television channel^ limited to Port-au-Prince and, by economic 
circumstances9 to well-to-do viewersf has an English coursea 

The UNESCO Educational Mission broadcasts some very well-designed 
programmes for primary schools, the object of which is to achieve the pupils® 
transition from Creole to oral French,, Based on the work in comparative 

10/ 
analysis of Dr® Pradel Pompilus — , and using the vocabulary and syntax of the 
CREDIF Fran^ais Fondamental, the series comprises 50 25-minutes broadcasts^ 
containing dialogues, explanations in Creole, pronunciation and structural 
exercises» The radio is in this case meant to replace the teacher for th® 
duration of that particular lesson® There are no texts for the learners9 but 
it is recognized that teachers' texts would be a help if there were time and 
resources to produce them® The main problems have been logistical - programmes 
ought to be produced two to four months ahead of use9 but this has not proved Tiftaflilil o . r — wc* 

Three-day teachers5 seminars have shown that the programmes are being 
used, and other evaluations will be carried out later® 
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Similar programmes for English teaehimg have been used in Cameroun» 

The Cuban Institute de Supe2?aci©n Educacidnal (ISE) has from time 
to time made us© of radio and television for superacid courses for 
English teaehersa Eor the public at large, the media are being used 
for teaching Russian® A Teaching Centre has been set up2 to prepare 
and deal with correspondence materials The course is of three l»year 
levels^ and is now in its third year« Yearly tests are administered to 
the students at various language schools^ and a Diploma is awarded«, 

About 7000 students registered initially, and in spite of 
considerable attrition, several thousand remains Study groups in 
factories and other places of work have been formed by students 
enrolled in these courses^ An English course is planned but not yet 
in effects 
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Y 

PATTERNS OF SUB-REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Evolution of Caribbean Co-operation 

One of the most striking results ©f the Caribbean's history of 
colonial domination is the lack ©f contact between the countries of the 
region3 Every country has always had far stronger ties» usually ties 
of dependences with powers external to the Caribbean^ first Europe and 
then the United States of Americas 

In varying degrees, the countries of the region have suffered from 
the effects of plantation economies, unfavourable terms of tradef lack 
of industrialization;, and dependence on external investment by North 
American^ European or multinational corporations® Attempts to reduce 
these effects have been varied^ in Martinique Guadeloupe and Cayenne2 

political incorporation into the metropole? in the British Commonwealth 
countries9 first of all Commonwealth trading agreements, then a Free 
Trade Area and finally a Common Market! in Cuba^, a socialist 
revolution^ 

The CARIFTA - CARICOM experiment is now facing considerable 
difficulty related to unequal trade balances among the partners5 a 
situation that was inevitable as long as an alliance of partners unequal 
in resources was able to commit itself only to reducing trade barriers 
and not to serious rationalization of industrializations The Cuban 
revolution has resulted in Cuban dependence on yet another? external 
power? the Soviet Union - a dependence^ however^ which Cubans would 
maintain is temporary and"different in kind from new-imperialism® 

] 

The major efforts at political and economic co-operation in the 
post-colonial period took the form of membership of the newly 
independent countries in the OASg the CARIFTA - CARICOM initiatives 
by the British Commonwealth territories and the current attempts to 
extend CARICOM to include other countries such as Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic? separate multilateral agreements such as those 
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beiweea Jamai®a? Venezuela and Mexie© on- the construction of an aluminium 
smelter or betweB Trinidad and Tobago^ Jama,i@a? Costa Riea and Mexi®© for-the 
foundation of the NAMUCAR shipping corporation! membership in regional bloss 
-within w©rld•intesnational organisations} the most tangible result of which is 
the foundation of the CDCC within ECLA? and a variety of bilateral agreements 
and projeets fos technical and other eo-operation in education, culture^ 
publics healthy ' sporty ' et©o 

There ar® alB© a number ©f situations of regular contact such as tourism 
and seasonal -wssk'migration,, 

The Chart at Appendix III sets out these bilateral eontaetsg in so faff as 
they ©ross language boundaries® 

' LinffiilfTgis"' Barriers to Co-operation 

Communication problems arising out of these initiatives take several 
"forms* 

At the diplomat!c levelf the number of eonferen@es held in the sub~ 
regiom is inereasingj as is the number of permanent secretariats of 
international and regional organisations^ 

At th® Government level^ there is an inerease in bilateral teehnieal and 
cultural co-operation projeetsa Certain ministries and agencies^ for instance 
thos© dealing with foreign teade^ within particular government® are 
experiencing ato ine&ease in the volume of correspondence with countries speaking 
foreign languages® There is also an increase in routine documentation in 
foreign languages! invoices^ bills of lading^ etca 

At th® level of bilateral teehnieal eo-operation, teehpieians ar® 
travelling in increasing numbers across language boundaries without having any 
knowledge of the language in whi^h th©y will " have to w©rk.a~ 

There iss finally, a ¡probable increase in the volume of foreign-language 
correspondence of private firms,, and of their contacts with people speaking 
foreign languages« The word "probable" is used because this phase of the 
present investigation was only partially Successful® The questionnaire 
designed to determine supply and demand for interpretership and translation 
services in the private seetor elicited a very uneven response® Response 



ff3?om government ageneieê to the seme questionnaire was also p©0]?9 
in the sas® of governments a certain amount of information could 'be 

:®ited in interviews Appendix II gives such information as is 
<3 

Les have reacted to this complex of difficulties both by 
traditional solutions and by new but extremely ad hoc 

.initiatives^ Among traditional solutions is the us® of international 
pools ©£ tran@lat©rs9 interpreters and bilingual s®eretaries or th© 
sewi'&es of individuals su,ch as school or university teachers ©r an 
organization8© own ©mployeesa For the OAS Foreign Ministers5 
Conference held i® Grenada in April 1977? a staff of two hundred and 
twenty-sis people was imported from various OAS offices to service the 
conference» In the GEP1ACEA Conference held in Jamaica® interpreters 
were brought from Cubas, In the' ®as® of documents, in most government 
agencies those which are in foreign languages ar® either disregarded^ 
or used direetly if 'th© officer dealing with them knows the language 
@oncerned? ©r translated by private arrangements with people inside ©r 
outside the agency concerned,* A good example of this type of document 
ar© the UNESCO publisaiions in Spanish from the regional office in 
Santiago, Chil®9. which ar® usedg, but not to their full potentialj, by 
the Planning Officer in the Ministry of Education in Guyana^ who 
happens to read Spanish®-

There is a recent disastrous example.©f recourse to the most 
traditional ©f all methods of overcoming language barriers - sign 

i xy*** 
language — a In 197^ the Government of Trinidad and Tobago purchased 
from Venezuela a motor vessel to us© as a ferry between Trinidad and 

The ahip broke down on its inaugural.ran and is.still 
A Commission of Enquiry into the. purchase report-id ia 

1977 that no one in the Trinidad and'Tobago team entrusted with th'-i 
negotiations could speak? understand or read Spanish, with the r e t r a l i 

that the ship's log-book could not be examined and th« negotiations 
with the owner»' representatives were carried out in sign language® 
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Non-traditional responses to the' problem include language traininij; :for 
technical assistance personnel^ the ®reation ©f interpretership and translation 
services? and language training for bilingual secretaries, hotel and airline 
personnels The countries where these initiatives are taking place, in varying 
degrees, are Cuba-, Jamaica^ Guyana, the' Dominican Republic and the Bahamas«*, 

In Cuba, many Ministries and other Agencies have translation sections^ 
and several have their own language training schemes (for example? the Ministry 
©f Overseas Trade and the National feank)f they also make use of the language 
training facilities of the adult education system® Direct private arrangements 
are also common® University students destined for study in the USSR are given 
a year's intensive training in the Facultad Preparatoria (see Chapter XI)^ 
There is still a considerable excess demand for translation services^ 
particularly for Russian,, since the Ministry of Foreign Trade services a Cuban 
interest (though.not necessarily.participation) in some COMECON Conferences 
per year® The Department of Documentation of this Ministry.recognizee that 
the problem of translation is a part of the general problem of documentation 
and organization of information» since the increased need for communication 
across language boundaries.has been accompanied by an increase in the need foy 
access to information of all typesr and therefore for the effective 
standardisation of classification systems^ Even in Cuba alone? it is felt, 
centralization of translation services would obviate a considerable amount of 
duplication, 

A National Conference on Information held in Cuba in 1965 set up a 
Committee on Translation and Terminologyf which found that in spite of the 
number of language schools the level of services available, particularly in the 
area of simultaneous translation, was not highs The creation of a small 
National Enterprise of Translation and Interpretership (ESTl) hag not yet 
corrected this situations The Committee made a preparatory study for the 
creation of a national pool of translatorsf but the intricacy of the pattern 
of permanent and ̂ ad_hoe services defeated the Committers calculations« 

ESTI is based on the eentral office of the Council of Ministers^ and its 
staff is made up of university teachers and others who may be working full 
or part-tim® elsewher® as translators a, 
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A meeting of Librarians and D@©umentaiigtss, sponsored by UNESCO 
and the CjDCC-j, is to be held in Port ©f Spain at the end of N©vemb®r 
1977® This meeting should be the start ©f a study of the problem 
of documentation ahd information that should include the question ©f 

" translation,, 

In Jamai@a9 th© Language Training Centr© has successfully 
organised courses in English for Cuban technical assistance pers©niielg 
in Spanish for trainees going to Cuba in various programmes (fishermen;, 
construction brigades) and for hotel trainees In 1978^ there will be 
a great insreas© in the second category% 144 Jamaieans destined for 
training in sportg forestry, fishing and ©ther fields will be taught 
Spanish« Courses Mil comprise £>O0 hours of instruction as well as 
outside projects in the various fields of activity, and some or all of 
them may be residentiala 

A translation unit in the Ministry of External Affairs is planned 
for 1978a At present® there is one officer working full-time as a 
•translator« The projection is for six people specializing as 
translators and conference interpreters in Spanisĥ , French, Portuguesê , 
Russian, Chinese and Arabic* 

Guyanese trainees going to Cuba under the technical annistanee 
.agreement signed in 1975 were first taught Spanish m Cuba 9 out slot/ a 
-'C'tiban teacher is preparing 30 trainees in Guyanaa This will not 
satisfy future requirements, sine® the agreement envisages 80 
scholarships pel? year to train Guyanese in bankings aviation^ 
agriculture fishings sugar technology9 construction, forestry and 
medicinea The missions sent to Cuba to lay the groundwork for these» 
programmes encounter little difficulty^ but Cuban missions to Guyana give 
rise to problems'since there is a shortage of Spani sh interpreters® 

The University of Guyana has 'been ©ailed upon at short notice ti; 
give English courses to Cuban physicians coming to work in Guyana9 but 
the University's resources are limited and arrangements will scon hav<? 
to be made to meet the needs for both English and Spanish training 
arising out of these technical assistance programmes® 
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In th® Dominiean Republic a small group ©f private individuals ha® 
a translation and interpretership association on a commereial basisa 

There are so far only two interpreters$ wh© work in Spanish, French and-English! 
Messrs« Lais Ha Gar@ia and Santiago Lamelas, In addition, thers are 8 to 10 
translators working in" Spahishs, Engllsli", French, German and Portuguese^ 

The ambition of the association, which as yet has no name? is to offer 
a eomplete range of services to international meetings and conferences held in 
the Dominican Republic, as well as to foreign missions visiting the country^ 
for example^ bilingual secretaries and guides® They maintain that this, can be 
done, and ¿t Reasonable rates to clients, because they refuse to accept isrhdt 
they call the mystique of the interpreter's profession - the claim that 
simultaneous interpreters can only wofk short periods at a time and must be 
frequently'relieved« 

The identification of target groups for language teaching programmes, is, 
of course, not a discrete part of this study, but one of its end products% 
sihce it can only be done against the background of information on the 
directions of sub-regional development^ Nevertheless, an important element of 
the data of this Investigation is the view each government has of the target 
groups to which programmes of language-teaching should be directed» 

The fact is, however, that officials consulted had quite varied views on 
the subjects The following were cited as desirable target groups? 

Teachers 
Businessmen 
"Secretaries 
Middle -tand upper^level Civil Servants 
Hotel and tourist industry personnel 

i 
Certain of the replies were nevertheless informative« The Permanent Secretary 
of the Ministry of Education of St„ Lucia was decisive in his recommendation 
that;secretaries should be considered a key target group because (i) they are 
a feature of many kinds of activity? (ii) their functions within an organization 
are varied j' and (iii) the purpose of 'education programmes, as the Permanent 
Secretary saw it, was to encourage the flexible use of people and to provide 
them with professional mobility«, 
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An interesting divergence appeared between the attitudes of 
government officials in the English speaking countries on the on® hand 
and in Surinam© and the Netherlands Antilles on the other® The latter? 
already speaking English and sometimes other foreign languages with 
-•considerable competences, were frequently in favour of courses for 
senior civil servants to enable them to improve the quality of their 
interventions9 delivered in foreign languages,, at international 
conferencesa Positively motivated toward language study for practical 
endss they had no doubt ©f the perfectibility of their own skillsf whereas 
the Commonwealth Caribbean civil servants thought not in terms of 
improving their own language skills but securing such facilities as 
bilingual sëcretaries'and interpreters« 

The following considerations seem to be valid in relation to the 
'question' of target groups g 

ia Specific language-teaching programmes per se are 
not the onlyj or even perhaps the most important? 
'element in'the process "of lowering linguistic 
"barriers to communication® T© some «xtent8 the 
lowering of other barriers will not only bring 
about an increase in foreign language skills 
without instruction« but will define the areas 
in which intensification of language instruction 
will be of maximum assistance to the process g 

ïis' 'Courses'for specific target groups are therefore 
not the infràstrù@ture but the superstructure 
of the system necessary for the reduction of 
linguistic barriers s " the "infrastructure iô thé 
reform of curricula^ methods and objectives in 
the school' system to provide individuals with 
the basis on which to build language skills 
necessary later on fos specific purposesf the 
provision of institutions capable of responding 
'flexibly to 'language-teaching needs ©f different 
kinds as they arise? and thé institution of 
permanent regional services in the areas of 
research-and .documentation, including translation 

. and iaterpratershipi 
''Ills" Tt is el ear "from"the above that to the extent 

that"target'groups are"identifiable now, the most 
important one from the" infràstructuîral point of 
view iŝ  everywheres, teacher's for the schoolb8 
Training programmes for language teachers must be 
given a high priority! 
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îv> Interpretlrsliip and translation is important because for a 
relatively Sméìll investment in time and money it should be 
possible to "train and certify a corps of interpreters and 

. translators '-which%èuXd ' obviate the present iifeed î w ' I-
"rélying'oh ©titàïC®;"s0Ûï®és» '"'But, perhaps moire itópoitaht9 
the" ¡Creation "of suèh a'professional outlet would improve 

* student motivation in the education systems and thereby 
facilitale tha improvement of language-teaching in 

., .. generali 
Va Other target "groups mil be defined by developments in 

technical co-operation and othér areas of contact® To i 
teach language in antTèiì>atiòn of need is futile because 

" the motivational component "is lacking and because 
communi'dative skills atrophy even if theoretical knowledge 
does nóts Thé important thing is to give people 9 in their 
basic education, a positive attiïôdë to language-learning 
and basic competence in specific languages that can %© 
réaetivàfecf and built* upon aCneed? and to have a set of 
instituïioris~capabTë of reacting quickly and flexibly to 
the needs of Cuban physicians working in Jamaica or 
Guyanese construction workers going to Cubaa In other 
words§ the widest range of target groups at présent 
identifiable i s composed of technical assistance 
personnel, .of both.recipient and categories! and 

vi®" It is necessary'to make certain that language-teaching 
efforts should not intensify the brain-drain - that is, 
they should not be directed towards groups for whom they 
represent merely an opportunity to emigrate® Much of the 
work of language^teachihg institutions in Haiti, both 
private (sûcX àTs*the Instiïût'Xopè de Vega) and public 
(such as tHë Institut"lïa£tianis-Ameïr®àin)j and to a 
lesser extent in the Dominican Republic falls into this 
category,. It would no doubt be true of many English 
speaking territories were they not English speaking, 
since the level of migration to North America from ther® 
is high« " 

This last is a strong argument in favour of, first, the integration of 
language-teaching programmes into economic planning designed to create jobsf 
secondly, the close association of education with productive work; third, the 
planning of language-teaching programmes in such a way as to create 
employment outlets; and finally, the selection of target groups on the basis 
of technical assistance projects« 
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EXTERNAL SOURCES OP ASSISTANCE I 

The Caribbean sub-region is no more -watertight than any other 
politically-defined group of nationsa External presences within the 
geographical confines of the region cannot be ignored, and individual 
states have traditional external connections that must Tb® reckoned withs 

Elsewhere in this report reference has been made to Puerto Ricoj 
#hich eo<sjld not unfortunately be included in th© preseiat stmdy tat to 
#ii<ah the study ought to be extended as soon as possible„ In 
addition, <the forces of interest to the sub-region in the area of 
language-teaching are? for English, Spanish and French respectively! 
^i) the USA^ (ii) PÏLEI (Programa Ihteramericano de Linguisticà y 
Ensenanza de Idiomaa)? Véûézuela ahd the 0AS| and (iii) Frahcëj, 
represented-by the Overseas- Departe-aaeiats- of Martinique and Guadeloupe 
(French Guyana is negligible in this respect) and by the powerful 
battery ©f organizations dedicated to the service of the francophone 
movement throughout the world4 

The UniTe'd Stateg of America 

In Chapter II the operations of the American Institutes in Haiti 
and the Dominican Republic, where they constitute an appreciable part 
of the system ©f education^ were described® These and the Voice of 
America are the two major instruments of the USA for the dissemination 
of English in the Caribbean,!, There is no reason why the former9 at any 
rate, cannot be used, as is the Alliance Française in Cuba, directly by 
the national education authorities to supplement their programmes ©f 
adult or secondary school education® 

In addition, financial assistance from a variety of US sources 
has contributed to many projects in the Caribbean in the pasto In 
the area of language-teaching^ the University of the West Indies 
campus in Jamaica has just received a new language laboratory from 
USAIBa The previous one was purchased with a Ford. Foundation grant«, 



The Ford Foundation was also responsible for a series of grants to thé: University 
as a whole for the devélopment of linguistics teaching and research, 

' s 1 

administered by the University Senate Sub-Committee for Linguistics and now 
carried on by the Society"for Caribbean Linguistics^ . 

.' Hispâno-Amël'icàn Sources " 

PÏLEI is a University-level ôrganization financed largely by Ford 
Foundation funds which is ̂ sponsible for a number of programmes of research 
and teaching in language and linguistics throughout Latin America« Because 
ôf a shortage of money, however,, it>s .activities^haye been reduced recently, and 
i'ts" next "meeting, to be held in Caracas in 1978', may ]be its last« 

A statement by president Carlos Andres Perez of Venezuela announced his 
intention to "make Spanish the second language of the Caribbean% Indeed, 
the involvement of Venezuela in language-teaching projects in the Caribbean 
has recently increaseda Venezuela undoubtedly has the resources, and has 
proclâimed thé desire, to interyene massivély in thé development of the 
sub-regiohc Venezuela t̂ as named the Centre of the OAS Project for tèaehing 
of Spanish as a foreign language, ¿jjid has contributed to the Project through 
an advanced course for teachers and a number of scholarshipsa At a seminar 
on Spanish teaching in the English speaking Caribbean, held in Caracas in 
March 1977? a number of recommendations ̂ ^were made concerning the 

• - - '••-*. •-.* • 't 

establishment of Language Centres, the diffusion of cultural materials, 
scholarship programmes, teacher-training, exchange programmes, curriculum 
reforms in national education systems, and co-ordination of language projectss 
A second "seminar was proposed for Barbados in 1978V » 

The Venezuelan Andres Bellé Institute offers Spanish courses in various 
centres in the sub-region® ••,'•'.:'. 

"The OAS? through its Regional Programme of Educational Development 
(PKEDE) 

and the Special Multilateral Fund of the Interamerican Council for 
Educati on, Science and Culture (lEHCIECC) has carried out, under the Project 
mentioned above,' a series ôf actions consisting fundamentally of six Spanish 
language courses^ three basic and three advanced« In addition, the OAS is 
responsible in varying degrees for the establishment of, and assistance in the * 
running of, Language Institutes in Jamaica, Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago 
(see Chapter II)® •» 



Both tiho ©rigimal GIECG regulation recommending the establishment 
@f a Geati?e £02? Spaaish teaching in the Caribbean and in the Caracas 
"Seminar the '"'importane'e of a 'similar centre £or'"Ei%l'Ish'~was'' recognised«, 

The- Venesuaela^iMS projest&j, certainly as far as Spanish io 
"concerned^ are' the extermally-inspired initiatives in which the largest 
number of ceantrioD im the sub-region are.already involvedA It would, 
therefore^ seo^'©essential .to 'take account of them in any further 
decisions on the question of language-teaching in the sub-region and to 
avoid duplication of efforts This necessarily relates particularly to 
the OAS "master planR for Spanish teaching? the proposed functions of 
Language Centrsaf- exchange programme a? recommendations for emr^ieulimi 
planningj the role of the Bdmsational Technological Centre in. 
Venezuela in preparation ami diffusion of materials? the planning of 
irea'sarehf the fraactions of- the OAS/PESDE Area <C©-©rdimator? and the 
prospect ©f diffusion ®£ television and radio progresses® 

France and' the Franco-phone WorM 

Freneh speaking elites around the world have perceived that th® 
decline in the -uaee ©f French for interstate relations an3 for national 
development is -a ttao&t t© theii? interests (0©ms©§uently2 they have 
begBn a tramsaatioEaal nnaltilatfiral »©veEesii to improve the status of 
Fr®neha to .bmiM/te^rlocking' and interdependent ties among themselves 
for mutual- assistance and to create a new actor in world policies free 
"from control by ©my single eountrya 

Over one hun&ed franieophone organisations — societies^ clubs9 
'nationals, interaatitemalj .govarroamtal asid non-govermmental bodies «=» 
work in a c©-©rdinated way to 3?epla©© English ^orda with French 
neologisms in areas such' as _.-s$iae® technology and mass communieatioiae& 
They provide aid to improve the t'eaching ®f Frenehj and in a less 
co-ordinated way they try to provide exclusive channels for the 
transmission ©f sclentific8 economic^ politicals, aaid artistic 
information« 



Several of the organisations eomprisihg this francophone movement ar© 
relevant to the Caribbean stib-regions ÂUFELF (Association des Universités 
Partiellement ou Entièrement :de Langue Française) has associate members neither 
totally or partially ffeneh speaking^ among theni some Caribbean Universities^ 
It also has a Latin American CommittQ® whose Caribbean representative is a 
teacher at the University of the West Indies^ AUPELF has produced considerable 
literature on the teaching of Fïèheh for functional and instrumental purposesa 

.The Federation Internationale dès Professeurs de Fian|ais (Flip) has 
memfesr .units in thô C&ffilbbéàn., and the ACCT or AGECOP (Agene® de Cooperation 
Culturelle ©t Te©taiiquo) is an association .of States, of which many Third World 
ÊOTÏatriës, including.. Haiti, are members^ The ACCT is well endowed financially3 
and sponsored a Colloquium ©n Applied linguistics in the Caribbean held in 
Haiti in July 1975a It has also sponsored the production of Creole illustrated 
readers^ Although these were somewhat criticised by Caribbean scholars for a 
certain Euroesntrieity of outlook, these scholars rectegnize the ACCT as a 
potential source of assistance for a variety of régional cultural projectsa 

The role of the Alliance Française in the framework of language-teaching 
in the sub-region has already been described (Chapter II The Direetion 
Generale de Relations Culturelles^ Seîentifiquës et Techniques of the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs"provided Trénch teachers to Caribbean Universitiesa 

Although the present condition of the French départements in the 
Caribbean is that of political integration in the metropole, it is not 
inconceivable that in the long.run they may eease to be so integrated and it is 
in any casé undeniable that they have a Caribbean character unrelated to their 
political status^ Furthermore § there are organizations and groups in these 
territories whose life and activities have always been dedicated to cultural 
regionalism - for example^ the Centre d'Etudes Regionalfes Antilles - Guyana 
(CERAG) and its current President, Mra Jean Rosas* 

Martinique and Guadeloupe play a considerable role in Creole studies and 
as centres for the diffusion of French studies in thç Caribbean^ The Groupe 
d'Etudes ©t de Reeherohes de la Creolophonie at the Centre Universitaire 
Antilles » Guyane (CUAG) does research 

on Creole and publishes two journals on 
the subjeeta The Latin American Committee of AUPELF has proposed that the 



Goates -International d'Etudes Franeaises should be a "lieu privilegii 
for the formation of Latin American teachers of Frencha Th® Se@tion 
de Cooperation Franeo-Caraifee of th® Guadeloupe Prefecture provides 
funds for various edueational aid projects in Boainiea and 
St« Lueia, ineludiag a sisali aaafeer of vl©ng-t@ra scholarships in 
French studies9 fh® Fren@h Ministry ©f P@r©i'ig» Affairs nmo a®.-
annual f©ur*»w§e& course in Guadeloupe for 80 Freneh t®a@hera 
from the re©t of the Caribbean,,, 





NATIONAL LANGOAGg POLICY AND PLANNING 

ffaetoro ia Language Planning Problems 

Mse• proMemp ©f national language policy asay be redu@eds> in all 
'casosj, to the f®ll©wing8 

la What ahall .bo the offieial language languages 
•©£ the 

• I1& What. DMSI be the language ©f instruction in the 
©¿tasatioa system? | 

•ilia .What atatus shall be given to minority languages 
in the education system and .other spheres?? and '' 

ivo ffiiat 'other language® shall be taught ®r otherwise 
©neoiaraged amd to what degree (esg® as second 
language^ as foreign language^ etea)?s 

These questions must be answered in the contest ©f the following 
additional questionsg • 

ia What are the patterns of language use in the 
country (ia®a what languages are spoken wher@8 
by how many people and in what social contests? 
what are the ©stent and types ©f bi-and multi-
lingualism9 ©tca)?$ and 

ii. What conflicts between language eommunities 
exists, or might exist as a result off ¡policy 
choices'?® 

Intra-national conflicts among language communities do not necessarily 
have a direct bearing on this report9 which -relates to foreign language-
teaching in the context of removal of language barriers between 
countries of the sub-regionfl 

Hffiw®vers to the extent that problems of national language policy 
exists whether or not they contain the seeds of intra-national conflict8 
they have an indireat bearing on the problems of communication among 
countries of the sub—region" and between them and the world at large0 

• The problems of national language policy^ considerable as they 
are in some countries of the sub-region, are by and large unlikely to be 
aggravated by intra-national conflict among language communities^ But 
there are exceptions« 
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; Linguistic pliteallssa.seemsf" in .general̂  to ¿ani.fest diyislv®'.effects at . 
.•.transitional "stages' of economic and political evolution, and in circumstances • 
wheie there; Is a dominant group using a dominant languageA 

, 0bs©3ET&tion of speeifie.situations9, however^ seems to indieat® that som© 
or all of the following additional facto## must be present^ 

Is Dlie dominant group must be either the majority (eagQ the. 
English speakers in Canada) or their language must be one 
of a®veral? not merely; two8 languages in the eountry 
(e»gs Hindi in India)| 

11,3 A large number ©f the speakers of the subordinate 
language nibsi» as well as speaking it? have favourable 
attitudes toward it or be capable of being persuaded to 
such attitudese Iii Quebec, fo£ example^ in spite of a 
certain degree of defeatist psychology among French 
speakers JL|/(a paradox present in many situations of social 
inequality) s, French per se is universally recognized as 
a world language -of science and culturef 

iii,s In the community speaking the subordinate language^, 
there must be militant group consciousness for other 
than linguistic reasons (as in the case of Catalan, 
Welsh«, Basque)« This is particularly the case when 
condition (i) does not apply i»e« the speakers of 
the dominant language are not much ¡pore numerous 
than the others (e«g5 Belgium); and'* 

iv9 A further conditions related tos indeed implied in9 
the others is that the subordinate language must be 
clearly perceived by its speakers to exist and to 
be different from the dominant languages 

These conditions applys to a limited extentt in some of the countries 
of the sub-regionQ In the Spanish speaking countries they do not apply at 
all® In Trinidad and Tobago9 Barbados^ and those English speaking Windward 
and Leeward Islands where the^© is no French=lexieon Creole. the existence 
of a vernacular that ean be clearly labelled as a creole is doubtfulj there 
is a wide spectrum of -varieties between the basilect and the standard! and 
mutual intelligibility among speakers of all language varieties eiistso, In 
these eountrieg« as even in Jamaisa where the existence of a basilecial creole 
is 

more clearly established^ language loyalty among speakers of the vernacular 
is slight to hon-existent (indeed^ there is a generally negative attitude by oredl© speakers to their- ©wsa. flialeetg -Insfatfe of recent growth of nationalist' 
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Far from giving risa-to eonfliets9 ' it constitute© an 
educational proMem partly because speakers in the "interaction area" 
think they ©re speaking. the standard Thea© include many teachers» 

Not only are th© dialests of th®©@ ©©ramtries feanSly , reeogmised as 

no writing system other than standard English orthographya 

This does not mean^ let me repeat, that no edueational problem 
arise© ©ut of the esistenee of these vernacularss There is a considerable 
problem^ and coms-tamt attempts are being made to solve it« However, it 
will in ma case lead to any decisions that will -retard the learning ©f 
English or the aeceptane® of English as the official and national 
language^ and aay p®di£is®tiLom----4© -the language- ®f instruction in 
sdteols trill .af£<e<a£ foreign' language-learning only to the- extent that 
i t improves all learnings. 

The same applies to Guyana as to the other English speaking 
eountrieo^ It© population of some 40j,000 Amerindians^ divided into 
nine tribes speaking Arawk and Garib dialestsj, might in years to come 
constitute a linguistie pressure -%roup or groups but at present are 
far from doing soa The political organization of the Arawakn is 
minimal and dependent ©n the central government? th® other tribes are 
sufficiently mobile in their settlements to migrate freely across the 
Venezuelan and Brazilian borders when they feel their life-styl® 
threatened by suah projesto- as hydro-elestri@ plants*» 

The countries where divisive potential, however slight9 exiots 
are? in aoeeading order of gravity, the "English speaking" eountries 
with a French Creole vornatsular (Sta Lueia8 Dominiea and to a lesser 
ext®iit..~te®2i&Sa) the -SisfiSwayfl 'Ifllaadsj -fiotti g. th© 
'MstSaerlaads Leeward: islands '(C'ai?©©a©s Arabs- and-Bonaire) § Surinam^ and 

su@h by their cam sjtaakero as' their structural 
divergences from staad©r(3--EffiglisiS ar®)~ but (with all honour t© 

• •MAS LOMD© Benaett) there is little or no vernacular literature^ and 

Bell 30,3 
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In the But©h Wini-msei Islands the vernacular is English9 and independenee9 
if it gomes.separately io this group^ will probably confirm English as the 
official language«* If all the Neth&rlandg Antilles become independent as a 
unit3 there is potential for conflict in the fact that for Windward Islanders 
.all sehooling above junior secondary level must be obtained in Cura|a©9 where 
' it is iiqw ijn Dutch and will eventually"be in,.Papiamentu« 

In St® Lueia the percentage of peo;ple monolingual in French Creole was 
put at about 40 by the 1946 census; all others speak both French er@@le and 
either local standard English <»r a variety of th$ English-based vernacular^ 
In Grenada the pessentag® of trench Creole speakers is uncertain but much 
smaller^ and there is probably no significant French Creole monolingualisme 
la ̂ ominiea the 1946 census gives the proportion of monolingual French . 
Creole speakers as 40 peE eenta In none of these countries^ however^ is 
there militant language loyalty0 The advisability of widening and legalising 

. tb® unofficial use of French Creole as an Instructional medium in schools is 
objectively explored^ but there is no movement for granting any sort of ©fficial 
status to it a, fto one sees much incongruity in a situation where a court cas© 
is heard in English before a bilingual magistrate^ bilingual attorneys9 
bilingual poli@e9 a monolingual ereole speaking defendant and a Creole-
English interpreter . v 

The existence of the French Creole 'Vernacular lias 
in fact the effect of 

orienting the population psychologically towards French as a foreign language^ 
beeaus® of contact? with the neighbouring Freneh Creole speaking D^partements 
of Martinique and Gru&deloup®» While the functional specialization of Freneh 

w';/;.fe#olo-\sdli prevent' its deeeasa for a long time to 
comes its speakers do not 

aeeord it high prestige in their concept of the national linguistic 
repertoire and are reconciled to the neeessity for English as a vehicle of 
social mobility^ ' Bellas" ' 

In. Bella®j. Spanish is spoken as a. first -langrwge byfUbmxk'-Sfrqpas®-•̂ sfe-aoi 
the population, and indigenous,-langiiaĝ a -̂afiS ttie-"three Mayan dialects „ 
of Kekchij Mopan and Yueatefcan) by about 18 per cent or 5$000 people^ There 
is also a wid$ly*-used English-based Creole vernacular^ 
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Patterns of language use are complex and somewhat disputed^ so it 
is impossible to say how many Spanish speakers are monolingual (the 
percentage is probably mainly & ftmetion of age)o However$ there are 
faetors which isaM'eate the possibility of an increaselinguistic 
minority consciousnessa geographical concentration near the Mexican and 
Guatemalan borders5 considerable freedom of contacts across the borders5 
exposure to foreign radio broadcasts in Spanish^ the importance of 
Spanish as a Central American and hemispheri© languages, These factors 
are site«® by WaMell evidence th&t Spanish will eventually supplant 
English in the .©ountry^ The counter-arguments of Allsopp -^^(that an 
indepeMeiat Belisean identity within the Santral American soimaunity of 
mations will be strengthened by English; that Belize looks to the USA 
and GARICQM for ©soaomi® eo-eperationj that more English than Spanish 
speakers enter the teaehing ®ervi@@) are eogent but at the oasac tiae 
underline the possibility ®f dissontent arising among the Spanish 
speaking communities,* The problem in its ®dueational implieations is 
recognised by Beliseam edm©ati©n authorities9 and sclhsoisj o w n p?iH©ry-
s®h©olfi9 are feeiiag ensouragefi to- ioaeis Sp@mi®h. as a ¡seeomd (an opposed 
to a foreigm) language^ In some schools those teachers wEbo d© have 
Spanish (or Mayaa or Carib) will mse it as the language --lHotr®eta.©% 
Tbnt iia general the education system operates ©n the ©ss'raajptioa that the 
s©h©©l ]p@§>mlati©iaL £g English speakings 

Dm th@ basis -of ©oiaj>aris©B.,wi-th- .other -¡ê mat-Fieŝ  ®s analysed by such 
scholars as Inglehart and Woadtamrdg this is a staitaM© framework for the 
growth ©f' linguistic eonfliet - the strains induced by a transitional 
state of political and economic development creating among minority 
groups discontents which are then hung on the peg ©f language 
discrimination^, ©specially if language conflicts are encouraged by 
political leaders t© promote special interests,® In the case of Belize^ 
ene miast add the possible loyalty conflicts that Eight be stimulated Tby 
Guatemalan irredentisma 

Th® Gur©s -f©r "sucsh a situation are^ supposedly^ x-iidespread 
bilingualiDHag equality of status for both (or all - eag,a Switzerland) 
language grorapsfi (even in eases where the siaerity is small - esga 
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Swedish Finland) and equality of upward mobility as between members of 
different language groups. These are conditions which imply a highly developed 
economy and a powerful education system,, 

Although GARICOM is supposed to become^ and other regional co-operative 
groupings (notably the CDCC) are8 multilingual rather than English speaking^ 
Belia© has for the present directed her policies of external co-operation 
toward the English speaking Caribbean® However^ an<* large true that 

> 

it is the more favoured elements within a country that tend to support 
supra-national venturesa and underprivileged minorities that oppose thems 

Therefore^ since prevention is better than cure^ it would be advisable 
for the Government of Bells® to consider the possibility of making Spanish 
the language of education in Spahlgji speaking areas3 and even the possibility 
®f making Spanish fen official language alongside English,, Even the first of 
these is a diffieult task for a country with meagre resources, and such a 
recommendation by UNESCO and/or the CDCC should be backed with proposals for 
assistane©^ However, the situation is by no means hopeless^ and some of the 

19/ 
conditions laid down by Carrington for use of a minority language as a 
medium ©f instruction (structural difference from the official language? 
geographical concentration versus geographical dispersion of speakers) 
are clearly presents 
Haiti 

Haiti is the most typical example in the Caribbean of a diglossie 
situation - a large unschooled majority speaking only Creole^ and a small 
literate elite of under 10 per cent of the population speaking French^ to 
which great prestige is attacheda but nevertheless using Creole for all 
functions to which it is appropriatea 

This Situation is not one which tends to language-group conflict» but 
rather one which, when combined with the paucity of resources of the Haitian 
governments has an extremely deleterious effect on education,/ 

The scornful attitudes of the elite toward the vernacular, characteristic 
of a diglossie situation as described in 1959 by Ferguson have been 
considerably modified« Although there is still emotional hostility toward 
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Creole^ it io no longer true to say8 as Ferguson could in 1959s that 
"educated speakers of Haitian Creole frequently deny its elistenee"® 
Haitian intelleetmals in particular aie aware of the value and importance 
of Creole^ and its recfognition by the government is a part of the blacks 
populist orientation imposed on the Haitian régime by President 
Dwalier p W e ^ About eight years ago a decree was issued permitting the 
use of Creole in Parliamentg though prejudices are still strong enough to 
have prevented its use so far9 The Ministry of Education is favourable 
to C-reolist thinking though it fears a ghettoization of Creole speakers 
might result'from the'us® of Creole in the schoolsa 

The Freneh Creole debate in Haiti is9 therefore® though heated9 

conducted an reasonably ©bgeetive linesj, and the valid? rather than the 
20/ 

invalid$ attitudes cited by Ferguson — ' as characterising diglossic 
situations prevail withim it® The tw© viewpoints may be roughly 
characterised as the window-on-the-world theory and the national 
consciousness theory,. The first8 while recognising the power of Creole 
to preserve the popular genius of the nation^ claims that it condemns 
its speakers to social inferiority^ and emphasizes the need for the 
country to link itself to a wide and powerful world community*, The 
second view (which probably has somewhat less support) is that the 
education of an entire country must be based on literacy in the national 
languagea 

Allied to this dispute is the problem of the orthography to be used 
for Creoles whether it should be "phonetic" (actually phonemic) or a 
slightly adapted form of Freneh spellings The former? it is arguedj, 
makes for quicker learning^ the latter for an easier transition to 
French^ 

• My view is that Haiti should adopt the policy of conducting 
education in a ¿national language adopted by so many countries which 
havé opted for the reinforcement of a national identity at the 
(supposed) expense of a window-on-the-worlds Tanzania9 Malaysia9 the 
Philippines The Conference of African Ministries of Education held 
in Lagos in 19?6 passed resolutions.in favour of the safeguarding and 
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promotion of national languages; the Yaounde Conference on Promotion of National 
Languages held in December 19sponsored by the Agence de Co-operation 
Culturelle et Technique (the most p@wer.ful arm9 incidentally of the 
international movement far the promotion of French) made a long series of 
recommendations to member state's, among thems 

"(à) De mettre en plaee là oîi elle n'existe pas® une 
institution nationale pouvant aider les Etats 
choisir une (des) langue(s) nationale(s) pour 
les besoins de la scolarisation et de 
l'alphabétisation des adultesf 

(h) D'utiliser progressivement les langues nationales 
dans 111 enseignement | 

( c) D'encourager 1'•étude et la description des langues 
nationales dans les institutions spécialiséesf and 

(d) De briser les hesitations et les complexes des 
masses vis-à-vis des langues nationales par de 
vastes campagnes d'information, de sensibilisation 
et de mobilisation dans le cadre d'une politique de 
"changement des mentalites'V 

In fact, in Haiti itself a small study of bilingual education at primary 
level carried out by the Centre Haitien d'Investigation en Sciences Sociales 
(SCHISS) indicated that an experimental group of children taught in Creole 
showed results superior to those of two eontrol groups (taught in French) in 
readings fluency of speaking^ social adaptation, calculation and mathematical 
reasoning« 

There are many reasons why Haiti should adopt this policy? 

ia The most important is that the window-on-the-world 
theory is quite probably an illusion, and literacy 
in French is an impossible goal® In the words of 
Dejean 23/ 

les conditions d'apprentissage reel; 
effectif̂ , du français par les masses haitiennes 
ne sont pas réalisables dans un proche aVenira 
"Ce qui est impossible asa) c'est d'instruire •fr.IINT nn THOTITÏI A F)»NO RME 1 NNIRRIO MILFO NNO LA £ r * ta — ~ 

s i e nn y. . " 
Thé excellent radio programmes for French teaching 
developed by the UNESCO education mission in Haiti 
ean do nothing to alter this situationf 

mailto:p@wer.ful


li9 Fresgîsisin any ease net as wide a window-on-the-
world/ for Haitij as its advocates thinkQ In 
terms ©f the sub-region;, 'Haiti and the French 
d4igar ternents' are the only countries where French 
"is spokeng ia sub-regional and hemispheric terms9 
it iSj) exeept for Dutehj the least important 
European language^ 

ill a This io "borne otat by the fast that those Haitians 
who learn languages outside the sehoolj, learn not 
French but English, Spanish or even ©ther tongues® 
'Hotel personnel in P©rt-au-Prin@@ speak English^ 
the young freelance "guides" who mob the tourists 
spèàk English, Spanish, even sometimes German and/ 
or Italian; migrant Haitianeane-eutters in the 
Dominican Republic learn Spanish^ there are 
600g000 Haitians' in th©'USA2 many of whom spend 
their' holidays at homes The boitte (lottery) is 
based 04 the lottery results announced in Spanish 
on the Santo Domingo radi©« In the words of 
Dr» Pradel P©ppilus§ the noted Haitian linguist, 
"facts militate against French"», Pompilus favours 
Creole as the language of instruction in the first 
2 years of school "©n condition that it should be 
an opening to other cultures, not necessarily to 
French culture"§ 

iva Although there is still reluctanse in Haiti itself 
to accord Creole the status of a language, Haiti 
is favoured above ©ther countries which have 
opted for promoting national languages (Malaysia9 
Tanzania^ the Philippines9 the USSR) in that 
Creole is the only national language § 

Va Onee Haitians are literate in Creolê , other 
languages, including and perhaps French, should 
be relatively e-asy for them to learn; and 

Yi3 In thé process of alphabétisation in Creole Haiti 
woulfil become the centre "of assistanee to other 
countries of the'sub-region in the preservation 
and diffusion ©f Creole eultraral forms and in the 
investigation of educational problems related t© 
Creole® 

In the question ©f the orthography, I support the use of a 
phonemic orthography«, One has only to compare the ease of alphabétisation 
in languages with a near-phonemic writing system (Spanish, Italian, 
Hungrian with the high rate of illiteracy among primary and even secondary 
school leavers in Britain and the USA» The transition to French might 
be more easily accomplished by the development of a transitional 
orthography analogous to the British Initial Teaching Alphabet® 
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A more important problem than that of the orthography is that of 
standardization for the purpose of teaching^ Although there is in Haiti 
no such continuum of varieties from h'assilectal Creole to French as gives 
rises, in Jamaieèj to problem Ktfth of standardization and orthography, there 
is variation in Haitian Creole along geographic, stylistie and soeia-economic 
dimensions^ 

Though perfectly adequate transcriptions (notably the ONEC transcription) 
exist, the writing question is not entirely without problems^ Enclitic and 
proclitic verbal particles and pronouns, like similar forms in all languages, 
suffer reduction in speech of conversational speeds 

mwf te ale becomes m t ale 
yV ap mâ fe becomes y ap mEze 

Phonological oppositions (e^g^ front rounded versus front unrounded voxels) 
appear in some varieties but not in othersa 

But as "̂ aldman-̂ /pesints out2 it is essential to appreciate the difference 
between trans@ripti«u and orthography,* The first must render utterances in 

) 

one—to—one phonem@-@ymb@l eorfeapondeneej and will therefore vary as dialect 
varieaf the latter must map underlying foras @n to surface forms& It is 
perfectly possible to find an orthography that does this^ For examplej in the 
cas© of morphological condensation cited above$ it would simply ignore the 
enelitie and proclitie alternates and Yeaofft the citation forms, jùst as in 
French .je ne sais pas is not written 1i sapa g in the case of dialectal 
variation it would provide sufficient oppositions to symbolize the underlying 
forfflj, so that a speaker who says plim and one who says plym could both be 
taught to spell it with the rounded vowel (just as Americans who do not 
distinguish mefr£, marry and Mary in speeeh are nevertheless taught to 
distinguish them in writing) but neither would be burdened with the 
redundancies of a French etymological spellings 

A greater problem than that of the orthography is that of the 
normalization of the lexicon and grammar - where to draw the line between 
enrichment of the basilect from external sources (Ushajlly French in Haiti but 
English in St® Lucia and Dominica) and insertion of longer segments of 

23 / non-Creole speech - isea code switching« Bailey claims that even in 
I 
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J a m a i can any ..CE e. oli at-can. identify any. stretch of 
Speech immediately as Creole or not^ other linguists doubt this® 
The work of standardization for educational purposes, though perfectly 
feasible, is a continuing and expert task, for which a permanent 
Institute of Creole studi-erg must be' createdo 

It seems ©lea^ that Haiti must be the main centre of 
investigation and diffusion of Creole studies, primarily in the 
context of educational planning, but also in the are& of Afro-
Caribbean ©ulture, for thè entire Caribbean, particularly rfor v.' ' 
those countries where Fr®n©h Cre©le exists, knd which will 
undoubtedly benefit from Haitian solutions to problems of 

' alphabetisatiotr Hnd teaching -in general®. 
Perhaps based on the existing Centre de linguistiquV Appliquée 

and the ONAAC, sueh an Institute should be regional and autonomous, 
with support from the Government, International organizations, the 
•"University aind busiuirssV Its tasks would be? 

Research iniro Creole Language and Cnlttire® 
- Standardization^and "the compiling of word-lists, 

' • marrcrals atrd~ diet! on arie Research into problems 
• of bilingual -®̂ ®'cation in a Creole societya 
Development• <aï ir&&¥hing taateri&Is and tests0 
Curri CUITKH' "dfrvél&pnrenté 'Integration of effort s of 
other organizati'ons in • teacher^training^ Collection 
•and storage of information on Creole and related 
studies "iither parts of the -worlds and provision 
of library façilitiesa Diffusion of research 
finding's", matériels, tTiforagï^lfHiré-^regi<nrf• -

The Regional Institute should be governed by an Advisory 
Board comprising representatives from Universities^ Education 
Ministries and other rélevant institutions in the sub-region® 

Suriname and' the Wathiarlands Antilles 

The Netherlands Antilles and ih® Republic of Suriname are best 
disëtrssed together, for purposes of brevitys' In all of them the 
official language Is Duteh, and in all, there is a quits different 
vernacular language or language^© In the Windward Islands it is 
English ©r a Creolised variety ©f English^ in the Leeward Islands 
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it is Papiamentu? In Suriname the most widespread language is the English-
Based creole Sranan, and in the interior SaTàmàccan and Djuka, Portuguese 
and EngTis'h-derived cTeules respectively, are spoken*' 

! The percentage, distribution of. first languages is as followss 

... Windward , . Leeward Suriname 
•'I ' • i - i . i ..,, . 

Dutch lfl5 
English 100 

to l00 
Sranan 38 
Saramaccan & other 10^5 
(Creole) 

Other (Asian) 50 

Btrt Sranan is probably spoken by 75 -"-80 per cent of the population 
altogether® 

The percentage of people who spj6%k Dutch natively in "the Netherlands 
Antilles is not known® but the 1976 UNESCO Education Report says that 
wit is pioba~bly à fair estimate that lia' iKe Leeward Islands 80 per cent 
of children speak" •Papiamentu only" at kiode'rgarteh age® 

'In addition to tlve pröMems <gv.iä.@öt ift fbese figures, all the islands 
sharë the Äiffißulty that Dutch Is not a» important world larrçpyàge*, The 
feeling of being "isolated" by Dntch is frequently expressed by educated 
peoplè in Suriname and the Lëewésrd Islandsi" There is in these two tiountries, 

. easr. f.Œff ..fhg. repla.ettmëntr 'of; the' official language by another 
language "which is.'tiot thé. 

In the case of the Leeward Islands there is proba&ly no necessity 
for t M w Papiameniru will certainly become the official langt&ge after 
independenee, and bilingualisni in Papiamentu and Spanish should be easily 
achievable, beeause of contacts, direct and through radio? with "Venezuela, 
as well as . tlxe close relationship of the languages and widespread teaching 
in the schools of Spanish as a foreign language,» 
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Preparations for the transition to Papiamentu are, if not far 
advanced, at least on the way« À bb&y to supervise and facilitate 
the transition (The Taaleninstituut) has been set up in Aruba| 

- / * ' Papiamentu is experimentally used as the language of instruction m 
kindergarten and grades 1 and 2, and there is "a small amount of 
teaching material in that, language-.being prepared* ''.Papijémentù .. 
newspapers ' hav® • iSsrâstffliÉl foie some time aisd Papiamentu is .us'ed in"" 
Parliament and on all official occasions-* 

But there is still.thé .problem of higher education, and here 
the substitution of Spanish for Dutch would be very difficult® 
The UNESCO Report ^-s&ya's 

"If it were decided ,to introduce Papiamentu in the ' 
primary school as the language of instruction, 

' Aritilli'an children woiild have the advantage of being 
able to learn in thé language they speak and which they 
use in their daily lives® It would, furthermore, help 
to preserve thè cultural identity of these children, 
and give them a- more equal chance in continuing their 
s tud i e.â „ '.. 

"This is equally valid for children isa the Windward 
Islands, whose mother tongue is English*, They should 
be allowed to follow their education in English, and 
unlike Papiamentu this should not create any problema 

"A related issue is the choice of a language' for post 
primary general and technical education® The use of 
Papiamentu is restricted to a small geographical area, 
arid it does not lend itself to the teaching of technical 
or -scientific' subjects,. so that it will be necessary to 
adopt a modern language of wide communications, It seems 
that a choice will have to be made amongst three languages, 
namely Butch, -English and Spanisha ., . 

"Butch has the advantage of being known« It has been 
the official language" 'singé 1818, it has the possibility 
of "transmitting-""technical and scientific • know-bow, it 

. . occupies a privileged position in the political and. 
administrative life of thé country, and last but not 

- least all teachers, have been trained to teach in that 
language® "But as it is not spoken in other parts of thè 
Caribbean, it would not be use for communication within 
the region where the two languages most widely spoken are 
English arid Spanish® English has the advantage of already 
being "the language of a minority, namely the population of 
the" Wind wa'rd Island's, and is also economically important in 
connection with the oil industry and tourism (90 per 
of the tourist come from North America)«, Spanish has the 



-«tìv^^àge ' erg : -fteMg 't'tr'̂ e-arTi'"̂  sttose who alré^dy isnow 
"•••v .foifc clos.é;. - .io' fact'.* ' 

So eldsé that som® advocates of papiametìtu fear their language 
-U •-•. • Ì^OTJMtio't •stìirriv® "Vìgfy long if Spanish'»were -chosen -as the 

•-geePrt'S latrgu-ageiT A'choice between the three languages 
• -'»vi^étttly ̂ «iì's tbe iB??op© _ '<fef- isfe* 

- becatis® be- determined by èpl-tural9 ,' 
ifacfcorA, '?init. ih staking the-decision 

'iiit®'* #overnnreirt * w ± H -rio^daubt also wish'to -consider its 
-edtreati'Dnal "impli~ca1r±oner?6"' whatever' language is 
..„dbLOŝ ù_.-wlll....nD. d o u b t . , t o he taught, at least as a 
. f or.aigu-laag.aag.a'.i,.. in the- primary . achoo Ig^, 
* -••̂ 'Tlpy -aws: iO'f -one" Iai¥gUH"ge as thè' medium of instruction in 
'•t*h®r primary schooif eoupled with ne ed to use ' atrothèr l anguage 
for ̂ suhssqu^nt ieveis T)f aduostiou as ̂ ell as for official 

>. "e-cinRircrETr̂ atio.n3̂  wo^l^prohably "inwlve -lengthening the 
period; óf basic ©duestlocf^ Eyen if a g-ood. deal of time is 
"set aside for 1 earning the second language in the primary 

^ srfsòòl"-afe -a' f w e i p Isiiguage 11; is unlikely that children 
will 1<B '%bè' '6 --aetitrir« a degree" of 

• p:ro ficiehéy tbat wuld • ero able them to follow instruction 
in »-that language •o'r9 ±a :tbe éas-,@>-o f school learvers^ to "use 

. i-fc'-̂ if gè timelyv a® a ÌBaguàgé of TrOTnmunicationr That is to 
' "say^ all -chiidi'sn ̂vcxflct "»éed i?ir continue education after the 
jirimary ¡gchóòlj if pnly for the .study and the practice of 
fthe .second languages. 

tìof 'Iè'Si mneh'of a problem in thè 
Netherlands Autille'9 becauSfe'"iS0̂ t -children stay at school 
in any case till about age fifteent In- 1972, 89 per cent 
of the-thirteen year- olds, 85 "per cent uf the fourteen 
year olds, 80 per cenir-róf the 'fiftfe-enry^ar Trlds were 
attending otré t^pé of schoffl of iM^herf aad today these 

' .percentages are .-pr-o.b̂ hly ey.eh • It *ohld, therefore, 
be ìjùite feasible to provide 9 years of education for all 
children, 6 years in the mother tongue and 3 years in the 
-second language" 

There is also the fact that university education in thè. three areas 
is limited to the Faculties of Law and Medicine in Suriname which are 
affiliated, tro the Dutch University system^ 

In Suriname the problem is much greater for sever^ljreasonsi 

• ••'•-;-
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ií The~ number of language s 5 
• i -ïhe" ..size ®tf • -ihe-'. country"!. . . . , - .... 
iíii" • ATtfrsrègïi -4jr "the ÛLeeward '-Islands' the':ve'rB®'£ral'ar" 'h-aé 

• - wuch grester pre's'tig© than in. Suriname, whért 
• . - sttiimdeg" 'are.unf avxsasabls9 Butéh is spoken "less 

.H®llg_ a.ad, ,hy..proportionately fewer people, in 
Surînsme tlieai i the.Leeward Island's?., and 

i W Sr&nsm has all ¿the drawbacks of not being a: 
- worlds language,'/ of dialectr variationof 

• - orthography, "-thai? ~o;ther Creoles have¡j and' coúld 
• Tjot-^hBrefore ' Bèe.cfme official , ' although attitudes 

; : Srañan have become mtrch more favo-arabîe in 
the last 20 years and there is considerable Sranan 
litê raxyr OTitpirtè~ In the words" of Eva Essed 27/s 
""Anrawd 196® things looked very well; for Sranan«, 
The" slanguage g*ot .offl-salal -supports- Parliament 

. "approved of the? "seço'îwi1 stanza of the National 
•' ~ Anthem in Sranan¿ an official "provisional 
._.... spelling..-was introduced (I960) and a semi-

official Word-list published (l96l)a 
-•̂ Bnt aro-uïîd I962 all official interest in " 

SrarraTi stopped and it Eras mot been resumed sine®; 
•J.-- fo understand why, we have to look into the 

complicated ethno-political constellation of 
Surinanm^ 

wA-t- this "-moment about 40$ of the" inhabitants 
-- • ' are fyoar'Afrle&B ©r nrixéd "origin (Creoles), 

another -40̂ ' afig' I-fldi a~n a an# about 15^'lndoTiesiansB 
According-"i;© •'tit® p-opulati"on~*survey o"f 1950 about 
.90fo of ¿JLL_gr(£Hn~ üp Surinamers understood Sranan9 

" about'(now,p^fobably ranra) Dutch» " 
"As in Guyana and Trinidad there is a certain 

• competition hetwe'en the t%0" largest groups, and 
» although the groirps usually are on more or less 
friendly .terms,_ racial ,tensi_ops exist and .can.be 
exploited^ 

"In 1958 thé largest Greu'ltf party and at that 
- -time 'the -only Iwiian party-were governing together® 
- "Thisy intï--cdue"îrâ* rrg-w -natioTiel"-symbols (flag", coat of 
•"-anpnrsy anthem)- w M they we're-Tsirriving for 

independen e e*<i"- Some of the""îwdians became uneasy and 
' * " were ' afraid* of- Creole dominance",» The- • leader - of the 

I-ndi-aTi party, -Mr-«r'Laehmerr-,- -ferhe already had been more 
or l"©-ss r¡rTuet&nt9 had tor-e-^pete "with a.rival who 
s e'en s® d him-of selling out tar the 'Creole'ŝ  As one 
of the instances of selling out the acceptance of 
Sranao in the national anthem was mentioned, at which 
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occasion Mr. Lachmon had declared in Parliament that 99$ of his 
people understood Sranan and that he considered the Sranan text 
as an important element for the fraternisations s '-

"Afraid to lose his followers, Mr<> Lachmon dissociated himself , 
completely from the Independence movement and the Creole party, 
afraid to lose their Indian partner, no longer supported any 
Sranan language-program«, ; • 

"The elections of 1973 brought Suriname a government in which no 
Indian parties were represented« Independence was declared in 
Novémber 1975» but although the prestige of Sranan had been growing 
and is boosted by radio and television programs and -it is very often 
used for advertising,- offifeially nothing has changed«» 

"What is the situation at this moment and what may be the future 
of Sranan?o . •< , 

"Duriqg the last twenty years the un<-dfficial status changed 
dramatically® 

"The language is so much alive that many new words are made 
eig» "oposaka" (up down) for elevator, "isrifowroe" (iron 
bird) for aeroplane, ®faja brookoe" for hot paptSs. As said before, 
it is used more and more on radio and television and in politics, 
but there is -no language policy*» 

"The provisional spelling needs a revision, but the Minister of 
Education who very often uses Sranan himself does not Install a 
spelling commission« 
"In my opinion it is a great pity that'the possible function is 

not discussedo At this moment Süriname in linguistically very 
unsure of itself«. 

"Are we keeping Dutch as our offipial language? Dutch is no 
world language and in the Caribbean we aré isolated» The 
prestige of Dutch as the old colonial language is declining® 
But the knowledge of Dütch is faifly spread and all our text books 
are in Dutcho Chánging to English or Spanish would be a terrific 
effort and- you -havevoot only «te ,-ehang-e l-anguage system, but a whole 
pattern, of- aulturea . .. ' : ... ' ; 

"If we started using Sranári as the medium of instruction in the 
first forms of'the elementry school for those children.who did not 
speak Dutch at home, "the children would profit, they would 
certainly better understand what they are learning, and later on 
it would be easier to change from Dutch as the language of the-
Ihigher forms to another official language* 

"But the topic s'til'l seems too hot-to discuss in Suriname and 
the Status of Sranan is not high enough (yet) and considered still 
- to?¡> muc'h as .a group lánguagé of the Creoles,*" 



• .Sf'fe9 •bh9v&8QS&9 fcliei Sag political- raasonra: rsiaiei- to 
ssei&risa. interests t&S-i aj'e fesisigaily noo-liogBistic (th€ Indians-
do speak Sranam and are not advocating any other language^ even 
Dutch) the question of language policy is in abeyance in Suriname 
©ad no decisions, are being made® English is easy for town Sranan 
speakers to Iparn and is on the way to becoming the only foreign 
language taught (Spanish was recently removed from the school 
curriculum) but the difficult question of an official language to 
replace Dutc2a is not being dealt with® 

The Only recommendation that can be made in this contest is 
a political one, - that the political parties pledge themselves 
once more to' a bipartisan, non-sectarian approach to the question 
of language policy - perhaps appoint a prestigious national 
commission -* so that the problems can be faced, and that in the 
meantime they should permit Sranan to be the language of 
instruction at least in the lower grades of primary schools, 
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SWff&RY -âN® 1|]SC OMMENDATIONS 

SmmtnajcV 
ïber® existe in the (G&ribbeam an educational infrastructure9 

© p©ol ©f jpersoram©-!- ©miâ a. level of consciousness sufficient for a 
successful- pnsgrsffisais' aimed! tbe. appreciable redïietio» of the 
làngusg© barriers -at present' hindering co-operation in development 

The develop®® at' • of .foreign language-te aching must he regarded 
however9 not as a .prerequisites but as a concomitant of efforts in 
all ffieMf^ ems-t be i ta formed "by a philosophy whicb recognizes 
the int'ei?]|sep©trati®B of all areas ©f .development9 the necessity 
for full .mobilization and participation of'populations and the 
ooDS'tmfi. ¿^initiation of--OswriTSfiSxeaii . altitude se- '•' 

Of tb® recomHeiiiâati'ôns that fallow? tbos® that relate to the 
sltert. term are ©hose'¡pertaining to language teaching for the 
pprpos® of canrent technical assistance projects^ the upgrading 
©.£ iaaigsiagffl—iiaacfcing institutions already in existence9 and- the 
rat'ioBffiMaffi&ioia of adi boe services already in use, such as 

al&p eàa&t. -tàfffiimsl&tion servie®'sv 

?hose that relate to the medime term will be the ones 
pertaining to reiorss in school-sy stems 'aa-d the--creation- of. 
.jasiaMneirj f©r .©iatside the school systesas9 e&gà 
"-•schools of imterpretèïï'shipy cmyriculuiB development9 research \ >> . Materials psaxStiaœtioiH ' ' ' 

Lpng»ft®rai recommendations concern national language planning 
amid policy* 

îbe recommendations appear below in groups related to 
chapters of this studyâ -, 
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Recommendations 

i» The languages to be emphasized in the sub-region's 
efforts to reduce linguistic barriers should be English 
for the Spanish speaking countries and Spanish for the 
English ^peaking ones» For these two groups9 French 
Should be ne&t in importance, because of its role in 
5aiti and the French Caribbean Departemënts^ and its 
status as a world language! Pèrtùg^ïese next because ©f 
thé role of Iraa-il in the- hemisphere® ' • 
Thë spécial problems of Suriname and the Netherlands 

Antilles with regard to Dutch are recognized in 
.Chapters 'II ànd'Vîïf- English-and Spanish respectively 
will ceriaisaly be the nmajor foreign languages of those 
two E©3intri-es9 and might in time even become the firsts 
French will probably remain the second language of 

Haiti for some time to come, but bilingual education 
should be so designed as to provide openings to cultures 
other than francophone culture, and English and Spanish 
should be emphasized as foreign languages as early as 
possible,? 
. The r-ole -©f-.'Suss-ia&-as • a- foreign-language ifi '''fihibâ  is . 
recognised in Chapter ïî-a 

ii<, This, study should be extended to include Puerto Rico0 
i i i a Already existing programmes and institutions must be 

taken fully into "account and integrated wherever 
possible into the scheme proposed in these recommendations« 
The forelgii language institutes proposed here are to be 

• bàâêi on* Bssts^log ®AS sponsored language institutes? 
Thé 'OAS ̂  ̂ etiëziiël̂ h initiatives mentioned in Chapter VI 

" miis't"certainly be, incorporated into the regipnal pattern* 
Efforts shoul'd'i%iso be made to utilize in the overall -
operaM-oia of the- scheme the- work of francophone and 

. United States te&ehi-iig Instittitionsa 
iVa" The ,public éducation systems of the ' sub-re*gion, ag the 

infrastructure of any1' systepi instituted for. lowering 
linguistic barriers to co-operation, must be improved*. In 
so far as foreign language instruction is "concerned, this must 
means. , ., 

(si) An emphasis on the inculcation of enthusiasm, 
the' stimulation of motivation and removal of 
verbal inhibition as ¿nnosçd to content and-
correctness« 

(b) An emphasis on spoken language and on 
language for oommunicatio-ni 

i ( -
(c) As far as possible, -adaptation of courses to 

the Content'-of différent programme-s of stu4y? 
even at secondary school levelj 
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(d) The improvement of adult education 
programmes within a scheme of lifelong 
education9 incorporating different points 
of entry, facilities for group study at 
the work place9 etc0§ 

(©) A shift in emphasis in favour of 
technical and vocational education and 
the integration as far as possible,, and 
particularly for adults9 of study with 
productive work§ 

(f) Counselling services and aptitude tests 
in schools and other educational 
institutions, in a context of increased 
employment^ 

(g) Increased outlets for graduates of 
language programmes, particularly in the 
f'ields of bilingual secretaryship, 
translation, interpretership9 employment 
with regional organizations« This: in 
turn will improve student motivation at 
all levels^ and 

(bj) Continuous testing carried out in 
"schools and closely adapted to course 
objectives, as opposed to fixed formal 
examinations a The role of national and 
sub—regional" examination authorities 
sucli as the Caribbean Examinations Council 
should be to monitor the quality of tests 
and testers (i0e® teachers)„ to certify 
the tests as acceptable for the issue of 
the various certificate s ? and to award the 
certificates^ j 

v® ïhe use of the electronic media in foreign language 
teaching ams-t be "tire- subject of-careful study 
before effort is expended on programmes® 

via One of the tasks of the Caribbean Language Institute 
(née recommendation x'i below) should be.to bring 
together tlie expertize from all relevant fields to 
aâv'ise on thé use of the media in foreign language-
teaching;, and to enlist the help and co-ordinate 
the. -activity of such bodies as the Caribbean 
Broadcasting. Unioïaf» 

vi'i," It seems that foreign language teaching through 
radio and television will in any case have to be 
either (a) complementary to teaching programmes9 
providing cultural information through documentary 
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programmes ór (b) integrated with a complex machinery of 
correspondence material, extension personnel, and study 
groups organized in workplaces or elsewhere«: 

viiia Foreign language" institutes should be created in Jamaica 
and Trinidad "and"~T6hago> They should be based on the 
Jamaicàri Language Training Géhtré and the Trinidad and 
Tobago Language "In̂ tittitéà- Their functions should be 
tèSching^ research apd development for all levels of the 
education steii', fir the public'.and private sector and 
for "tè clini cai"'co-operation purposes® This must include 
cùr'ricUltìàrdévelópnfént and teacher training through 

. seminar's .arid, worishops as well as advice to education 
. ' author ft ie S*/ ' "Their operations should be combined as 

elosèi'y às possible witCS existing government training 
programmes an-d the work! of the University of the West• 

.. Indies® 
• . • - . \ ' • 

- - This prSpo^al is identical with proposals made, by 
DrV tjlèméns "Sallinari, OAS Education ¡Consultant, in his 
repoi'ti on "the t#o "feoiintriés®' In those reports 28/ 
detailed pr'oposais are "made regarding the administrative 
structure of the Institutes,?, The proposal now being 

... . made 9 hovev^rr modifies^ IkV Bai Iman's in • the'' following 
.... important .respects'̂ '- ' - • 

(a) The two centre's should emphasize the teaching 
, of English, for reasons givén in Recommendations 
I xiii and x-iv below§ 

(b) Graduate schools'" of interpre ter ship and 
translation should be incorporated into, the 

. . . ... '.. ,. Institute's-!- and - ' - • •' 
'{of' 1ihe'T'ririidàd and Tobago Institute, at least, 

àho'uld have its headquarters at the University 
• of "the^e'st Tndi'eB Campus (Dr. Hal Iman in fact 

recommended this ,*." but his recommendation was 
• " hot "fbllowed) and certain of its programmes 

should be incorporated with thos=e of the . 
University« 

The ,.reas.on$: for this are as follows^ 
(a) Thè Institute is not yet functioning 

and--s-e-i-s-capà-bLe of considerable 
... adaptation $ 

. (b) .. She largest population. of language 
. - . .students , the- country is at -the-UWI-5 

(o) -The proper place for a graduate school 
""• T "'•' : r*of interpreter ship arid translation is 

- at.'"tMe'MTàiiversity (though this does not 
preclude 'non-graduate or even non-university 
training programmes in interpretership -
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®og« foy tourist guides, etc®) and an 
Institute of International Relations 
exists there 5 

(d) If the programmes of language teaching 
of the University were taken over by . 
the Institute (that is, if its functions 
in this respect were merged with thoëe 
of the Department of Language and 
Linguistics) there would be far greater 
scope fiar research in methodology because 
of the greater range of course objectives, 
class size, student age and background, 
etc® This would not preclude the operation 
of downtown and/or provincial teaching 
centres as -well? and 

(é) Motivation Of University students and 
therefore level of achievement on entry 

. ' comM improve® : -
ïhe "«Jamaican Language" Centre is already fully 
functioning as far âs teaching is concerned, and 
thé administrative structure of language programmes 
"at thé îîôna uàmpiïs of UWI is differen t '{the re is no 
Department of Language) so it might be more 

" difficult to site the Jamaicq Language Institute 
thjërèo But if the effort were considered worthwhile 
by the Jamaica^ Government and the XJWI, there is no 
reason wliy it should not be done«, 

Tn any case, research and developmental activities 
of the Institute® would have to be closely co-ordin-a-

.. ted with the.- wert' of Universities in the sub-region,, 
£l:o Languag'e Institutes should be created in Cuba and 

the Dominican Republic, with similar functions to 
those in"Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago, similar 
relationships to existing local institutions, and 
with the emphasis, as far .as regional objectives 

. are concerned, on Spanish teachings 
ig l]he four Institutes should,.among them, service the 

entire sub—region, and financing should be determined 
on this .assumption« 

"Si® â Caribbean Language"Institute should be created to 
co-ordinate the work of the national institutes and 
£;11 other bodies in curriculum development, research^ 
teacher trainings testing, etc. It should advise, 
arid maintain close relations with, other sub-regional 
bodies such as the Caribbean Examinations Council® 
•It should be the link between National Language 
Institutes and other national bodies on the one hand. 
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and external or international organizations, such as the 
0AS? on thè Ôthër® It should he closely related to other 
sub-regional agencies in related field's and to the CDCC 
Secretariat».'-!-'-.- ' -'1 ; 

xii» An Institute of Creole Studies s~hóuld be created in 
Haiti 9 probably basfed on the present Centre de 
LirigùistiquSrÀppliqûêë^ This Institute should be the 
centre for research arid planning in the field pf Creole 
language! study? biTtin^ual education in ,CreòìopHonè '*" 

. societies, and Afr<^Sarihbean culture-» Some details of 
_ _~i.ta. possible i£unetionaAare out .in Chapter -VÌI ¿> -

"xiii. . LangUageWteâ'chihg programmes" ôùtside the school system. 
should be under thè control of à mechanism that is (a) 
flexible and' câpablë of responding to specific needs at 
shdrt ridticë* (tf) rë^îphalizëd to reduce costs and 
Increase cooperation as well ¡̂3 to ensure that language 
training' is "carrièd" out as far as possiblç in the 
countries speaking the language to which the students 
are destined« 

xiv® language-teaching needs arising out of technical 
co-operation programmes èhould be provided as far as 
possible, òn a regional basfs$ and by the1' Language 
Institutes recommended in this study, since they will be 
best equipped to respond flexibly to varied needs, and 
since language training should wherever possible be 

. carried out in countries where the languages concerned 
are .spoken® " _ . . - . _ ' . . -. 

sTvo The mpst"important target group for programmes to reduce 
lângu^gè"barriers should be, iri all countries, teachers 
of foreign î'Mnguàge'j and every effort should be made by 
countries of the sub-region, in collaboration with 
Regional and National language Institutes, to improve and 

.. ... expand, teacher t£«ining* - . ..- . 
XVI9 Thè formatiòri of interpreters and translators should 

receive high priority because it should be achievable 
reasonably quickly and without excessive cost, especially 
in a coritext of co-operation, because it will reduce 
expensive dèpendericè ori outside sources and because of 

. _ ...the.« e.ffe*ct of such career outlets on student motivation, 
in. the .e.duca.ti.on .system.0 

xvi'ig Thè problem of translation is part of the larger problem 
of access to 9 find diffusion of, information« A study of 
the reT-âtions "between these problems at the regional 
level "should bé carried out as soon as possible® Such a 
"study will probalbiy be facilitated by the outcome of the 
UNESCO/CDCC meeting of Librarians ; and Documentalists to be 
held in Port of Spain from 29 November to 2 December 1977« 
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The language centres recommended in this study 
3-beu.ld--work elosely.with a centre or centres for 
technical documentation and research, 

xviiiV Countries of the sub-region, in their efforts to 
set up translation services, should consider the 
utility of summaries and abstracts, as opposed to 
full translations, of certain material for 
certain -specific uses, and attempt to provide such 
services a-s--well,, -

." niSa "Ei'ch country of the sub-region should undertake a 
census as the first step in the creation of a pool 
of" iTatlfrprefers and translators® Guidelines for 
t M s investigation, and the examinations for 
certification of interpreters and translators, 
ahoul-dv-be- develapad under the guidani^e of the 

. RegioJiaL Institute of Foreign Languages« 
" SJaich country of the sub-region should take steps 
to "nSp̂ t̂"« and/or. adopt legislation governing the tegsrl 

. requirements for translations and * certif ication of 
tr&nsiatiohs in its judicial and fiscal]systems 
• (eVg'g "Customs and Hxcise) and the consular functions 
r¥Tev'aht to theses Co-ordination of legislation on 
this subject" should be inciluded in any exercise 
directed at 'the co-ordination of legislation on a 

• sub-̂ 'regional basis, and consular conventions should 
take- account of - the need for legislation of 
translations^ 
Language-teaching for purposes of technical 
co-operation should be regionalized on the following 
principles J 

(a) two centres for English, .Jamaica in the 
Northern Caribbean and Trinidad'and Tobago 

. in,the Eastern Caribbean; 
two centres for Spanish, Cuba and the 
Dominican "Republic. fhus it woiald be 
possible for trainees to receive their 
instruction in the country to which they 1 
are destined or on© whose language is the 
same» Cuban technicians going to Guyana could 
be train,ed in Port of Spain? Jamaicans 
going to Cuba,, in Cuba; Guyanese goi'ng to 
Sub®, in. Cuba or the Dominican Republic» 
The bodies responsible for such training 

would be the Language Institutes proposed in 
this study® They would also be responsible, 
of course, for programmes of foreign language-
teaching for residents of the countries in 

(b) 
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which they were sited, or even others with the same 
language - i\e« the Institute in Jamaica would teach 
Spanish to Jamaican or Bahamian Civil Servants, hotel 
personnel, etc«| the ..one in Trinidad, to Trinidadian, 
Guyanese, St. Lucian, etc0; 

(c) One cëntre for French,, in Martinique ; and 
(d) One centre in'Haiti for Creole studies, including 

the teaching of Creole for technical assistance 
purposes*, 

xxii, The development of the study of French on a Caribbean 
basis should be centred in Martinique, probably at the 
CUAG, and UNESCO should assist in developing the already 
existing research and teaching programmes carried out 
there, and" in Guadeloupe, particularly for the benefit of 
the Cre[olophon"e ea~stern Caribbean, by the French Government, 
the Service de Cooperacioh Franco-Caràibe of the Guadeloupe 
Prefecture* and the CUA^ 

xxiiio Programmes for the study of indigenous languages,, and 
language planning involving these languages, should be 
carried out jointly by the countries concerned (Guyana and 
Suriname)® They s"houTd receive technical and financial 
assistance.for these programmes and the for the création of 

... the necessary institutions«, 
xxiv. The Government of Belize should consider a policy of 

bilingual education, that is, making Spanish the language 
of i'jis'trUction in Spanish speaking areas, and should even 
consider the advisability of making Spanish an official 
language alongside English,, The CDCC and other sub-

.. regional bodies should provide, as much technical and 
financial aid as possible for these purposes» 

XXV» The Government of Suriname should take every possible step 
"to" achieve à bi-partisan, non-sectarian approach to 
language, planning® A first s;̂ .ep in this direction might 
be the appointment of a prestigious national commissions 

xxvi» Sranan should in the meantime be the language of instruction 
in the lower grades of primary schools For thèse purposes 
Suriname should receive as much technical and financial 
assistance as possible® 

xxvii. The Regional Language Institute should assist and 
co-ordinate the work of the Taaleninstituut in Aruba, and 
any smaller body in Suriname, Belize or other countries of 
the sub-region, in dealing with problems of language planning 
generally and bilingual education specifically. 
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APPENDIX- I 

Languages of the Sub-Region 

Country 

Antigua 
Bahamas 

Belize 
Cuba 
Dominica 

Dominican Republi« 
Grenada 

Guyana 

Haiti 
Jamaica 
Montserrat 
Netherlands 
Antilles 
(Leewards) 
(Windwards) 

Official 1st Language of 
Language Majority {% Speakers) 

English 
English 
English 
English 

English Creole (lOO) 
English Creole (lOO) 
English Creole (lOO) 
English Creole (?) 

English Fieneh Creole (lOO) 

Spanish Spanish 
English English Creole (100) 

English English Creole (lOO) 

French French Creole (lOO) 
English English Creole (lOO) 
English English Creole (lOO) 

Dutch Papi¿menta (lOO) 
Dutch English Creole (lOO) 

2nd Language 
(% Speakers) 

Other 
Languages 

Spanish (30) Maya, Carib 

English 
Creole (60) 

French 
Creole (?) 

Carib and other 
indigenous! Hindi 
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Country Official 1st Language of 
Language Maj ori ty ()É Speaker^) 

2nd Language 
Speàke r&) 

Other 
Languages 

St? Kitts-Nevis-
Anguilla, 

St. Lucia 

St, Vincent 
Suriname 

English English Creole (lOO) 

English French Creole (idO). 

English- English Creole (100) 
Dutch Sranan 

English -
Creole (60 ) 

Trinidad & TÒbagò English ìfnglish €£e©la 

Saramaccan & other 
creolesf Biodi, ' 
Javanese,. Chinese« 
Hindi, PSeneb Creole, 
Spanish» r 

l/ There is dispute as to whethèr the English-lexicon vertìàcUiars of many of* 
the countries pother than Jamaica and Guyana) should he called CrVoleSj àiid itt fact they 
have been described in the text of this report as "English"? Nevertheless, titer« are 
educational problems associated with thè Tu dialectal' situation in ail these e'awótrtierà* 

2/ Dialects generally called "Hindi83 in thè Caribbean are for the most part irest 
Hindi but other Indian dialects, most of them related to Hindi but one or two not 
even Indo-European (e„g9 Tamil)0 
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APPENDIX" Ii" 

Foreign Language Courses in the Countries of 
the Sub-Region 

Country Primary Compulsory Higher Adult 6 Primary Optional Higher 
Speeiai 

E N R O L M E N T 
A 

Primary Secondary Higher Mult & Prijnary Secondary Highes? 

Äntlgua C9 ft? or Sp t'Cl •o Fr /Sp 5064 w •eft Hot 
to Gr 9 from ffi? 9 known 

Bahamas « ft. to Gr 9 m. Sp — B* «9 35644 <3« 75 » 

(Private) 
In PrrtmSahsa 
Variisa 

If Barbados C=1 csa R?/Sp et» R?/Sp pa 52/36 100/100 <=. 3%/km ^ 

Belize - W Sp - Sp ea ca a) e 6?7 5000 ^ Fl 
Saba Eng/RUSS ENG/RÜSS ENCVRUSS ENG/RUSS an ENGROSS ENG/RUSS 535937 781000 500 ^ tot Not 

1V/Qas? Others Jt/Ger knom Knom 
DamaRep® EjfJG or Fr EUG/Fr ENG^R? : p EfK^ft? 320500 400 4500/ 49000 

(90$ ENG) 2500 
Granada - Sp - ft? - = 4290 - - 955 -

Guyana Sp(3 yrs) Sp/R?/ S p M w HP Sp/ft?/ a 57765 I W W 228/BO/ 6420 -
Port Port Pert 

27000 ^ 
18 15 

Haiti = ENG EHG/Sp ENG/Sp Sp p, 27000 ^ .HSfe Hot Hot -
knom known known 

(large 
Kos of 
private 
Instits) $ 

Jamaica Sp <*> S p > M Sp/fi?/ Sp/Fr/ pa es» 169/ 150/600/ - 30140/ -

Ger Oer Ger 100 Not known 209^56 
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COMPULSORY OPTIONAL E N R O L M E N T 
TOTAL OPTIONAL LANGUAGES 

Country Primary Secondary Higher Mult & Primary Secondary Higha? 
Special Primary Secondary Higher Adult £ Primary Secondary Higher 

IfethaAntie 

SUKitts-
Nevis-Ängailla 

Sta L'aeia 

S U Vincent 

Surinams 

Trinidad & 
Tobago 

ENG/Gfeä» ERG ENq/Cter Sp/R? 
(Gfrades 
5*6) 
« Br/Sp 

22055 358 Not 
known 

Rp/Sp Fr 

(Xrs 1=9) 
ENG 

Sp 

** Sp 

ENt̂ Sp ENĈ Sp 

Sp/R? Sp/Rp 

Pp/Sp 

R? 
(Yrs V 6 ) 
Sp/Fr/Ger 

Sp/Fr 

known 
26000 

61600 

98/0 54 

12 

3.44/ 87/100/ 
JJ* 1^9 
100/ 455/446 
55 

known 

He/t 
known 
Nofe 
known 
Not 
known 
N9t 
knows 
9000 

1/ Theas f:Lgures rapressnt the number of eandldates for the ßCE '?()" and "A® IOTSI examinations in June 1975« 
The total number of students studying the languages would be somewhat higher^ 

2>/ Estimatilo 

3[ Compiled from 1975=1976 Education Statistics 
bf Includes post-primary forms of primary schools® 
5f 1971 Statistics« 

Sources The category •"Coir.p̂ lsorŷ  iii relation io tughsr edröatiw^'r'efaps -té- fifigisŝ -coiuiséfe 1a prògra&aés predominantly oriented 
toward language study» The category "optional" in relation to higher education refers to language courses in programmes 
predominantly oriented toward language study, whether such courses are in fact optional or compulsory« 

7/5 
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Patterns of Bilateral Co-operation across Language 
' Boundarie g in th-g jSafrlbbean 

Country DOHe REPo arnam MRTH51QDE 
GUADEtonra; 

iEHmiEa 

tatigua 

Barbate 

fipsaadh. 

1975 Esonomis, Sslentifis, 
Eeahnieal Edueational & 
Cultural Agreement« 83 
Gnyaneso yearly ta Gsba for 
training in Banking,, Aviation 
Msdioinsj, Agrieultnre^ stoo 
Cuban Eeshnioians on attach-
ments in Gayanas Cuban 
Physicians in Guyana® Hixsd 
Commission to implement A^eements 
Esfihange of language teaehersa 

Sparto Sams ssson= 
dary level visitso 
University of Guyana 
and Gsllegs of 
ations Exahanga 
teachers of Dutch to 
University of Guyana» 

Student exohaage (Snad-
aleupe) leaehap train-*-
ing in Guadeleupao 

inique) organized by 
Alliance Rpaiigalsoo 
Eeagher training 
advisers fipom Gaa4» 
aleaps to .Baminioo» 

training in 

2easher training 
in aiadsleupso 

v£> 

Saeho agreement 
in pcpospasto SeaQhas? 
assshanfifif» Venezuelan 
students to private 
secretarial sshools 
in Grenadao 

9=5 graduates a year 
to Simon Bolivar 
University® (Language^, 
Literature & Culture)© 
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COUNTRY CDBâ . DOMo KEP» SEJRINÄKB 

Haiti 

Jamaica Sechs Agreement 
Medicine, Agri-
culture^ Buil~ 
dingo 

Mi©?ant sugar workers 
to ttma Rspo 
DWI Ofona) Students 
to Bom® Reps 

Netherlands 
Antilles 

sto Kitts-
Nevis-Anguilla 

St« Lucia 

Sto ïincenfe 

Sarinams 
Trinidad & 
Tobago 

MARTINIQUE 
GUADELOUPE 

VENITELA MEXICO 

UVJI (Fiona) Stai<~ 
dents to CUAGa 

Student exchange 
(Guadeloupe) 
Teacher training 
(Guadeloupe)» 
Teacher training 
(Guadeloupe & 
Martinique) 

Teacher training 
(Guadeloupe)» 

Teacher training 
(Guadeloupe) 
Alliance Française 
Student exchanges 

Techs Agreement -
Petroleum Research? 
Cultural Agreement 
19758 Jamaisans to 

Venezuela to study 
Agricultural et8a 
Venezuelans to 
Jamaica (Higher 
education)® 
Cultural Ag*e§men&8 
Spanish teaching 
co-operation* 
Secondary students 
to Venezuela» 
Student exohange« 

•Venezuelan industry 
(packing factory) in 
Sto Laelas Cultural 
visits« 

Agreement pending» 
UWI Sfes Augustins 
visit pending« 
Visits by Cultural 

Cultural Ag*®emen£a 
Artists groupa® 
Mexican students 
to CoAoSttXo 22 
Mexican teachers 
feo Jamaisa for 
workshop® 
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Systpmg ; 

Caribbean 
t 

'What-foreign languages are taught in your public education 
system (government and private)f ! 

Sscoadftry 

Which languages are compulsory (e) and for how long? Which are 
.optional (o/? 

HuseMrs enroïled at levels-
.Primary 
Secondary -

What foreign -language a?'® tsaght in speeial or other institutions? 
a) Names of Institutions« 

Mnj&bers enralilftdU 
a.| Âg's graups ai studentsf 
i) Labels of lastraeMoai' 

. _ ©)• L-eagths 9Ï cmïseet 

(«»go sittftettfe* Imeiasaa&ess civil servants) 

l9 • au4ia~îi»gttal> «te») ••.'..• 
a&tboâ&s • -

19. éî©gît.es?li«4 aeMev.ement tests9 etc») 
i- $tste of @ucc®'ssi'! 

4i|>losil&s or other «ertiftsation in foreign languages are 
given beaides the gsaetsl Certificates of the school system? 



6« What formal training is given to foreign language teachers 
(including teachers of national language to foreigners)! 

% ef tsaehers posses® this training? 
Pzimaxy « 
Secondary •= • 
Higher -

Ai's amy language teaching materials produced in your country? 
If a®9 at what levels? 

Primary =» 
Secondary ~ 
Higher -
Special Target Groups -

B© any institutions possess language laboratories? 
If EOS which? 

lOd A^e the Mass Media used in any way for foreign language instruction? 
* 

v 11a What is tîtè ofïieisl- government poliey ®n instruction in foreign 
languages? 
ins Primary -

Seeonda^y -
Higher ~ 
Other — 

and with regard to 8 
a) target groups «= 
b) teaehes3 training -
c) teaching methods -
d) skills aimed ats 

(speaking, readings ete0) 
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12s What is the official government poliey on teaching the national 
language to foreigners? 

Institutions» 

Target Groups8 

Level of instructions 

Skills aimed ats 
(speaking; reading, ete a) 

13.« For international conferences held in your country8 where are 
interpreting services obtained? 

14« What arrangements are made for translation of foreign language 
documents for use by government agencies or business firms? 

15o What foreign language instruction is given to officers in the 
diplomatie, military or other overseas services of your country? 

16« What surveysf official or other, have been done on the teaching 
and/or use of foreign languages in your country? 

17e Has your government enunciated an official policy in support of 
increased contact with the other linguistic units of the Caribbean? 

Which units? 

For what purposes? Culture -

Trade 
Tourism -
Agriculture » 
Health -
Marine Affairs *• . ' 
Defence -
Other 
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18® Are there any ecrarses in general ©r applied linguistics taught 
at University or any other level? 

19a I& there any continuing research in linguistics or language 
problems9 and if so what? 

20a What journals devoted to linguistics, language teaching or 
language problems are published or commonly used in your country? 

21a Are there any professional associations of language teachers 
or researchers? 

22;, A re thes'e any teacher or student exchange programme between your 
country and any countries speaking another language? 

23o If so9 for what purposess 
Language Learning -

Other -

24a With what Countries? 

25 a For what kinds of jobs now available is a foreign language 
recognized as an advantage? 



26,® Do you envisage an increase in jobs of this kind? 

27« What is the general attitude of the population of your country toward 
countries where foreign languages are spoken? 

Interest — 

Indifference -

Hostility -
(indicate which languages) 

28q Any other comments 
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APPENDIX VI 

leationùaire on Interpretership and Translation Services 
UNESCO/ECLA Survey of Langaage Facilities 

in the Caribbean 

Questionnaire 

Meitfe of Organizations 

1« Approximately how many pages per year of documents in foreign 
languages does your organization need to read for use in its 
work? 

5* Give a breakdown of this amount by languages«! 

3a Where aye translation sewiees now obtained by your 
(Give as Jonah detail as possible)? 

Approximately how many man—days per year of interpreter 
services are needed by your organization? 

5o Give a breakdown by languages 

6© Where are interpretership services obtained now? 

7a. Giv$ & breakdown as between local and foreign sourees0 

8» Give a breakdown of services needed by your organization on the 
basis ef technical complexity of material to be interpreted or 
translated and for each languages 

8« Translation (pages pes» year) 

Language Highly 
Technical' 

Moderately 
Techhicar • Simple 

Spanish 
French 
Other, (.specify) 



Interpretership (man-days per year) 

Language Highly 
Technical 

Spanish 
French 
Other (Speeify) 

9o How many people in your organization are capable of doing translation 
and interpretership? 

Language 

Spanish 
French 
Other (Specify) English 

Translation f Tnterpretership 
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List of Persons Interviewed 

BAHAMAS 

Miss Margorie Davis 
Acting Director of Education 
Minis tiiy ®£ Edueation 

Mrs a Gertrude Hamilton 
Resident Tutor 
Department of Extra-Mural Studies 
University of the West Indies 
Nascarn 

BARBADOS 

M2?S<j Kathleen Drayton 
School @£ Edueation 
University of the West Indies 
Cave Hill . 

BELIZE 

f&o. Rudy Cast ill© 
Permanent Secretary 
Ministry of Educations, Housing & Labour 
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by 
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I. WHAT ARE LINGUISTIC BARRIERS 

Linguistic barriers represent an important aspect of language 
research today, and rightly so, since the repercussions caused by the 
existence of these barriers touch the social, psychological, cultural, 
academic, economic and technological outreaches of our lives. They 
separate us from our neighbours, and although technology has all but 
conquered the problem of space, countries that lie within 15 minutes 
of each other by plane remain strangers because they have not learned 
to communicate linguistically. The removal of these barriers can open the 
doors to a gamut of experiences, not only at a personal level but at the 
national and international as well, since, after all, language is still 
the principal medium of interaction and communication. 

We are all familiar with the difficulties caused by language "barriers 
among the larger nations of the world. We see- this in the functioning 
or mal-functioning of large international organizations like the E.E.C., 
the U.N., the O.A.S., etc., when they meet for summit talks. Conferences 
of great importance to participating countries and involving decisions 
which could jeopardize the economy of a nation have to be manned with 
interpreters who may not, depending on their skill and level of alertness 
on that particular day, interpret correctly with the necessary nuances 
that accompany meaning. 

We are also familiar with the difficulties caused by language barriers 
in large countries with multi-dialects like India and Africa and the 
attempts made from time to time to "break down these barriers. Those of 
us here at this conference, at least, should be familiar with the 
difficulties caused by language barriers in the Caribbean region. 

What precisely are the barriers which confront us here in the region? 
It might help if we started by defining what we actually mean by the 
Caribbean region. The Caribbean region includes all those countries and 
little islands that have their shores washed by the Caribbean Sea. They 
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include Spanish-speaking countries like the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, 
parts of Colombia and Venezuela, etc.; French-speaking countries: Haiti, 
Guadeloupe, Martinique; English-speaking countries to include the group 
of West Indian islands, the Windward and Leeward Islands, Dutch-speaking 
countries like Suriname, Curaçao and Aruba. Within each of these countries 
we find a large range of ethnic groups and behind this colourful and exotic 
array of people we find an equally colourful and exotic array of dialects 
and idiomatic expressions be it the" patois as it is called in Jamaica and 
Haiti, and Papiamento and Sranan of Suriname and Curaçao, Creole as it is 
called in other countries or pidgin-English as it is called in still others. 

The geographical barriers that exist between these countries and regions 
of the Caribbean cannot be so easily removed, but what are the possibilities 
of removing the language barriers? This is the theme that I will try to 
develop in this paper. 

At the very outset it should be clearly understood that any attempt to 
remove the language barriers within the Caribbean territories is not to be 
linked in any way with an attempt either to supplant one language by another 
or to erode existing cultural patterns. The removal of language barriers is 
not to be seen as a de-culturalization process, it is not a destructive process. 
Quite on the contrary, it should be a wholly healthy and constructive one, 
one that builds unity within a society and among nations. 

Each individual Caribbean territory represents a complex linguistic 
entity. In Jamaica, for example, the form of speech used by the majority 
of our people is Jamaican Creole English or 'patois' as it is more generally 
called. Dr. Frederic Cassidy in his paper "Teaching Standard English to 
Speakers of Creole" says: "Jamaican Creole English is definitely a 
language - not an auxiliary or pidgin speech, but the chief or only speech 
of a million and a half people. It has a structure which differs to a 
considerable degree from that of any kind of Standard English, British, 
Jamaican or American, in all its parts: in phonology, morphology, syntax 
and lexicon."—^ You will notice that Dr. Cassidy distinguishes a Jamaican 
Standard from other "Standards" of America and England. 

1/ Cassidy, Dr. F. - "Teaching Standard English to Speakers of Creole". 
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This jnenomenon of -which Dr. Cassidy speaks, is not unique to 
Jamaica, Moat Caribbean countries have similar situations where a 
vernacular co-exist with what is considered a local Standard and a 
"Mother tongue" Standard,, be it French, English or Dutch. The situation 
is even more complex In countries like Curaçao and Suriname where the 
number of co-existing patterns of speech are multiple. This is one kind 
of language barrier and the importance of this is that these dialects 
themselves create barriers within the society, not only of communication 
but -f identity. We must address ourselves to the removal of these 
internal barriers which seek to divide a society before we are to 
successfully tackle the problem of removing the language barriers that 
separate us as nations. 

II. REMOVAL 'OF BARRIERS 

In the preceding section, it has been stated that removal of. 1 

language barriers, does not suggest removal of existing idiomatic patterns 
or the erssion of culture. This leaves us then with an a l t e r n a t - " t h e 
establishment of a language that all Caribbean nat-ior-? .'rould speak. This 
of course is nonsense. Something of the sort wss attempted vita Esperartr 
and this failed. Our solution will have to be less ambitious» The obvious 
solution is in language teaching and language learning. 

Most of us here today have been victims of an. educational system 
where we spent several agonizing hour? at school an 3 even ar, univers L T 
level going through the rigors of learning the grammar c"f - 'creign 
language. There was no secret that the goals and objective* of these 
lt5-minute graramatic exercises were never intended to teacl us to sp^ak 
these languages be it French or Spanish or whatever. Esthers 7"e were expected 
to become sufficiently familiar with the syntax and morphology of the 
second language to enable us to understand simple texts and short transiatinr=„ 
As we ascended the academic ladder the texts would become more difficult and 
the translations somewhat longer and our familiarity with the language as 
it was spoken more remote. 



You will agree with me that this system of language teaching has done 
very little towards the removal of language "barriers in the region» It did 
little to teaeh us anything about our neighbours, their way of life1, their 
habits, culture, what made them tick. In learning French, for instance, we 
were made to think of France, we were taught the Marseillaise and to.recognize 
the tricolor., We were rarely reminded that our neighbours in Haiti and 
Martinique and Guadeloupe spoke French» The literature we studied was French 
literature from France, the songs, the poems „ 

Happily, this has changed over the years and the present educational 
system encourages-greater communication with our Caribbean neighbours 
accompanied by a fuller awareness and appreciation of the culture behind the 
languages they speak and the people who speak these languages. 

This can be achieved in several forms: 

(i) The School 
(il) The Community 

(iii) Socio-Economic and Technological Exchange 

c. 

d„ 

a» Methodology 

The method used for teaching a second language has often been 
said to determine the success or failure in language learning, and it is the 
method used that enables Language Centres to be able, in just a few short months 
to give their clients a good command of another language. Obviously, methods 
which confine themselves only to the study of linguistics will differ from 
those geared to foster closer relationships between peoples and to associate 
language with reality» 

In recent years the theorists have developed and experimented with several 
methods and most "language institutions are using one form or the other or a 
mixture of several "forms depending on the results they seek and the results 
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they get. The Direct Methods the Silent Method, the Reading Method, the 
Language-Control Method, the Cognate Method„ the Dual-Language Method are 
but a few. 

Perhaps the most widely known and commonly attempted is the Direct 
Method. For this reason it has also caused the most controversy. The 
main characteristics of the Direct Method are: the use of everyday 
vocabulary and structure, grammar taught by situation, oral teaching of 
grammar and vocabulary, extensive listening and imitation until form 
becomes automatic, most of the work done in class, the few first weeks 
devoted to pronuncia~ion„ This seems a good enough method for quick 
grasping of the essentials of a language to make it function for the 
learner. But any method is only as good as its use and presentation. 
Who uses the method and how it is used must be important considerations 
i'f4 it is to achieve any degree of success. This means first of all that 
the goals and objectives of the language lessons must be clearly defined, 
the material carefully selected and graded, each lesson properly planned 
and presented and the result of the lesson evaluated. In other words, 
planning the lesson is very important. 

It might be appropriate here to add a word about teaching aids. Today, 
many schools and language institutes have adopted an oral approach to 
language teaching. Writing and reading have taken second place to compreher'srlo" 
and speaking. In order to give life to these oral classes, &od to develop 
greater skills in intonation and pronunciation, many teaching aids have come 
into play - the. language laboratory - the language kit - the electron :1c 
classroom, the closed-circuit T.V. , films, slides, tapes, recordss readi^^ 
material (newspapers, periodicalss pamphlets, etc.) - the degree of 
usefulness of any one of these9 depends I know., on how well it is employee 
but there is no doubt that the introduction of these language "gimmick 5 
have made the learning of a second language far more interesting and dynamic?., 
gearing the learner to use the target language to communicate and to war.t 
to use his newly acquired skill. After all, this is what language is all 
about and the person today who has a Ph.D. in a foreign language and 
cannot hold a conversation in this language has, to my mind, lost the essential 
of what language is all about, since the person must remain a stranger to his 
Spanish or French-speaking neighbour since he cannot communicate with him. 



b. Scope 

( i ) The- School: The first contact that most people have 
with a second language is usually at school. Traditionally, the teaching of 
a foreign language at school merely represented another subject to choose-from 
and very often the choice of which language to introduce in the school had 
little to do with the usefulness of that language to the community. So, for 
example, the first language to "be introduced in the Jamaican school was not 
Spanish a as one would expect, but French, because our colonial masters, the 
English, had more teachers with French at their disposal than they had Spanish 
teachers; since the link between England and France was a closer one than 
that between England and Spain, Today, this has changed. Language teaching 
in schools has over the years been given more life and greater scope. In 
some schools the instruction is even.given in the second language and the 
emphasis on the examination syllabus is given less prominence. It still has 
to be respected, but is it no longer the be all and end all of language 
teaching and today it is not unusual to find that the child who shows himself 
or herself incapable of sitting the exam is no longer asked to be a "drop out" 
rather he or she is still allowed to attend special conversation classes ; 
where he continues to be encouraged to use the language, , 

(ii) The Community: The Community is by far the mcst important 
medium for the learning and maintenance of a language. When I was at school., 
the second language, like any other subject, was to be dropped a f t e r school 
if it did not itself form a part of one's career. 

The French or Spanish book was put aside to gather d.ust and never a word 
of French or Spanish was to be-spoken after that. Today, this is no longer so 
the scope for language learning extends itself throughout the community level, 

) 

In Jamaica, the Language Training Centre, which is a division of the Ministry 
of the Public Service, is doing its bit to breakdown the language barriers 
by offering courses in French, Spanish, 'German and Portuguese to Jamaicans 
from both, the public and private sectors'and English to non-English-speaking 
expatriates. • In its three years of'operations, the Centre has trained, a 
to±a2-of \k39 -clients.^ 1 -At 'the moment -there 'are 187 clients studying at the 
Centre, and-this includes some "80 .young'Jamaicans following full-time immersion 
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courses- to -p-repa-re- themlf.or. -taking..up. scholarship awards in Cuba in September 
of this year. Similar language centres, I know, are being contemplated in 

i 
Trinidad-and. Tobago3-Barbados and'Grenada, In Santo Domingo there is the 
Ives school for teaching English, Venezuela has several branches of its 
Instituto de Bolivar y Bello throughout the region and so on and so forth. 

Radio2 Television, the Newspapers, and the cinema could play a dynamic 
role in the reaching of a second language and so in addition to language 
institutes 2 language is being taught in many countries by means of these 
po>?e7"ful media of mass communication. In Jamaica, the Daily Gleaner has 
a f;il length Spanish page which carries translations of the daily news, 
both radio stations and the television conduct French and Spanish lessons 
for heme listeners and viewers and Radio Jamaica carries a five-minute news 
broadcast each day in Spanish, 

Radio and television provide the oral and visual stimuli while newspapers, 
{ 

although they do not invoke listening or speaking, help the learner to 
maintain contact -with the second language. Besides, reading material is 
often the most available form of contact with the language. 

(iii) Socio-economic and Technological Exchange' In areas of 
contact such as the Caribbean region, administrative, cultural, political and 
socio-economic pressures must, of necessity, influence the learning of -a 
second language. Many countries in the Caribbean region have signed agreement " 
of cultural exchange and economic and technical co-operation. These pr̂ grí̂ nme.--
of cultural, scientific and technological exchanges have served to wice.;. 
relationships among the countries of the region. The fact that these 
countries do not all share a common language, does, however, create a barrier 
and this lack affects greater interaction and understanding among the 
nations. It also impedes the timely exchange, of scientific and teehnrlcgieal, 
data thus effectively slowing down the process of mutual exchange,, problem 
solving and decision-making. In this context, it is necessary that steps be 
taken on the.national and•international levels to remove the existing language 
barriers, and that greater emphasis -be placed on the teaching of language 
skills at a community and governmental level so that the countries involved 
may participate more fully and with greater meaning in regional development. 



If governments are to successfully share their technological skill and 
expertise then they must work towards that goal of uniformity in the compilation 
of data which can best be ensured by a breaking down of those linguistic 
barriers which so often confuse and misinterpret. 

III. CULTURE 

"Our inability to describe our cultural ways parallels our inability to 
i 

describe our language - The individual acts of behaviour through which a 
culture manifests itself are never exactly alike, each is unique and the very 

2/ 
same act never occurs again»" — The same may be said of patterns of speech 
and to learn a new language must perforce include an awareness and understanding 
of the underlying culture» Lado in his book makes the poirfc that units of 
patterned behaviour, like units of patterned speech have form, meaning and 
distribution. I do not intend here to go into an analyses of Lado's book» 
But like him, I believe that "meanings" and "forms" are culturally determined 
or modified and this to my mind was adequately justified when a young Colombian 
teaching at the Language Training Centre voiced his unhappiness at a staff 
meeting when he said that he found it difficult to effectively communicate with 
his group of students because he got the impression that his clients (as we 
call our students) were anxious only to get at his language while rejecting 
his culture and he found it difficult to separate the two. Edward Sapir, ir.any 
years ago, wrote "Language is becoming increasingly valuable as a. guide to the 
scientific study of a given culture »„ „ It is an illusion to tnink that ve 
can understand the significant outlines of a culture through observations and 
without the guide of the linguistic symbolism which makes these outlines 
significant and intelligible to society »»» language is a guide to 'social 
reality"'» ,2/ 

2/ Lado, Robert. -

3/ Sapir, Edward -

"Linguistics Across Culture". 

"Language". 
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IV. THE BILINGUAL SOCIETY 

In view of the above it is therefore not surprising that more and 
more countries within the Caribbean region are thinking in terms of the 
bilingual society. In each of these countries we can find the odd person 
who is truly bilingual, i.e. the person who has gained his second language 
through frequent travel and dual residency. Children brought up in homes 
where parents have different speech patterns are now encouraged to develop 
bc-.h speech patterns simultaneously and are natural bilinguals. But it 
is s'.-ill questionable just what degree of bilingualism is actually possible 
wit 1'in the framework of the educational system within the region. 

There are, of course, different types of bilingualism described by 
some researchers as "co-ordinate bilingualism" and "compound bilingualism", 
"the dual residence bilingual", and the'feingle residence bilingual". But 
this is to get very sophisticated. I don't think we are too much concerned 
with the technicalities, interesting as they are. Suffice it to say that 
both types describe persons who can discuss everyday happenings with 
people who speak exclusively in one language or the ether. We know, for 
instance, that true bilingualism must include not only language and gesture 
and other behaviour patterns peculiar t~ the second lar.gaage but should 
reveal a perfect sensitivity tc the culture as well. True biling j.ali-îm, 
however, because of the lack of human and financial resources, remain a 
long-term goal. For the present what we ma,y aim at is a certeir degree 
of facility in more than one language. 

Essential tc any advances toward creating a bilingual society is 
of course the languages to be selected. Within the Caribbean region 
there are societies which are already truly bilingual. Curaçao, Suriname. 
Haiti 9 Jamaica. These are bilingual societies where one language is i.sel 
in certain situations and another on other more formal occasions. A home 
language and a business language. At the international level, however, 
citizens can only communicate in one language, i.e. the official language. 



What is the foreign language to "be chosen? That will obviously depend 
on the needs of the individual countries. But in the Caribbean region, English 
and or Spanish must be considered in light of the mere size of the English 
and Spanish-speaking communities. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

How then should we go about breaking down the language barriers which, 
so much jeopardize the spirit of unity within the region? 

1. Restructure the language programmes: 
Make the class meaningful and interesting. De-emphasize 
the structural approach to grammar omitting terminologies 
where possible and concentrate- rather on the use of patterns 
and idiomatic expressions in real life situations presented 
in dialogue form. This gives the learner the feel of using 
the target language from the very outset. 

2. Motivate the learner: 
Give the learner a reason for wanting to learn the target 
'language. Most adults who register for language courses 
are usually sufficiently self-motivated. 
Unfortunately, this is not always the case in the schools! 
But with a little imagination the teacher can help to motivate 
the student. Give the student a living or direct experience 
of the target language by letting him participate in the 
learning process. Let him'talk, and listen to him even if 
his effort at the beginning is limp. Be patient. NEVER let 
him feel that he is not reaching you. NEVER interrupt him to 
make corrections, and when he falters, help him along with a 
kind word» 

3. .Adapt Methods to Goals: 
The method adopted must reflect the goal and objectives. This 
will include the time spent in learning the language as well as 
the aids that are used and the vocabulary that is stressed. 
Administrators, diplomats and government people for instance 
may be required to use the second language at a more sophisticated 
level than the person who is learning the language merely for 
communicative cultural reasons«, 

^ « CliOûsé thé Instructor with Càre: 
As far as is possible., educated native speakers of the target 
language should be used. This'is not, however, to suggest 
that every educated native'speaker is. going to be the best 
choice from a pedagogical point of view, but the advantage 
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hsre is that he is able to lend authenticity to the 
important combination of culture and language. In any 
case, the instructor must be well chosen. After all, 
any method is only as good as the people who use it. 
I should also like to suggest greater co-operation 
among teachers in the region with regard to methodology 
and evaluation of the methodologies used. 

5. Support the Target Language: 
Where possible the language session should be supported 
vi'.-h films, records, tapes and visiting tours to a country 
where the language is spoken. Exchange programmes, 
laxiguage workshops are also very valuable. Make the 
isngjage come alive before the student's eyes. Let him 
associate it with people and actions. 

6. Finally, I should like to strongly endorse proposal No. 1 
taken at the March meeting last year, in the Dominican 
Republic, which was that of establishing a Centre for 
the teaching of English, French and Spanish, and for 
conducting cultural research within the Caribbean 
countries. This is a must, since no one will deny that 
the presence of technical and scientific advance is bound, 
to require new social and communicative needs. 
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THE LANGUAGE PROGRAMMES OF 
HAITIAN EDUCATIONAL RADIO 

by 
Michel Bourgeois 

The Haitian Government's consciousness of the need to use radio 
to improve education in the country dates from 1972. For the first 
time it was a question not merely of "educational broadcasts" but of 
establishing an educational broadcasting organisation which would 
participate actively in the production and diffusion of programmes 
and also in the organisation of listening and in evaluation. 

Thus was born in Haiti, with the aid of UNESCO and UNICEF, the 
Educational Broadcasting Service. In the operations of this service 
particular attention had to be given to the choice of languages for 
broadcasting and to language-teaching. For, like the majority of the 
countries of the Caribbean, Haiti exhibits a Creole-French pattern of 
bilingualism; it was therefore necessary to develop, together with any 
effort at improving - education, better control of the language tool 
in the schools. 

The Educational Broadcasting Service developed therefore, a specific 
programme of language-teaching broadcasts, aimed essentially at facilitating 
the transition from Creole to spoken French. 

But to understand correctly the place and the need of this programme, 
it appears to be necessary to present some details on the educational 
situation of the country. 

I. The General Education Situation 

It should be stated first of all that the need to use a medium of 
widespread communication such as radio for educational purposes was brought 
home to the education authorities by the often unsatisfactory state of 
the Haitian school system over the past several years, as well as by a 
realisation of the .wide range of traditional methods which would have 
had to, be used simply in order to cope with the high rate of population 
increase. 
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The present school enrolment of 6 to 11 year olds, for whom schooling 
is normally compulsory, is in fact estimated at 26.1$, and the annual rate 
of population increase at 1.6% to 2%. 

For these reasons above and in view of the country's limited resources 
it is easy to see that the Haitian school system is not capable of coping 
with the full range of its responsibilities. Educational radio was therefore 
initially conceived as a means of distributing a minimum of basic learning 
to all the country's children. 

Although 7b% of children are in fact still not in school, it is also 
not possible to ignore the difficulties which the Haitian school system 
encounters on account of the inadequacy of certain of its programmes, the 
shortage of plants, the quantitative and qualitative shortcomings of the 
teaching personnel, the number of repeaters and drop-outs and also, more 
than anything else, the bilingual situation which makes serious teaching 
of any basic academic discipline impossible without prior mastery of the 
language of instruction. 

In this connection, it must be made clear that if French is indeed 
the official language of the country and the language of instruction, it 
is in fact correctly spoken only by a minority, for even in school, and 
especially in rural districts, communication can take place only in Creole. 
Since the illiteracy rate among the population of 15 years of age and above 
is around 80%, the use of Creole is general throughout the entire country 
and that of French much more restricted. 

The situation of bilingualism which prevails in Haiti is nevertheless 
not a unique phenomenon, and in fact many other countries find themselves 
in quite similar positions: the Slavic or Scandinavian countries of Europe, 
African or Latin American countries, etc indeed it might even be said 
that the linguistic situation in Haiti is less complex than elsewhere because 
of the existence of only two languages in the entire country and because of 
their close relationship: this is certainly not the case' in Africa, for 
example. 
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Radical transformation of the Haitian education system must, 
therefore, involve reform of language learning pedagogy, based on the 
comparative and systematic study of Creole and French. It is perhaps 
because of too long neglect of this aspect of the problem that the Haix-ian 
school system has been so beset by difficulties and is still of such 
limited viability. 

Serious and fundamental reform of Haitian education ought even, 
conceivably, to extend to the teaching of Creole itself, in the first 
one or two years of primary school, in order to be able to lay a solid 
foundation of early functional learning - that is to say reading, writing 
and calculation - before progressing to the disciplines designed to develop 
intelligence, judgement and taste. 

This would not mean the complete elimination of French learning 
during this period of schooling but the study of that language would 
first take place orally, in order to develop, before the writing stage 
begins, certain indispensable skills of oral comprehension and expression. 
Furthermore, this would coincide with the views of a school of Unguis! -
and teachers which advocates just such a new approach to foreign langnag2 
learning. 

In addition to its clear pedagogical advantages, this transition 
from Creole to French in Haitian schools would permit education to be 
more deeply rooted in the cultural values of the nation. 

While awaiting the results of the work of the coir_nissions o. 
teaching reform and of the Centre for Applied Linguistics, all of • \ 
are engaged in a renewal of education in Haiti, the Educational Broadcast 7 r 
Service has been putting forward for the past three years a programme •"vx 
language teaching based essentially on the comparative analysis cf "re.;. -
and French. 



II. Language teaching by radio 

This language programme, developed and broadcasted by the Educational 
Broadcasting Service, results from a certain number of observations made in 
Haiti and elsewhere. It is designed to be essentially practical and is thus 
in contrast to the literary-oriented education traditionally furnished by 
the schools in the shape of interminable grammatical exercises recited by . 
heart and with little understanding. 

By way of illustration one need only refer to a recent article in the 
Haitian press to realise clearly the basic inadequacy of French teaching in 
Haiti. In fact, the author writes "while the presence of tourists from France 
or French-speaking countries ought normally, in a French-speaking country, 
please the travel agencies and the chauffeur-guides, it poses for them a 
problem which, believe it or not, is the French language itself. The 
chauffeur-guide is in as much difficulty when piloting a French-speaking 
tourist as he is at ease when guiding an English-speaking one. This in spite 
of the fact that virtually all chauffeur-guides have completed primary or even 
some secondary education, in certain cases right* up to the threshold of the 
Baccalauréat. In spelling or grammar they know much more French than English. 
In this regard the fault lies in our teaching system; they have learned French 
to read or write it or as an intellectual ornament. It has been too often 
forgotten that French is a living language and as such is made above all for 
speaking." The difficulty confronting the chauffeur-guiaes, the writer 
concludes, "affects more than 90% of the pupils of the highest grades of orr 
secondary schools, who even reach the pre-University level without really 
being able to speak French."—^ 

This observation of failure in second-language teaching, taking in this 
instance particularly dramatic proportions, is nevertheless not peculiar to 
Haiti, and there is no lack of countries throughout the world where the 
same shortcomings are observable and the same impasses exist. 

1/ "The Chauffeur-Guides" Article in the newspaper "Le Nouveau Monde", 
by Rene Victor, 22 January 1978. 
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It must therefore he thoroughly understood that a language is 
in fact above all made to be heard and spoken; and the fact must also 
be taken into consideration that the young people of our time learn as 
much, if not more, from radio, cinema and television, that is, without 
necessarily enjoying the advantage of a written support for the learning 
process. 

The programmes of Haitian educational radio are, therefore, fitted 
into this general context of bilingualism and oral orientation, and 
the language broadcasts in particular are designed to fill a gap in the 
teaching of French in the country, that is to say the introduction of 
pupils to the spoken language, before or concurrently with their 
initiation into reading and writing. 

Based on the latest research in the teaching of French as a foreign 
2/ 

language carried out by the CREDIF— and the comparative analyses of 
Creole and French of the Haitian linguist, Dr. Pradel Pompilus, the language 
programme of the Educational Broadcasting Service provides for: 

- two series of broadcasts for beginners in 
the earlier classes; 

- one series of perfecting broadcasts for pupils 
who already know French, 

Since the Educational Radio Service, as far as the actual broadcasts are 
concerned, is conceived as an active teaching tool, maximum use is made 
of all the expressive resources of this medium: variety of voices, sound 
effects, music, etc..... Thus the language broadcasts permit a direct-
intervention in the learning process and the learners in the classes 
(and also adolescents not in school assembled around a radio set) can 
work directly and almost exclusively with the radio. Each broadcast 
comprises in fact a number of series of radio games in which are provided 
pauses of sufficient length for the various phases of reflection, memorisation, 
interrogation or correction of pronunciation. 

2/ Elaboration du Français Fondamental, published by Didier, Paris 1961t; 
Voix et Images de France, published by Didier, Paris 1971; the CREDIF is a 
Study and Research Centre for the Diffusion of French, affiliated to the 
Ecole Normale Supérieure de Saint-Cloud, in France. 



Nevertheless, while aimed at pupils, the language programme permits 
at the same time a concrete training of teachers in the mastery of a 
particularly delicate, and so far quite neglected, discipline. 

Supporting texts will soon be sent to the classes to permit a fuller 
exploitation of the radio at the place of study. But the basic idea of 
this language programme is to allow the radio to play as fully as possible 
its role of direct and massive intervention in the educational process. 

Ill. Composition of a language broadcast 

Each language broadcast normally constitutes a complete instructional 
unit of 20 to 25 minutes in length. It must permit on each occasion, and 
according to a progression based on methodical choice, the acquisition of 
two or three basic structures of the language. This implies in effect the 
teacher, as a matter of priority, not of vocabulary but of structures 
allowing learners to begin to express themselves and communicate in concrete 
situations. 

An initial body of work has therefore been completed involving the 
choice of basic structures and vocabulary, and taking account of the require-
ments of methodical learning and the observed similarities and differences 
between Creole and French. The first k5 language broadcasts therefore reflect 
these choices in the framework of a certain number of central topics derived 
from Haitian life. 

Each broadcast therefore comprises: 

(a) A sketch in French (song, proverb or story of local origin) 
in which the two or three structures and the vocabulary of 
the day's lesson are presented and illustrated by means of 
broadcasting techniques. 

(b) An explanation of the sketch in the form of a dialogue 
with the listeners. 

(c) Pronunciation exercises. 

(d)A memorisation exercise for fixing the structures. . 

(e) Structural exercises by means of questions, substitution, 
transformation, reconstitution, exploitation, etc 
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To facilitate the correct execution of each phase of the lesson 
the same recorded directions reappear in every broadcast. A bell signals 
the point at which the learners are to intervene with answers, questions 
or repetitions. A metronome invites individual intervention by learners. 
A voice-off comes in at the end of each question to correct the students® 
responses; finally, the transitions between exercises are accomplished by 
"musical bridges" which also give the students a chance to rest. 

The learners are thus active participants in the language teaching 
broadcasts. But teachers are also asked to supervise the correct 
execution of the instructions §iven on the air and, after a training 
period, to conduct the exploitation in class exercises of the structures 
studied in the course of each broadcast. 

Naturally the Educational Broadcasting Service does not pretend to 
aim at solving all the current problems of Haitian education. In addition 
to its language programme it is responsible for other series of broadcasts 
in the teaching of arithmetic, science, introductory subjects, etc.... 
But its present contribution is particularly important in that it sets out 
to provide in a variety of disciplines a form of teaching that is original, 
innovative and above all much better adapted to the Haitian socio-economic 
and cultural context. It also achieves a massive penetration into all the 
communities, villages and schools of the country, giving daily support 
and assistance to the efforts of educators in the remotest areas, or even 
better, partially replacing them in spheres where specialised skills are 
still lacking. 

The role at present played by the service in the improvement of 
oral French teaching might also be extended to the teaching of English 
or Spanish. Its merit was to have demonstrated that the most advanced 
techniques of mass communications were able to become the favoured, and 
relatively inexpensive, tools of an important educational and pedagogical 
reform. 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING IN CUBA 
by 

The Government of the Republic of Cuba 

The objective need for educational work to promote foreign 
language studies became evident in Cuba as a result of plans for 
economic development; the rapid advance of the technical and scienti-
fic revolution; multilateral relations with countries in the socialist 
camp (particularly the Soviet Union); expanding relations with other 
countries; the rise in tourism; and especially, our internationalist 
aid to other peoples, in keeping with the anti-imperialist policy and 
Marxist-Leninist position of our Revolution. 

Present State of Foreign-language Teaching in Cuba 

Fundamental changes are now taking place in the national educational 
system, in the context of what we have termed our improvement plan. 
These changes include reforms in courses and curricula at all educational 
levels, as well as in programmes, textbooks and methodology of all subject 
matter; also, opportunities to study various foreign languages are 
increasing. At the same time, the growing number of scholarship students 
from various African, Asian and Caribbean countries, as well as the many 
technicians from European countries who assist in our projects for economic 
development, have resulted in the establishment of programmes for the 
teaching of Spanish as a foreign language. 

Commander in Chief Fidel Castro Ruz, First Secretary of the Communist 
Party of Cuba and President of the Council of State and of the Council of 
Ministers, recently stated that our country has broad possibilities for 
work and assistance in the enormous Third World: this is so in the case 
of engineers, physicians, technicians and ail other Cubans. The 
possibilities are broad, and we must study the necessary languages. On 
this subject, he said: 

"Let us disregard the fact that the imperialists speak 
English, and let us recall instead that English is spoken 
in Jamaica, that neighbouring and friendly island, as well 
as in Guyana and other places in the Caribbean; French is 
spoken in other Caribbean nations; English and French are 
spoken in Africa and Asia. This is why languages are 
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important. Taking this fact into consideration, we can 
understand the importance of studying English and French." 

In keeping with the policy set forth "by our Revolutionary Government, 
the Ministry of Education includes the study of English, beginning in the 
7th grade, in the curricula of general, polytechnic and labour education; 
there are plans to start this subject in the 5th grade of elementary 
education as of the 1979-80 school year. There will be 3 class-hours a 
week in the 5th and 6th grades, as there are now in the 7th and 8th grades. 
The 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th grades have 2 class-hours a week, making a 
total of 800 class-hours in intermediate-level general education. 

Students in vocational and military schools can also study Russian 
or English, depending on the specific needs of the curricula. In technical 
and professional education and in the pedagogical schools (where elementary 
school teachers are trained), students have English courses up until the 
third year of the curriculum. 

In addition, the Ministry of Education provides courses in English, 
French, Russian, German, Italian, Czech, Chinese and Portuguese for adult 
workers who did not have the opportunity to learn a foreign language in 
general education or who, because of specific work needs, require mastery 
of a foreign language. These courses are given at the adult education 
language schools, of which there are 66 throughout the country, with a present 
enrolment of over 30,000 students. Students in these schools must have a 
9th-grade education. Length of courses is four semesters for Russian, 
English, German, French,Czech and Chinese but only three semesters in the 
case of Italian, Portuguese and Spanish as a foreign language. There is 
an 8-hour weekly teaching load, making a total of 6Uo and lj-80 hours, 
respectively. 

The Ministry of Higher Education makes it possible for students in all 
university schools to continue their studies of English, and in some cases 
Russian is also taught. 

Further, there are preparatory schools in Cuban universities - six 
belong to the Ministry of Higher Education, and one, to the Ministry of 
Education. These university schools are a result of bilateral cultural 
exchange agreements that include advanced foreign language studies. 
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This programme also includes scholarships for Cuban students to continue 
higher studies at institutions and universities in the USSR and other 
socialist countries. In these schools, Cuban students take a one-year 
course to learn the language of the country where they will study and 
are also taught some of the subjects of their chosen specialty in that 
same language. On occasion, English and French courses are organized 
for students who will do postgraduate work abroad or who will present 
the theses for their scientific degrees in those languages. 

Foreign language courses are also taught in other institutions 
with very specific specialization aims in different fields and at 
different levels of science and technology. Among these we might 
mention: 

- National Centre for Scientific Research (CENIC), 
where languages are taught to scientists and tech-
nicians as part of their postgraduate training. 

- Higher Institute for Diplomatic Studies, attached 
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which provides 
courses for Cuban personnel fulfilling diplomatic 
and similar missions abroad. 

- Cuban Academy of Science 

- Ministry of Foreign Trade 

- Ministry of the Sugar Industry 

- Ministry of Transportation 

- National Bank of Cuba 

Growing popular interest in the study of foreign language has 
resulted in the use of mass media to enable large groups of people 
to carry on such studies. An example of this is the Russian Language 
Guided Radio Course, sponsored by the Adult Education Division of the 
Ministry of Education, which began broadcasts over Radio Rebelde in 
September, 197b, and reaches every part of the island. 
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This one-year course is organized on two levels: first and second. 
All students receive the necessary study materials, and there are periodic 
tests to evaluate learning. Every student who passes the course receives 
a special graduation certificate. 

In this course, students learn around 200 basic construction patterns 
and more than 1000 Russian words, in standard phrases, texts and dialogues. 
This knowledge is sufficient to understand simple conversations, as well as 
to read and write, and the student can go on to more advanced studies. 

At present, Channel 6 of National Television has a weekly programme 
as a complement to the radio course. 

The teaching of Spanish as a foreign language has also developed in 
recent years. In this case, the courses are designed for foreign personnel 
who assist in our plans for economic and scientific-technical development, 
as well as foreign scholarship students in Cuba. There are now several 
schools of this type in the country. 

Training and Advancement for Foreign Language Teachers 

Three factors mark the revolutionary change in the educational situation 
in Cuba. In the first place, explosive growth in enrolment, due to the 
unlimited opportunities our people have for furthering their education; in 
the second place, incessant development in the field of knowledge; and, in 
the third place, the rapid advance of present-day science and technology, 
which means that education must be continuous. 

These three factors influence and determine the character of our 
education, not only from the point of view of content, but also in terms of 
its organization, methods and means. 

Reform of curricula, programmes, methods and means is greatly dependent 
on the technical level of the teaching personnel. 

Training and advancement of teachers and professors is thus one of the 
main objectives in the educational activity of.the Revolutionary Government, 
through the Ministry of Education (MINED) and the Ministry of Higher Education, 
with the support of the Communist Part of Cuba; all People's Power bodies; 
the National Trade Union of Educational, Cultural and Scientific Workers; and 
other institutions. 
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Of course, this process includes the training and advancement of 
foreign-language teachers, which takes place through different channels: 

- The Advanced Pedagogical Institute for Foreign 

Languages 

- The advanced pedagogical institutes 

- The schools of philology in the universities 

- The National Institute for Educational Advancement 

The Advanced Pedagogical Institute for Foreign Languages (ISPLE) 
is a central institution located in Havana which grants licentiate 
degrees in education; graduates are qualified to work as teachers in 
all grades of intermediate level general education. Programmes 
leading to a licentiate's degree in education "began in the 1977-78 
school year and encompass two types of students: 

- graduates from senior high schools (12th grade) who 
are presently in the first year of licentiate studies. 
These belong to the 6th graduating class of the Manuel 
Ascunce Domenech Pedagogical Detachment. 

- graduates from intermediate level teacher-training 
schools, who will obtain their licentiate's degrees 
in education through a two-year complementary course. 
These belong to the 1st graduating class of the Manuel 
Ascunce Domenech Pedagogical Detachment. 

The Manuel Ascunce Domenech Pedagogical Detachment was organized 
in 1972 as a crash programme for training teachers for the new junior 
and senior high schools built in rural areas to meet the explosive 
growth of enrolment in intermediate level general education and as a 
part of the educational policy of the Revolutionary Government. 

Courses leading to a licentiate's degree in education are given 
in the Pedagogical School of the Institute, and teachers are trained 
for U years (8 semesters) in the following specialities: English, 
French, Russian and Spanish as a foreign language. Subject matter is 
organized in cycles: 



- Cycle of Marxist-Leninist philosophy 

- Cycle of pedagogical material 

- Cycle of specific subject matter relating to the specialty 

Further, all students have courses in Spanish language and literature, 
art education and physical education. The cycle of specific subject matter 
includes the following: 

General practice; linguistics; phonetics; lexicology 
and semantics; grammar; style; comparative languages; 
history of the language; methodology of language teaching; 
literature and history of the nations involved; and the 
geographical, socio-economic, political and cultural study 
of the countries where the language is spoken. 

The curriculum includes both compulsory and optional seminars. 

In the English specialty, compulsory seminars include the following: 

- English literature from the Caribbean and/or Africa 

- Theories on the concept of phonemes 

- The Industrial Revolution (with a Marxist-Leninist approach) 

The students do practice teaching in their 8th semester, after having 
passed all previous courses. 

The evaluation system includes compulsory state examinations on Marxist-
Leninist philosophy,, general pedagogy and special didactics of the language 
in question, as well as language. 

The ISPLE also offers two courses for acting teachers who have not yet 
enrolled in the university. One is based on guided studies; the other 
prdvides evening classes three times a week. 

Another school at ISPLE, the School of Foreign Languages, trains 
translators and interpreters in different languages. 

The advanced pedagogical institutes in the cities of Havana, Santa Clara, 
Camaguey and Santiago de Cuba have foreign language schools that offer 
training to the students in educational programmes that are being discontinued 
such as the remaining graduating classes in the pedagogical detachment and 
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acting teachers who take these courses in order to qualify as senior 
high school teachers. 

The schools of philology in all the universities also offer 
courses for training translators, interpreters and research workers 
in those languages. Although this is not their main purpose, they also 
teach students methodological techniques that equip them for teaching, 
if necessary. 

The need for crash courses for teachers to meet the increase in 
the student population following the victory of the socialist Revolution 
and the cultural revolution it brought about led to the creation of the 
Institute for Educational Advancement (ISE), with a network of 
institutions at the provincial and municipal levels. 

ISE and its dependencies are in charge of the courses for acting 
teachers and the further advancement of graduate teaching personnel. 

These programmes include the training and advancement of English-
language teachers for general education. 

In May, 1977, a branch of the Moscow Pushkin Institute was established 
in our country to serve as a centre for scientific research and 
specialization in the Russian language and in Russian and Soviet literature 
and as an institution for the systematic advancement of acting teachers 
of Russian. 

Soviet and Cuban specialists in this Institute work on various plans, 
designed to meet specific needs. 

Growing national interest in foreign languages has fostered the 
development of research projects. 

The Ministry of Education's General Department for the Training and 
Advancement of Teaching Personnel has a Department of Scientific Research 
and Postgraduate Studies, which, among other things, is in charge of 
handling research projects in the educational institutions of the country, 
including foreign-language schools. As an example of the kind of 
projects being undertaken in this specialty there is the study on the 
phonological and grammatical difficulties affecting students of the 
English specialty in the advance pedagogical institutes. 
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Guiding Principles of Foreign Language Teaching in Cuba 

The Foreign Languages Subcommittee of what is now the Central 
Institute of Pedagogical Sciences of the Ministry of Education was 
established in 1973 as a part of what was then the Centre for Educational 
Development. It has conducted studies on the definition of criteria on 
objectives, principles and methodological aspects which should guide the 
teaching of foreign languages in Cuba, within the improvement plan of the 
national educational system. 

A starting point for this study, reaching its culmination in February, 
1976, was the analysis of foreign-language programmes then being used in 
the various educational subsystems and, especially, the diagnostic and 
prognostic evaluation of English programmes within the subsystem of 
intermediate-level general education. The conclusions reached in this 
analysis provided data which could be generalized to all other subsystems. 

Immediately afterward, the above-mentioned subcommittee (in which all 
different types and levels of education are represented) tackled the task 
of applying, within the field of foreign-language teaching, the theses and 
resolutions of the 1st Congress of the Communist Party of Cuba on educational 
policy and the recommendations included in the draft of the general guidelines 
for the improvement plan for the teaching of foreign languages in the national 
educational system. This work resulted in a general understanding of the 
pedagogical principles which should govern the preparation and application of 
programmes, textbooks, methodological aspects and educational media in 
foreign-language teaching, still allowing some flexibility for the consideration 
of the specific characteristics of each type and level of education. 

These pedagogical principles are the following: 

1. Principle of the scientific nature of teaching 
2. Principle of the educational nature of teaching 
3. Principle of direct sensory perception 
U. Principle of the systematization of knowledge 
5. Principle of accessibility 
6. Principle of attainability 
7- Principle of active, conscious assimilation 
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8. Principle of solidity in the consolidation of knowledge 
9- Principle of independent work 

10. Principle of problem-hased learning 
11. Principle of the inter-relatedness of subjects 
12. Principle of polytechnicism (in polytechnic education) 

These principles set forth the basic requirements for the organization 
of language teaching, employing the following criteria: 

Principles dealing with the scientific and 
educational nature of teaching, fundamental 
pillars of socialist education, are given 
priority. They determine ways of contributing 
to training students in a scientific concept of 
the world; of defining the nature of political 
and ideological, technical-scientific, patriotic, 
moral and aesthetic education; and of reaffirming 
an attitude of proletarian and socialist internationalism. 

The methodological foundations for the teaching of 
foreign languages in Cuba are based on the Marxist-
Leninist theory of learning and take into consideration 
the psycho-physiological and social bases of language 
learning, as well as the primary function of language 
as a means for social communication. 

The entire educational and teaching process is 
based on principles which tend to raise its 
scientific standards, promote active student 
participation and stimulate the students' 
intellectual and practical abilities. 

Ways to apply these pedagogical principles in the teaching of 
foreign languages are explained in detail in the document which contains 
the recommendations of the Foreign Languages Subcommittee of the Central 
Institute of Pedagogical Sciences of the Ministry of Education. 
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Methodological Postulates for the Teaching of Foreign Languages in Cuba 

The teaching of foreign languages in our country has been organized on 
the basis of methodological postulates founded on: 

- the Marxist-Leninist theory of learning 
- a dialectical materialist concept of language 
- the general didactic principles of socialist pedagogy 
- the application of results from linguistic research 

in the teaching of languages 

These methodological postulates are the following: 

(1) The determination of objectives 

Systematic objectives are established for each area of 
education on the basis of the social demand for the subject 
matter and of the general objectives of language teaching 
in our country, considering the social needs to be met by 
graduates, the weight and location of the subject in the 
curriculum, available time and number of students per 
classroom. 

(2) The Inseparability of Objectives, Contents, Methods and Media 

Ways to attain the specific objectives set for each 
educational level are indicated in three basic state 
documents: the programme, the methodological guidelines 
and the textbook. 

The programme for each subject includes its general objectives and the 
specific objectives for each level or grade, as well as a general overview 
of the subject and the didactic principles which guide its teaching. A 
close inter-relationship is established linking contents, methods and 
media, and the distribution of available time is indicated. 

The methodological guidelines establish objectives for each unit, 
describe its contents and provide suggestions and recommendations for 
attaining these objectives. 
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The textbook, prepared for each type, level and grade of education, 
covers the contents and sets forth guidelines for exercises and other 
activities through which the objectives will be attained. 

(3) The Establishment of Differentiated Learning Stages, 
With the Resultant Concentric Distribution of Teaching 
Material 

The need to impart knowledge and to develop skills, 
abilities, and habits in a given period of time requires 
the formulation of partial objectives for each level and 
grade, which will guarantee and allow for the evaluation 
of progress made toward the attainment of general 
objectives. These partial objectives are set forth in 
a logical pedagogical sequence, in line with the 
principle of attainability. Therefore, each grade has 
specific characeristics corresponding to its partial 
objectives. Teaching materials are presented concen-
trically so that the higher grades will drill, expand 
and deepen previous learning, in keeping with the 
students' ability to make a more profound analysis and 
application of the same. 

(k) Recognition of Language as Oral and Written Communication 

Communication is both oral and written, and oral 
communication takes place in the form of dialogue and 
monologue. Therefore, models and drills are provided 
for both forms, as well as readings and activities in 
written communication. 

(5) Recognition of the Primacy of Oral Language 

Priority is given to the establishment of mechanisms 
for auditory understanding and speech. This means, 
in the first place, that oral language is presented 
before written language, in order to establish good 
pronunciation habits and the proper grouping of 
words and phrases. In the second place, this implies 
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the teaching of written language on the basis of what 
has been learned orally. 

The primacy of oral language is also reflected in the 
fact that written language is taught by the phono-
analytical-synthetic method. Thus, the student first 
identifies the correspondence between sounds and the 
written forms that are introduced and then reproduces 
them in the form of oral reconstruction, reading what 
he has written. 

Recognition of the Sentence as the Basic Unit of Communication 
and the Subsequent Study of Vocabulary and Morphology on a 
Syntactic Basis 

Work is guided by the theory - borne out in psycho-
linguistics - that thé process of language learning is 
simpler at the syntactic level than at the lexical or 
morphological levels, because it is more concrete, 
dealing with fully significant units. 

This viewpoint on the teaching of vocabulary and 
morphology on the basis of sentences is also reinforced 
by the fact that the sentence itself is presented in 
relation to other syntactic units within the broader 
framework of a theme-situation context. Methodological 
requirements of sequencing and distribution are guaranteed 
in the syntactic approach through the ordering of 
structures from the simple to the complex. Both drills 
and analyses are based on the sentence, culminating in 
the breakdown of sentence elements. 

Regard for the Students' Native Language in the Preparation 

This consideration is related to the pedagogical principle 
of accessibility with regard to weight and emphasis. If 
similarities and differences between the native and foreign 
languages are taken into consideration when determining the 
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order in which materials will he presented, 
similarities should be used for introducing and 
rapidly increasing the load of linguistic material 
to be taught, whereas great pedagogical emphasis should 
be placed on differences, both in classroom analysis 
and in drills. 

(8) The Predominance of a Functional Criterion in Selection 
and Ordering 

A functional criterion predominates over that of linear 
grammatical progression in the selection and grouping 
of lexio-grammatical structures. Selection and grouping 
are determined by how important these structures are for 
communication at each level and by how much they contribute 
to real communications situations. 

(9) The Consideration of Form as the expression of Content 

The structuralist approach to foreign-language teaching, 
widely used before the improvement plan was introduced, 
has been cast aside, and the teaching-learning process 
is now aimed at applying the dialectical relation 
between thinking and language, considering the latter 
as the means of communication and expression in a 
given culture. Thus, active language is presented in 
situations involving communication, and the semantic 
component of the language is analysed along with its 
morpho-syntactic and phonological components. Likewise, 
topics are introduced which lead to a geographic, socio-
economic, historical and cultural understanding of the 
peoples whose language is studied. 

(lO) Theme-situation presentation of Teaching Materials 

This form of presentation, whether in dialogues or in 
readings, brings out the concept of language as 
communication and the pedagogical principle of 
accessibility, since language is taught in connection 
with the situations in which it is really used. 
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(11) The Presentation of Vocabulary "by areas 

The associative and contextual value of vocabulary learning 
in logical grouping areas is recognized. Therefore, 
programmes provide suggestions on vocabulary areas, 
linked as far as possible to grammatical structures in 
which they appear most frequently and arranged concentrically 
for increased coverage at various levels. 

(12) The Systematic Study of Word Formation 

The appendage of prefixes and suffixes, the derivation 
and the composition of words are gradually stressed as 
they occur in the vocabulary given in the context, in 
order to train students in the concept of systematic 
word formation. 

(13) Silent Reading as an Objective in itself 

Oral reading is only drilled in the early stages, as a 
means to teach symbol-sound correspondence and develop 
expressiveness. This type of reading is gradually 
eliminated in the intermediate level (except in language 
specialization courses), in order to develop habits of 
silent reading that students will apply in practice 
throughout their lives as the most natural and useful 
way to acquire information. 

(lU) The Teaching of Writing as a Means, rather than as an end 

This is due to time limitations and to the possibility 
of transferring composition skills from the native 
language when necessary, once the foreign language is 
known. Except in specialization courses, writing is 
considered a means for drilling, establishing and 
applying acquired knowledge; little emphasis is placed 
on developing skills in written communication in all 
its forms of expression. 
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(15) The Teaching of Literature as a Form of Social Consciousness 

In those language courses in which excerpts from literary 
works are presented as a part of language learning, they 
should he analyzed as expressions of social consciousness 
as well as used in the development of linguistic skills. 

Audiovisual media for foreign-language teaching in our oountry 

Some teaching institutions already have language laboratories. 
These include the National Centre for Scientific Research, the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Foreign Trade, the Ministry of 
Transportation, the National Bank of Cuba, the Advanced Pedagogical 
Institute for Foreign Languages, the advanced pedagogical institutes, 
the Institute for Educational Advancement and the Lenin Vocational 
School of General Education. 

Although it is true that laboratories with booths and earphones 
are not available on a mass scale, laboratory activities with tape 
recorders and film projectors are frequently used in the various types 
and levels of foreign-language teaching. 

Conclusions 

From the very beginning, the Revolution has given top priority 
to education, and tremendous quantitative and quantitative progress 
has been made in this area. Foreign-language teaching is one of the 
spheres in which valuable experience has been gained, providing 
incalculable perspectives for future development. 

Even though language differences have never kept our people 
from establishing friendly relations with other countries or from 
offering fraternal aid whenever it is requested, we know that the 
learning of languages spoken by fraternal peoples will help to 
further strengthen the internationalist ties which unite us. 

This becomes a pressing need in the case of the peoples in. the 
Caribbean area who speak other languages but to whom we are united 
through strong ethnic and historic ties. 
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By eliminating these language barriers, we will be contributing to the 
ideal of continental unity evidenced in the hopes of Bolivar, in the 
thoughts of Jose Marti, in the actions of Major Che Guevara and the heroic 
guerrillas who have followed his example and in the spirit of the socialist 
revolution which has begun in America in the Republic of Cuba. 

Working to achieve this aim is equivalent to being internationalists 
and striving to attain the unity of the peoples of America and of the 
entire world. 

Ministry of Education 
Republic of Cuba 
Havana, March, 1978 
YEAR OF THE 11TH WORLD 
FESTIVAL OF YOUTH AND 
STUDENTS 
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TRANSLATION + INTERPRETATION SERVICES 
(AN AID FOR THE INTEGRATION OF THE CARIBBEAN NATIONS) 

by 
Luis H. Garcia 

I. THE PROBLEM 

The Caribbean "basin, considered as a geographical area brings us 
into direct contact with the lack of integration of the countries therein, 
both, under the cultural (languages, traditions, usages) point and view; 
and perhaps, that of a common ideological pragmatism that would allow us 
to face common problems in the area. 

It is true that a great deal of the nations of the Caribbean are 
located islands (based on the geographical definition of "islands"), but 
it is also true, that the isolation concept implied in the definition 
of an island, applies also, to describe the isolation that these nations 
maintain among themselves, regardless that their geographical location 
be either continental or insular. 

In other words, for our purposes, "The Caribbean is formed up by 
countries, which in some cases are geographical islands and in other 
cases cultural islands". 

Ia. - Origins of the Problem 

Without getting into an exhaustive qualitative analysis of 
the problem's origin, I believe these can be summarized as 
resulting from two essential barriers: 

i) the cultural barrier (with its two sides) 
a) languages 
b) tradition/usages 

ii) and the barrier that I have called ideological, 
in which the natural desire of people, having 
points of common interest, and framed within a 
territorial demarcation, in securing a political 
independence affects unfavourably the regional 
integration of the nations they have formed. 
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l b . - Consequences of the Problem 

An in-depth study of the question is not necessary to realize 
that as a region, we suffer the consequences of: 

i) lack of an effective integration of our countries 
ii) poor communication among our nations 

iii) poor identification of common problems 

This is even more significant when we think that all of our 
countries originate as such within the same historical period; 
that we are located within an easily identifiable geographical 
frame, which implies common characteristics; that there are 
definite common cultural influences and that we suffer the 
same socio-economic problems. 

Nevertheless, it is quite sad to observe that through 
our historical evolution, the differences have weighed more 
than the points of coincidence. 

II. GOALS 

There is no point in defining a problem, attempting (even though quite 
generally) to identify its origins and outlining its consequences, if no 
goals are set to cope with the problem and possible solutions to reach 
these goals are not defined. 

It is my opinion that in this case, goals shall be figured in terms 
of a cause-effect relationship of the origins and consequences of the 
problem. 

I have, therefore, defined three basic goals within the context of 
Integration of the nations in the Caribbean area: 

i) to achieve a better understanding among the 
nations of the Caribbean 

li) to establish mutual assistance mechanisms 
among the countries in the region 

iii) to facilitate transfer of solutions, found 
feasible, to common problems for the countries 
in the region. 
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Up to now, I have not discussed the topic defined as subject for 
this International Gathering: Removal of Language Barriers in the 
Caribbean Region. This has been no oversight. It has been totally 
and fully intentional, since it is my belief that the existence of 
such barriers do not constitute the true problem of the Caribbean, 
but rather a factor arising from an age-old lack of regional policy 
for cultural and ideological integration. 

My personal experience as an interpreter operating in the Caribbean 
area, and also of others in my group, can be summed up very simply in 
saying that "generally we do not communicate among ourselves, not 
basically because we speak different languages, but rather because we 
have been taught to think differently one from the other; because we 
do not think in terms of ourselves in relation to our neighbours, but 
in terms of isolated countries attempting to survive without caring 
for whatever happens to our neighbours; even more, in extreme cases, 
attempting to survive at the expense of our neighbours." 

III. SOLUTIONS 

In order to scope the different possible solutions to the problem, 
we should survey and face a very large number of factors ranging from 
cultural, to social, economical and political, which would not fit into 
a paper of this nature. For such a reason, I shall concentrate on 
only two aspects: a) the long-range solution, whose fundamental aspect 
is a regional integrated educational policy; and b) the assistance, 
which the increase of translation and interpretation services can 
render on a short term basis. 

Ill a. - Long-range solution 

The proposed long-range solution is the development of an 
Integrated Regional Education Policy for all the countries in the region 
in order to attack the problems right at their origins. 

This integrated educational policy shall comprise, among 
others, the following objectives: 
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1) To develop common curricula for the three basic levels 
of education (primary, secondary and university) to be 
implemented in the Caribbean basin countries. 

2) To strengthen language-training in the main languages 
of the area at the primary and secondary school levels. 

3) To develop textbooks on the Cultural History of the 
area, and including this subject in the education 
curricula of the Caribbean countries. 

U) To encourage students exchange programmes among the 
countries in the area. 

5) To encourage the exchange of activities related with 
spreading the knowledge of folklore of the Caribbean 
nations. 

Ill b. - Short term solution 

Long-range solutions, if it is true that they are designed to 
correct problems from their roots and its eventual eradication, 
involve the disadvantage of preventing us from satisfactorily 
coping with the problems and some of their consequences at the 
very moment in which we become aware of them. For this reason, 
every long-range solution shall also imply searching for another 
solution which would be applicable immediately to ensure an 
intermediate progress stage towards the end goals. 

In our case, a definite aid towards effective integration of 
the Caribbean countries would be an increase of availability of 
translation and interpretation services. This forces us to define: 

i) Need for such services 

Even though the last few years have brought about a certain 
awareness of this need (perhaps as a result of increased communications 
requirements and technology transfer) it seems to me rather 
improbable (or at least we have not learned about it) that any survey 
or inquiry has been carried out in the area, attempting to determine 
which are the immediate future, mid-term and long-range needs of 
these services. 
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Perhaps the only formal recommendation I would dare to make in 
this paper would be that of conducting a survey (on a sampling 
basis, to reduce costs) in the Caribbean countries, covering: 

1= - existing services 
2, - volume of usage 
3- - relative workload for each one of the three main 

language pairs in the region (Spanish-English, 
English-French and French-Spanish) 

U„ - projections of increased demand 

and using the results of this survey in planning and designing the 
educational policies of" the countries. 

ii) Type of training required 

It seems convenient to my point of view that in spite of the 
parallelism between translators and interpreters, a clarification be 
made of the differences between them as they have a direct incidence 
on the training requirements« 

The interpreter is responsible for providing a clear and as 
precise a& possible (not necessarily perfect) communication at the very 
moment and piace where the exchange of ideas occurs (cr is supposed to 
occur). And this communication m many instances involves subjects 
that are of no interest or beyond the comprehensive domain of the 
interpreter. The interpreter transmits ideas, conveys emotions; 
the translator transmits knowledge (in the most pure and technically 
possible manner). Without attempting to establish any relative degree 
of superiority of one above the other as to the results of their work 
(wmcn I consider equally important) , I must express my very personal 
opmxcn that the interpreter shall possess, before anything else, a 
natural ability to grasp ideas and reflecting emotions, an ability to 
develop a capacity for quickly understanding situations and this is, 
in my concept, a natural born ability which goes beyond the strict 
linguistic mastering of the languages involved. 
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The translator on the other hand requires a carefulness and attention 
to details, which is very seldom found in interpreters. 

In other words, I believe, that apart from language ability, the 
translator can be formed through academic means, whilst the interpreter is 
born with its natural ability (which can of course be improved to a larger 
or lesser degree through training) and shall, of course, undergo the necessary 
language education» 

Having clarified this point, I do not think it is necessary to list 
training requirements, type of facilities required (laboratories, etc.) since 
there are already existing schools or universities in some of the countries 
in the area which have had these careers included in their instruction plans and 
which we can easily approach to secure all pertinent data and additionally 
benefiting from their experience in the "human11 side of the subject. 

These data and experiences could be analyzed and adapted to specific 
conditions prevailing In the different countries, to produce then a model of 
educational institution in this particular field. 

iil) Career possibilities/general motivation to study languages 

We must admit that at the moment of deciding what career to undertake 
(and this is valid only for those privileged ones in our countries, that 
can or have been able to carry out studies to the career level) there is a 
factor which has an impact on and which in many instances affects the 
vocational considerations; this factor being the profitability and relative 
length of the career studies. 

Until very recently, multilingual capabilities in our countries were 
practically limited (with rare exceptions) to persons of a relatively high 
economic bracket whose.parentsfacing the deficiencies of the national 
educational system,.or because, of prestige reasons, sent their children to 
foreign countries to schools, where the language knowledge was acquired, 
but not necessarily on a professional, linguistic approach. As a 
consequence, of this, many.of the persons working in language-related work 
in our countries are not truly professionals in their field. 
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Foreign influence and- the needs attached to the transfer of 
technology, has granted these-persons work opportunities, which have, 
in turn, fostered the use of language knowledge as a career, thus 
changing the general perspective and originating a shift of 
trends towards language based careers rather than the exclusive 
utilization of languages as a tool. 

Nevertheless, if we think in terms of searching motivations to 
encourage language studying,. both possibilities must be taken into 
consideration. 

l) Languages as a Tool 

Being countries subject to the influences and pressures 
oi the centre of technological and economical development, we 
find ourselves forced to absorb, as quickly as possible, the 
Knowledge generated at these centres of influence. 

Our new generation of professionals and technologists is 
developing an awareness of this knowledge absorption need, 
and starts gradually accepting the value of languages as a 
tool to improve their professional capabilities. 

There is need to emphasi ze this approach to language 
training as a working tool in technological improvement in 
order to provide a better motivation towards learning a foreign 
language, above the obstacles of political ideologies, time 
limitation, deficient educational systems and so forth. 

It is sad to admit that due to the facts pertaining to 
underdevelopment of the region, there exists an unpleasant 
reality, which is that one of the main motivations to learn a 
second language is facilitating the eventual adaptation of an 
individual.within a society of a language different than his 
own, in a more developed country. In other words, many of 
our people learning, a foreign language do so hoping to 
emigrate to a more developed country which may offer the 
opportunities that his own country and society denied him. 
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This is very difficult to correct until our countries become 
capable of offering better living conditions to their nationals. 
Anyhow, it shall be taken into consideration, (within the general 
frame of an educational policy to encourage foreign language training) 
that this language knowledge might revert into an uncontrolled, 
exaggerated migration of the Caribbean countries' inhabitants towards 
the more developed countries of the hemisphere, with the damaging 
subsequent effect of brain and qualified labour escape. 

2) Languages as a career 

On the other hand and within the other area .of influence, a trend 
to accept languages.as a.career, economically profitable, starts 
developing. Incidence is larger in female population, which finds 
in language and bilingual secretarial careers a relatively high 
employment rate in a fairly.short career length. 

The language degrees, bestowed by many of our universities offer 
also a career opportunity, but oriented-mainly to a population of a 
higher economic bracket which views the career as an academic 
certification of a certain cultural degree. 

Basically, the up-building of a profitable labour market is the 
key to institutionalization-of language studying as a career (teachers, 
translators, interpreters, etc.) just as it has happened with bilingual 
secretaries (which at least in my country, is one of the intermediate 
level careers attracting.a larger number of students.) But this only 
occurs as a product of inter-action of development factors. 

We believe, that language studying offers ample career opportunities 
in the Caribbean area,.and besides can supply us with a valuable tool to 
reach effective integration.and communication among our countries for 
which it becomes profitable to promote its motivation. 

We insist, nevertheless,.that the fundamental barrier between the 
Caribbean countries is not the language diversity problem, but the 
absence of a true integrationaist policy scoping not only the economic 
aspect but rather concentrating.effort on the socio-cultural side. 
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TEACHER-TRAINING II THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN-LANGUAGE TEACHING 

by 

Daphne G. Cuffie 

AIMS OF PAPER 

The main aims of this paper are: 

1. To give an expose of the nature, quantity and quality 
of teacher preparation and teacher-training in Trinidad 
and Tobago with particular concern for teacher-training 
and teacher preparation in and for the teaching of 
foreign languages. 

2. To draw attention to current needs and issues in the 
area of teacher education, teacher preparation and 
teacher-training in general. 

3. To consider what specific and specialized education and 
training for teaching foreign languages exists. 

To suggest possible steps and strategies that might 
be undertaken to educate, train, re-train and prepare 
persons to teach foreign languages in Trinidad and 
Tobago. 

TEACHER-TRAINING IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

The general professional training of the majority of teachers in 
Trinidad and Tobago is organized by the Ministry of Education, Culture 
and Community Development, and conducted at six (6) Teachers' Colleges 
over a two-year period. 

Together they turn out annually some six hundred and sixty (66o) 
teachers prepared for teaching mainly at the primary level. 

Entry requirements 

To enter the Teaching Service a person is required: 

i. to have passes in five (5) subjects at Ordinary Level. 
One (l) of these must be a pass in English Language. 
A pass in a foreign language is not a pre-requisite. 

ii. he/she must register as a Teacher prospective; 
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iii. he/she presents himself/herself for an interview by a 
panel of officers of the Head Office of the Ministry of 
Education, Culture and Community Development; and 

iv. he/she is then appointed on probation to a public school 
and assigned to a class by the Principal or Vice-Principal. 

It follows then that entry into the Teaching Service takes place without 
professional orientation or training. 

Admission to a Teachers' College 

The Teacher waits his turn to be sent to a Teachers' College for a two-
year course of training. This usually takes place after he has been teaching 
for three (3) or more years. 

He is free to accept the opportunity extended to him for entry into college 
or postpone it. 

He may apply to go to a different college from the one to which he was 
originally assigned. 

Initial Teacher-Training at a Teachers' College is: 

i. In-service training; 

ii. Full-time training and education, divorced from the 
responsibilities of being in charge of a class; 

iii. Student-teachers receive their full salaries during 
their stay at college. 

j 
The Curriculum of the Teachers' Colleges 

The following courses are compulsory for all student-teachers: 

A. Education - 1. Psychology and Sociology of Education 2. Philosophy and Practice of Education 
3. Practical Teaching 

B. b. Language Study 
Literary Studies 

6. Social Studies 
7° Mathematics 
8. General Science 
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C. '9' An Elective Subject chosen from the 
• • number permitted by the syllabus and 

offered by the College - Spanish and 
French included. 

The above are pursued over two (2) years and assessed 
internally as well as externally by a final written 
examination consisting of at least nine (9) papers. 

D. 10. Music and Movement including Child 
Drama. 

11. Art and Craft 
are pursued for one (l) year only - The First Year. 

The Diploma is awarded on a basis of course marks combined with a 
pass mark in the final paper in each subject. 

Foreign Languages at Teachers' Colleges 

Though it is possible to elect Spanish or French at Teachers' 
College, in 197^-1976 only three (3) students from one (l) of the six 
colleges pursued Spanish Elective - i.e. less than 1%. All got 
distinctions from the 1975-77 class, twenty one (21) students from a 
total enrolment of seven hundred and seventeen (717)-

Three (3) of the six (6) colleges pursued Spanish as an Elective. 
Less than 3%. Five (5) out of twenty one (21) were awarded distinctions. 

Report of the External Examiner 

Spanish Elective 1977:-

"Performance in the Examination showed a relatively high 
degree of consistency among the three (3) colleges offering 
students. 
It is also noteworthy, as a breakdown of marks would indicate, 
that the students themselves performed quite consistently 
from the Oral Examinations through Papers I and II. For 
example, while they showed quick comprehension and spontaneity 
of response in the oral examination, there was a distinct 
limit at 

ion with regard to the range of structures and idiom 
in the responses themselves. This was reflected in Paper I 
(English to Spanish) where a knowledge of word order and 
syntax did not really make up for a lack of basic morpholo-
gical patterns such as the proper forms of Demonstrative 
Pronouns, Tense endings, agreement of Past Participles. 
There seems to have been a need for greater practice in 
grammatical drills. There appeared to be far too much 
mutual interference between the two languages in terms of 
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basic things like orthography, accentuation and especially 
in trie case of Papex II (Spanish to English) literal transfer 
of idiom - this too in the Essay question." 

^None of tne Teachers® Colleges offer French. French was offered by 
three (3) colleges up to ^970 = 

Reasons for the decline ox French and Spanish at Teachers' Colleges 

1. Unavailability of qualified, confident and competent teacher 
educators for teaching foreign languages. (Aspiring students 
are often advised to find another Elective). 

2. Fewer students are electing subjects from the humanities. 
Instead the trend is to elect one of the practical arts 
and crafts, e.g. Home Economics, Handicraft, Agriculture. 

3. Very limited opportunities to teach Spanish with college 
supervision since teaching practice is done mainly in primary 
schools where Spanish is not on the programme of work. 

On graduation, even those students who have distinguished 
themselves in Spanish have little hope of being absorbed 
into the Junior Secondary School to teach Spanish nor to 
receive further training in teaching Spanish. 

5. Negative attitudes and blocks in Spanish set in at the 
Secondary School due in part to poor teaching and little 
or no motivation. 

6. Streaming at some secondary schools relegates the weaker 
pupils to pursuing Spanish, the brighter ones to French. 
Streaming may make it impossible for a student to pursue 
any foreign language at all. 

7. There is a wider choice of subjects open to students at 
G.C.E. '0' Level. 

8. Change in philosophy behind the Elective subjects at 
Teachers' Colleges. 

Before 1970, the Elective Subject was conceived as an academic study 
intended for the personal development of the individual student, as distinct 
from his professional development. 

At present, greater emphasis is placed on methods of learning and teaching 
the Elective Subjects. 
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THE EXTENT OF FOREIGN-LANGUAGE TEACHING II 
THE EDUCATION SYSTEM OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

Generally speaxirg5 foreign language teaching begins at the post-
primary level of education. 

In the I960's, Spanish was imposed on or introduced into the post-
primary classes (Standards 6 and 7) of the then all-age schools with 
little success. 

The teachers were neither qualified nor prepared for the task, and 
were therefore unable to cope, or to motivate the large number of pupils 
forming those classes, beyond a very limited period. 

The text provided suggested the methods envisaged. General over-
crowding and attempts to get pupils through the Primary School-leaving 
Certificate in Mathematics, English Language and a General Paper (no 
paper in Spanish) made the attempt at Spanish-teaching abortive. 

This abortive attempt at teaching Spanish at the post-primary classes 
may not be without some inevitable negative conditioning of attitudes 
to Spanish-teaching. 

Private Fee-Paying Preparatory Schools 

Spanish and French have been taught at some preparatory schools. 
(Note: the designation is "preparatory" not primary), e.g. the University 
Staff School. Children in attendance come from homes with progressive 
professionals and intellectuals. Some of them began schooling overseas, 
most move in a stimulating social milieu in which foreign languages and 
cultures have a real existence. Many of these children enter secondary 
schools in Trinidad. Many do not. They leave for schools overseas. 

Teachers of Foreign Languages in Preparatory Schools 

Those secured to teach the languages are frequently native speakers 
or persons who have lived for some time in a country where the language 
is spoken. Many are voluntary helpers, parent-teacher members; some are 
experienced teachers who have opted out of the public system; have 
resigned from the teaching service but have retained a love for teaching. 
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They are o f t e n mature persons with the courage o f t h e i r c o n v i c t i o n s , 

who have a c l e a r notion of what they wish t o do as t h e i r l i f e ' s work.. For 

them t e a c h i n g i s e i t h e r a hobby, a p a s t - t i m e , a p l e a s u r e , a d i v e r s i o n . 

I n d i v i d u a l work i s p o s s i b l e and p r a c t i c a l . 

As such their teaching stimulates learning, and the response received 
is often much better in quality than that obtained in the public schools with 
their greater numbers of learners. 

Foreign-Language Teaching at the Traditional Five-Year Secondary Schools 

By tradition, by design, and by virtue of the deployment of their 
staff, the older secondary schools are free to offer a number of foreign 
languages, e.g. French, Spanish, Latin. 

Many offer pupils two (2) modern languages, others reserve French for 
the more gifted and Spanish for those considered less able. 

Early streaming sometimes makes it impossible for some students in the 
Science stream to pursue a foreign language. 

Teachers are seldom native speakers. Some are University graduates. 
Some may be former students who have passed the subject at 'A' level. 

Teaching methods in these schools are traditional, mainly indirect and 
exam oriented. Language clubs are encouraged. 

A few schools have a language laboratory. 

Foreign-Language Teaching in Private Secondary Schools 

Some of these schools offer both French and Spanish depending on the 
staff available. Teaching methods vary from ultra-progressive in a few 
schools, especially those in which English may have to be taught to some 
pupils as a foreign language, to the nondescript, depending again on the 
quality and the experience of the staff. Salaries and conditions of work 
for staff are often more exacting than in the larger secondary schools that 
are government-maintained or assisted. The school term may be longer than 
that of the public school. 
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"Commercial Schools" or Secretarial Colleges are mainly private 
establishments. Some of them cater for Spanish-speaking students, 
mainly from Venezuela, who have done English at Secondary Schools, 
mainly by traditional, indirect methods. 

These schools o f f e r English to the Spanish-speaking students as 
a foreign language. Some offer Spanish to their English-speaking 
students t o o . 

Tutors are not professionally trained teachers. 

Conversational and commercial Spanish is taught. Success achieved 
is often due to strong motivation on the part of the student, small 
classess person to person relationship and the warmth and personal 
enthusiasm of the individual tutors. 

Foreign-Language Teaching in the Junior Secondary School 

Spanish alone is offered to all students in the Junior Secondary 
Schools, three (3) times per week over a three (3) year period. 

Junior Secondary School teachers of Spanish may be categorized 
accordingly: 

(a) Teachers with initial general teacher-training, with 
Elective Spanish and/or 'A' Level Spanish plus additional 
part-time training in Spanish prior to appointment to the 
Junior Secondary School. One aspect of their training in 
Spanish was the teaching of Spanish - theory and practice -
with practice-teaching done under supervision. 
Direct methods were advocated. 

(b) University graduates with no prior professional training 
nor experience in teaching/class and with no training 
in teaching Spanish. 

(c) Younger persons with Advanced Level Passes in Spanish, 
but with no professional training, no teaching experience 
prior to appointment to the Junior Secondary School. 
These are called Assistant Teachers III. 

(d) University graduates with prior professional training • 
and experience teaching at Primary level. At the J.B.S., 
in addition to teaching Spanish, they may have the 
additional responsibility of being Vice-Principal. 
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Due to the various levels of preparedness, teachers of Spanish vary 
considerably in their- teaching competence. Differences in attitudes to 
teaching, are to be expected too. 

Continuity and consistency of approaches to teaching Spanish is not 
guaranteed where there is such a variety of levels. Concern for the results 
of the lU-plus examination helps to dull the edge of the teaching of Spanish. 

In the first term, the children are quite eager to learn Spanish. It 
constitutes a novelty for many of them at this stage. However, this early 
enthusiasm fades because of the exigencies of the two-shift system, teacher 
absenteeism aggravating shortages of staff, fairly large classes of 1+0 students 
each, absence of any supportive materials for teaching and learning,unavailability 
of guidance from the curriculum supervisors, absence of a language room, the 
difficulty of forming language clubs due to the shift system - the rigid 
timetabling. 

In short, the teaching of Spanish at the Junior Secondary School is 
"perhaps the biggest single problem concerning the teaching of Spanish". 

The approach to teaching is mainly archaic. Without adequate teaching 
aids, the younger teachers soon tire of oral work, especially as this is 
the only subject that they teach. 

Because of the rigid timetabling and the single subject specialization 
in all areas, integrating Spanish with other curricula areas, e.g. Social 
Studies, English, Music, is not an easy matter. 

Public expectation of the performance of the Junior Secondary School is 
low. By expecting little from these schools, the public, including parents 
help to de-motivate the pupils further. 

The majority of children leaving the Junior Secondary Schools are 
strangers to French and end up indifferent to or disliking Spanish. 

Spanish at the Senior Comprehensive School 

Spanish is offered to all students at the senior comprehensive school. 
French is offered only to those pursuing academic studies in the Humanities. 
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The Senior Comprehensive Schools receive students mainly from 
the Junior Secondary Schools to pursue courses for a minimum of two (2) 
more years or a maximum of four more years. 

The wide range of subjects offered, their disenchantment with 
Spanish at the Junior Secondary level, and the fact that Spanish is 
compulsory, serves to make pupils rate Spanish very poorly. It is said 
that ir.arr; are refusing to turn up for Spanish classes at all, especially 
if those classes are in the afternoon. The most "hostile" students are 
those in the specialized craft courses, as far as taking Spanish goes. 

Teachers of Spanish in the Senior Comprehensive -Schools 

These teachers are all University Graduates in Spanish. Many have 
had previous experience teaching Spanish, many have not. Similarly, some 
have had general professional training as class teachers, some have not. 

Special training in teaching Spanish is not widespread. The approach 
to teaching Spanish is generally traditional, with considerable anxiety 
being experienced over the forthcoming examinations, at the present time. 

Equipment and aids 

There is provision for equipping these schools with' language 
laboratories. Hopefully, these will help to determine teaching methods 
used. 

French and the Senior Comprehensive School 

For students taking the academic course, French is offered as an 
Elective. It is an alternative to English Literature. 

In as auehias no French is offered at the Junior Secondary Schools 
which feed the Senior Comprehensive Schools, students choosing French 
must begin French at this school, and study it for four years. Few 
students are so inclined. 
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Foreign-Language Teaching at the Tertiary Level 

The Department of Modern Languages of the University of the West. 
Indies, St. Augustine Campus, and the Extra-Mural Department, are the main 
institutions engaged in Foreign-Language teaching at the Tertiary Level. 

Minimally involved are the School of Education of the University of 
the West Indies and the Teachers' Colleges. 

Spanish courses are offered by the Department of Spanish, University 
of the West Indies, St. Augustine, over a three-year period. 

Year I - i) Spanish Language - Pre-requisite 'A' Level 
Spanish 

ii) History of the Spanish Language. 
'A' Level Spanish and '0' Level Latin are 
pre-requisites for this course. 

Year II - iii) Introduction to Spanish-Caribbean Literature 

iv) Spanish Language II 

v) Hispanic Literatures of the l6th and ljth 
centuries 

Year III - vi) The Modern Spanish Novel 

vii) Spanish-American Literature, 1920-1960 

viii) Engaged Literature by 19th and 20th century 
Latin American writers who have influenced 
Cultural Development 

ix) Spanish-Caribbean Literature II 

x) Spanish Language III 

Methodology and Staff 

With the language courses, an audio-lingual approach is used throughout. 
Students are organized into small groups, and must do individual practice in 
the language laboratory. 

The staff includes a native speaker. 
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Discussions on structures presented are conducted in Spanish. 
Students are to devote five hours per week to this course. 

There is no end of course- examination as such, in the first year. 
Instead assessment is cumulative and "based on tests given at the end 
of each lesson or unit. 

Other teaching strategies include: 

- Membership in the Spanish Club 
- Obligation to spend at least two months in a Spanish-

speaking country 
- Students exhanges between the University of the West 

Indiess St. Augustine, and the University of Merida, 
Venezuela 

One notable feature is that there is no course dealing specifically 
with methods, and strategies of teaching foreign languages. This is not 
reflected in the list of recommended books either. And yet a large 
percentage of the graduates seek and find employment in the teaching 
service. 

The School of Education 

The School of Education is responsible for an In-Service diploma 
programme. • Students are in the main secondary school teachers who 
graduated from University some five years prior to entry on the course, 
at the least. 

There is no end of course examination. Issues and problems in 
•education are studied by means of discussions, and guided reading and 
study; essay and papers are presented on problems surfaced. 

A thesis or extended essay on a topic of choice is presented at 
the-end of the eourse. 

Tho approach may be.termed - problem oriented5 holistic and practical. 

Practical.toaehing is supervised by staff tutors and conducted in 
the-regular elasu netting. 

On an average„ about.20 persons.engaged in modern language teachings 
are selected for the In-Service diploma. 
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The programme has not won the approval of the Trinidad and. Tobago public, 
mainly because it is a non-examination programme. However, those who take 
the course complain of the strain of course work with which they must cope 
and at the same time service their own classes. 

Professional awareness and improvement is promoted by shared discussions 
of problems in teaching in general - methodology arises out of and is related 
to the total education experience. Students are counselled, and they try to 
implement techniques in teaching and re-teaching their lessons. 

FOREIGN-LANGUAGE TEACHING AT TEACHERS'•COLLEGES 

Many teacher-educators hold a recent first degree in addition to a primary 
school teachers' certificate and/or a diploma in Education or a Bachelor in 
Education. "A disturbing number hold a first degree with a minimum of years 
of proven competence as a classroom teacher". Others have teaching experience 
from work in various types of schools in the system. 

Some of the language tutors - i.e. of English and of foreign languages 
have theoretical and practical training in the teaching of language. 

All student trainees receive instruction and get some practice in second 
language teaching by the structural approach. 

Those electing Spanish may or may not get further instruction on methodology 
depending on who is the tutor. A pre-requisite is an '0' Level pass in Spanish. 

As stated earlier, they get few opportunities to practice teaching Spanish 
in a school setting. 

In the first year, 2 1/2 hours per week is allocated to Spanish, and in 
the second year, about 5 hours per week. 

Much time is spent on oral work - reading, conversation and dictation. 
Small-group work is possible; student-directed dictation is rotated; conversation 
deals with current events, and professional themes. Reasons for choosing 
Spanish and the relevance of Spanish studies in Trinidad and Tobago is established 
by discussion, personal testimony and a research paper on some aspect of life 
in Trinidad which reflects Spanish influence. 
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Comparisons and contrasts with the course in Language Studies 
(Engl ish Language) are often pursued in discussion and in writing. 

Methods of teaching the student-teachers include some direct and 
some indirect approaches, occasionally a visiting native speaker is 
engaged. 

Some attempt is made to relate the course to the Social Studies 
programme. 

Students are introduced to some aspects of Spanish-American Culture 
e.g. literature, music, song and dance. At the end of the course, all 
students are more favourably disposed to Spanish civilization. 

OTHER FOREIGN LANGUAGES USED IN TRINIDAD M P TOBAGO 

Hindi 

1. Hindi dialect/s are spoken by rural East Indians, and 
used as a medium of communication between friends and 
relatives in a familiar setting. 
It is sometimes used as a barrier to communication in 
the presence of younger persons, persons of the opposite 
sex, and strangers to the local community. 
Most Hindi speakers understand English and can speak 
some form of English. - • • 

2. Hindi is widely used over the local radio stations in 
"cultural and religious programmes". 

3° Hindi is one of the languages of the Hindu religion. 
As such it is used in primary and secondary schools 
run by Hindi denominational boards at morning and 
afternoon assembly and during religious instruction 
periods. 
Some schools spend some time regularly teaching elements 
of Hindi by traditional methods. 

Hindi as a language of the Hindu religion is used in 
religious rituals connected with birth, marriage and 
death, on social occasions like wedding celebrations 
and the celebrations of festivals like Divali, Phagwah, etc. i 

5. Hindi is heard via records of Indian songs and via the 
thriving industry in Indian films. 
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6. Individual students, some adults, some of secondary school 
age, write Hindi exams at G.C.E. '0' Level and 'A' Level. 
Local Hindu groups sponsor competitions and contests in 
Indian culture including essay writing in English on Indian 
themes, oral Hindi, written Hindi, singing and composition 
of bhajans, etc. 
Children of school age, children at school and young people 
are the main participants. 
There are strong pockets of insistence that Hindi should 
he an alternative to Spanish or should be an elective at 
many more secondary schools in Trinidad and Tobago. 
The teachers and the promoters of Hindi are in the main 
pundits, some school teachers are involved as teachers and 
as organizers. Strong integrative motivation is one factor 
making for successful learning of Hindi despite traditional 
methods. 
Modern methods and instruction in modern methods, books 
and courses are available in small quantities through the 
Indian High Commission in Port of Spain. 
At the University Level, there is a vibrant militant 
Hindu society. Similar societies exist at some Teachers' 
Colleges. 

Arabic 

Arabic is another language used in Trinidad and Tobago sufficiently 
to warrant consideration. 

1. Arabic is the sacred language of the Holy Koran and in that 
sense of the worshipping Muslim community. Conversions to 
Islam are proceeding apace. 

2. The Islamic Missionary zeal is promoted by the Islamic 
Missionaries Guild through radio broadcasts. 
Arabic is used in family prayers and other public rituals 
connected with death, birth, etc. Like Hindi, it is used 
at assemblies in schools run by Muslim denominations. 
Current interest in Afro-Asian studies have given to 
Arabic another lease on life. 
As for Hindi, so far, Arabic promoters are not necessarily 
trained teachers, though many teachers are involved in the 
promotion. 
Methods are traditional. The objective is to be able to read 
and recite the Koran in Arabic. 
A -f* 1 J J _ _ 1. _ f t .1 1 " i . n . -

v̂ j. ±cooci lucxgiij. ouixc as uiic uau ui ,H_ra.D±e Dy memDers oi tne 
Syrian-Lebanese community in familiar circles and in their 
business places as a barrier to communication and to 
understanding by strangers. 
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HOW IMPORTANT IS TEACHER PREPARATION 

In Trinidad ana Tobago3 as in other parts of the Caribbean, it 
is generally agreed that teachers are crucial to any change of national 
importance. Increasingly too, it is realized that teachers alone are 
not responsible for changes in our societies. 

In the foreword to the New Primary School Syllabus, Gomes 
submits: -

"In the final analysis, one must face the inescapable 
fact, that the major instrument of change is the teacher, 
who jnust understand not only what he is doing, but why 
he is doing it as well. " 5/ 

According to Beddoe:-

"the most critical link in the system of education is 
the system of recruiting and retaining high quality 
teacher educators .... The harvest that we reap through 
our schools will be enriched or impoverished to the 
extent that ve ensure or do not ensure quality educators." —' 

"In order to improve the standard of education in Trinidad 
and Tobago, teacher-training and the teaching profession 
as a whole should be improved and ways be found of 
attracting into it people dedicated to seeking the welfare 
of students", was one of the recommendations of the 
"Valdez Report". U 

What is true for education in general holds good for the teaching 
of foreign languages as well. 

It must be noted that with universal primary education, and the 
thrust towards universal secondary education, more and more of children's 
lives are spent in schoolrooms, presided over by school-teachers. 

Teachers as a body form the largest single group of professional 
workers in Trinidad and Tobago. 

Q / 
"Education is the largest single industry in our society."— 

Teacher-preparation, quantitatively and qualitatively is therefore of 
crucial and urgent importance in national development, and for the 
development and improvement of foreign language learning. 
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Teacher-Training for the Development and improvement 
of Foreign-Language Teaching 

For the effective development of foreign-language teaching in Trinidad 
and Tobago, the training and re-training of teachers of foreign languages must 
take into account much more than merely making the foreign-language teacher 
efficient in teaching of a foreign language. . 

In my view, teacher training for effective foreign-language teaching 
in our education system must address itself to generating and mobilizing support 
from and 'through the training of all teachers in and for the primary level of 
education„ 

Every teacher in our primary schools is a teacher of language. Our 
teacher training programmes therefore must strive to make all our teachers 
at primary level more effective teachers of language and more efficient users 
of language: This will help to lay a better foundation for foreign-language 
learning and teaching throughout the education system. 

Teacher training for the development of effective foreign-language teaching 
must be accompanied by teacher education that seeks to make all teachers 
conscious of philosophies of development - human and material. Without this 
philosophical under-girding, and accompaniment, foreign language programmes 
will continue to meet with unhealthy resistance both from other subject teachers 
as well as from- students. There are many persons who genuinely believe that 
learning a foreign language is a waste of time; is an economic waste; is 
detrimental to our economic development, and is inferior to the pursuit of 
science and technology, especially at this time of feverish economic activity. 
Many see it as hallmark of colonial and neo-colonial metropolitan-oriented 
citizens. 

Teacher Training for effective foreign-language teaching must be facilitated 
and supported by and through a meaningful social studies programme for all teachers 
in training and through an affective and effective programme in the creative arts. 
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Teaching Practice m Secondary Schools 

lo Teaching Practice conducted in secondary schools across 
the nation will have to become institutionalized in our 
education system. 
Student teachers electing a foreign language, will now 
have opportunities to practise-teach the language under 
guidance from Teachers College staff and with the 
assistance of co-operating modern language teachers in 
the schools. 
Co-operating teachers should be selected for their proven 
competence in the teaching of modern languages. They 
should be duly compensated for their part in the 
co-operative training of future teachers of modern languages. 

2. "The possibility of introducing a foreign language in 
the course" 9/, i.e. the primary school course as indicated 
in the introduction to the New Primary School syllabus, will 
be facilitated by the structural expansion of the Teachers' 
College Programme. 
Student teachers intending to teach at the Primary level 
may be able to elect Spanish at Teachers' College nonetheless, 
and get opportunities to teach it to beginners during their 
full-time studentship at college. 
They will be assisted in learning how to integrate Spanish-
teaching into the general curriculum of the Primary school. 

Other Necessary Changes and Arrangements 

(a) Staffing Arrangements 

To facilitate foreign modern language teaching at the Teachers' 
Colleges and at the secondary schools provision for continuous on-the-job 
training, guidance and supervision of foreign-language teaching is necessary. 

The creation of posts of Heads of Departments becomes urgent. 

The appointment of Heads of Subjects also becomes necessary. So 
too, the appointment of co-ordinators of subjects. 

With such an organizational structure, varied and improved 
methodology is facilitated. Team teaching of foreign languages can be 
attempted. Review of approaches can be effected regularly. 

The tragedy of classes being deprived of a teacher in Modern 
Languages for prolonged periods of time should be removed by staffing that 
is liberal and thus organized. 
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(b) The Workload of the Modern Language Teacher 
at the Junior Secondary Level 

Student teachers intending to teach at the Junior Secondary level 
should he prepared by training to teach two (2) subjects instead of one as 
obtains now. 

Teachers prepared, able and required to teach two subjects will 
make deployment of staff easier and more beneficial to the teaching task 
in the schools. 

There is a greater and better chance of integrative teaching when 
each teacher teaches two subjects, rather than one subject. 

The students are likely to get a better deal all round from teachers 
who teach more than one subject in terms of use of time, transfer of training 
sympathetic understanding. 

Student teachers intending to teach a foreign language at the Junior 
Secondary School may be advised to choose. 

Common combinations among Junior Secondary School teachers may well 
be: 

attempt to teach two (2) foreign languages as a rule. Exceptions there will 
be. Teaching two modern languages is not only a strenuous task, but teaching 
two modern languages could well isolate the language teachers from the rest 
of the staff unnecessarily. 

i. one Foreign Language - French or Spanish, plus English; or 
ii. one Foreign Language and Social Studies. 

French and English 
Spanish and English 
French and Social Studies 
Spanish and Social Studies 
English and Social Studies 
Spanish and Music 
French and Music 
Spanish and Art 
French and Art 

English and Hindi 
Music and Hindi 
Social Studies and Hindi 
Social Studies and Arabic 
Art and Hindi 
Arabic and English 
Music and English 

(c) It would not be advisable for Junior Secondary School teachers to 
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(d) The promotion of French right through the 
Senior Secondary level of Education 

One corrollary and consequence of requiring Junior Secondary School 
teachers to train in more than one subject, would be the re-instatement 
of French as an Elective Subject at Teachers' Colleges, the introduction 
of French at the Junior Secondary School and the continuation of French 
at the Senior Comprehensive School.—'' 

(e) The question of Hindi and Arabic as languages which the Teachers' 
Colleges should consider as Electives is a significant one. 

In the history of teacher training in Trinidad and Tobago, the 
teaching of Hindi holds an honoured place. The matter deserves at least 
professional attention and examination in the whole context of the 
development of Foreign-Language Teaching. The experience of the Canadian 
Missions now the Presbyterian Board of Education in this regard is worth 
close examination. 

(f) Teachers' Centres 

The creation and servicing of Teacher centres to cater for a 
comprehensive range of teachers and tutors in our education system and for 
our education system should be explored both as an integrative and an 
educational measure. Teachers' centres may be general purpose or specialist, 
e.g. centres for Modern Language teachers, would be specialist centres. 

(g) Teacher exchanges and Inter-changes should be in operation. 
Official support of these measures is necessary for the development of 
effective teacher-training in foreign languages. Our teachers on exchange 
to territories should be among the best we can find if we are to effectively 
break down barriers to communication. 

(h) Systematic strategies for discovering and supporting co-operating 
teachers in the promotion of practical teaching in the secondary schools is 
a crucial link in the training of teachers of foreign languages. 
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(1) Remedial teaching in foreign languages ought to he considered. 
Given the staffing and the organization into departments, subject heads, 
teams of teachers, co-ordinators, it should be possible to deal with problems, 
on the job, within the Department, to prevent them from assuming crisis 
proportions, as is the case with Spanish at the Senior Comprehensive Schools. 

Other Socio-Cultural Strategies for the development of Foreign-Language 
Teaching for adolescents and adults in particular 

Outward-bound Approaches: 

i. The approach of "an ocean to ourselves" and "Caribbean Campus 
afloat" is particularly suited to the learning and teaching 
of the languages spoken in the Caribbean area. Language-
learning and teaching can be combined with holiday cruising, 
work on the sea, travel and sojourn in various territories, 
over a sufficiently long period, e.g. two weeks to a month, 
two or three months. 

ii. Intra-national and international twinning of schools, and 
institutions engaged in foreign-language teaching will no 
doubt increase social and linguistic competence among and 
between teachers and students of modern languages. 

iii. At the tertiary level - e.g. at the Teachers' Colleges and 
at the University the transfer of an entire group of students 
plus tutors connected with their courses to a similar 
institution in a country overseas, is a bold, progressive 
and productive strategy. The transfer could be a mutual 
transfer. Students and tutors stand to benefit in this 
way. • Students will receive tuition both from their regular 
tutors as well as supplementary tuition from native professionals. 
A similar project was undertaken at the University of the West 
Indies by Dr. Errol Hill with a group of students of Drama from 
Dartmouth University, U.S.A. The project was timed to 
synchronize with the Phagwah, Carnival, Hosein celebrations in 
Trinidad and with the students own course work. 

iv. Cultural missions and the removal of language barriers 
Greater attention needs to be paid in Trinidad and Tobago 
to the preparation of persons going on cultural missions 
in the Caribbean area and further afield. A necessary part 
of their preparation should deal with social and cultural 
orientation suited to the receiving country, orientation 
that should help them to be worthy ambassadors for their 
country and conscious and active agents in the breaking 
down of barriers. 
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v. The use of native speakers in the language-teaching programme 
is to be encouraged at the tertiary level in particular, and 
in out-of-school teaching situations at the secondary level. 

vi. The mass media - radio, newspapers, commercial television, 
can play a positive role in breaking down barriers to 
communication. By the selection of material they offer 
to the public, by the cultural colouring they give to 
their presentations. Announcers and commentators in 
Trinidad and Tobago do not seem to realize that as a group 
of workers they need to adhere to a certain standard in 
linguistic matters. Pronunciation and intonation seem to 
be a matter of personal preference or indifference. It 
could be very difficult for a non-speaker of English to 
derive systematic benefit from many of our broadcasts. 
Greater professionalism must be insisted upon in this area. 

vii. The cinema and the theatre 
Commercial television, the cinema and the theatre are 
sources of recreation for such a large sector of our 
population that their effectiveness in creating and in 
removing barriers to communication should be considered. 

viii. A closer look at the School Year 
For the development of modern language-teaching within the 
school system and by socio-cultural strategies, a close 
examination of the Trinidad and Tobago school year is 
necessary. Are the vacation periods in tune with the 
cultural and educational rhythm of life in Trinidad and 
Tobago? Are the vacations and public holidays dictated 
by the needs of the school population? Is there need to 
stagger our vacations the better to synchronize them with 
our Caribbean neighbours? Are we making good use of the 
vacations in socio-educational terms, in academic terms, 
in economic terms, in recreational terms? Is the University 
dictating the placing of the long vacation? Is the claim 
of escaping to North America and Europe during the "summer" 
still dictating our long vacation period? In my view it is 
not impossible to re-organize the school year to derive 
greater benefits from it for our nation. 

The National Institute of Language 

As far as teacher-training goes, the National Institute as I see it 
should play a co-ordlnating role between Teacher Training College programmes 
in modern languages, University programmes in modern languages and general 
programmes and specialized programmes. 
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Its role in gathering and disseminating information on modern language 
enterprises should be a significant one. 

In my view promoting and co-ordinating research in modern language 
enterprises is another significant function of the Institute. 

The training of modern language tutors is another function which the 
Institute may be able to effect by tutors, I mean persons engaged in learning 
and teaching modern language outside the formal school system, e.g. business 
forms, hoteliers, journalists, interpreters, translators, authors. 

Training for modern language technicians in the care and maintenance 
of mechanical media should be another function of the institute. 

Teacher Educators and Foreign-Language Teaching 

Availability and Training 

The vast majority of teacher educators in Trinidad and Tobago work 
within the teachers colleges. 

As far as foreign language-teaching goes, there are two (2) Curriculum 
Supervisors, based at Head Office of the Ministry of Education. 

Their activities with teachers in the secondary schools especially the 
Junior Secondary Schools, their role as external examiners for Elective 
Spanish in the Teachers' Colleges, and their role in curriculum development 
and supervision throughout the education system place them in the category 
of Teacher Educators. 

There are teacher educators based at the School of Education of the 
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine. Some are engaged in work 
with Foreign-Language Teachers in our secondary schools and Language Teachers 
at the Teachers' Colleges. 

Within the secondary schools are a number of former Teacher Educators 
who turned to secondary schools where conditions of service seemed more 
attractive and/or rewarding. 
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A very big question concerns the recruitment, training and 
re-training of teacher-educators for foreign-language teaching since 
without teacher-educators of quality in sufficient numbers, the develop-
ment of foreign-language teaching will undoubtedly be impeded. 

An initial survey is needed of the numbers and availability of 
full-time modern language teachers in the schools and Teachers' Colleges 
in Trinidad and Tobago: 

(a) actually engaged in teaching foreign languages; 
(b) engaged in other teaching tasks and in other subject areas; and 
(c) their professional qualifications, seem to be very much needed. 

CONCLUSION 

I have devoted little time and attention to teaching aids, apparatus, 
hardware and software, and the like. 

This is not because I do not consider them important and necessary. 
They are, and more of t'hem are needed. 

However, it is necessary always to make it clear that such material 
aids will not work miracles of themselves. The human element matters most. 

Every teacher-training programme for the improvement of foreign-
language teaching needs to make the point emphatically and dramatically 
that the teachers' attitudes and dispositions to systematic work is 
crucial to successful language-teaching. 

The message needs to be proclaimed that successful language-learning 
and teaching is built on systematic disciplined work, and on application. 
The process need not be painful nor boring, it can be highly enjoyable 
and satisfying. Planning, preparation, follow=up9 evaluation, systematic 
work are necessary. 

If these qualities and values are not stressed in our education system, 
the task of promoting language learning is bound to be made more difficult. 

The promotion of language-teaching and learning must be seen as learning 
which improves the quality of life and of living, in the first place; and in 
the second place, language-learning and teaching have beneficial consequences 
for raising the standard of living in the country. 
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SOME STRATEGIES FOR INTRA-CARIBBEAN 
CO-OPERATION IM' THE SHORT M P MEDIUM TERM 

by Pedro Urena Rib 

INTRODUCTION 

The proposal for creating a Centre for teaching English, 
French and Spanish and for cultural research in Caribbean countries 
(Section 2, document CDCC/WP/78/l) outlines the Centre's objectives, 
the teaching cycles, the objectives of the expert meeting to be held 
in Belize from b-1 April, and its opinions on the cultural research 
aspect which should form part of the Centre. 

The original idea put forward is to set up a Centre which, 
will use its units (-universities and educational institutes) to 
co-ordinate the scattered Individual efforts made in the area in 
the fields of language-teaching and cultural research. 

There are msny institutions doing excellent work in these 
areas. For obvious reasons of economic underdevelopment, however, 
these activities cannot be disseminated, and far less made use of, 
by other countries in the area which share many common factors. 

During the Belize meeting -

1. The present infrastructure of language-teaching 
in the sub-region will be evaluated, 

2. Immediate action projects will be considered for 
improving the language skills of groups of experts 
concerned with intra-Caribbean co-operation, and 

3. Medium and long-term strategies for increasing 
actual teaching of the three official languages 
of the CDCC will be studied. 
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I. Immediate action projects for increasing the foreign language 
skills of groups concerned directly or indirectly with intra-Caribbean 
technical co-operation: 

1.1. This activity must be carried out in two stages. The first 
should take place in the native country of the expert receiving the 
foreign language instruction, and the second should take the form of 
residential periods of work and study in the country or countries whose 
language is being learned. 

During the first stage, intra-Caribbean co-operation could help 
by requesting experts from the international agencies (UNESCO) to 
assist the advanced language-teaching institutions in improving the 
quality of their teaching, and in their study programmes and their 
adaptation for the specific purposes of on-the-spot training of 
teaching staff, audio-visual teaching material, bibliographies, etc.. 
In the same context, the countries of the area could send one or more 
teachers in active service, known to have an excellent knowledge of 
their subjects, to the different institutions to provide teaching 
services for periods of six months to a year, and take over the task 
of training the local staff and teaching these groups. 

Second stagei 

1.2 WORK AND STUDY RESIDENTIAL PERIODS 

Once the expert has completed the above study cycle in his own 
country, he could go to work in the country whose language he has 
learned in an office similar to that to which he belongs in his own 
country, and at the same time complete a second study cycle of the 
language in an educational institution coming under the exchange plan. 
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11. Medium and long-term strategies, to increase teaching in 
practice of the three official languages of the CDCC in the member 
countries: 

The medium-term strategies adopted must be co-ordinated in 
such a way as to serve as a basis for setting up the Centre properly. 

The main objective of this stage should be: 

1. To improve present structures of language-teaching 
in the Universities and teacher-training institutes; 

2. To bring qualified teachers and those who receive 
on-the-job training only to an up-to-date level in 
teaching methods and subjects; 

3. Exchanges, residential periods for students in the 
countries whose language is being studied. 

11,1. The improvement of present teaching structures should be 
accompanied by the technical assistance referred to in the immediate 
action strategies. This assistance will influence the curricula for 
degree and diploma courses in institutions responsible for teacher-
training and the setting up, definition and organization of course 
levels in the intermediate languages cycle. 

Another effect of this assistance would be to increase the 
aids - audio-visual and teaching material (laboratories, 
bibliographies, etc.) at present available to the institutions 
concerned. 

IIc2. The bringing up-to-date in methods and content of the teaching 
staff in active service could be performed initially by experts 
from the actual countries who have the necessary academic qualifications 
and substantial experience in work of this kind. 

The holding of the seminars in applied linguistics should be 
encouraged. These would consider the adaptation of the methodologies 
being applied and would provide the teacher with the necessary 
instruments for improved classroom performance. Such seminars 
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should be continued through a constant exchange of information on 
different aspects of language-teaching. 

11,3» Teacher exchange 

To arrange the exchange of teachers in active service among 
language teaching institutions in the region. For example, a Dominican 
English teacher could, for the period of one year, work as a teacher 
of Spanish in a similar institution in one of the region's English-
speaking countries.' Simultaneously with improving the language he 
teaches, this English teacher will provide a valuable service to the 
country adopting him in being responsible for several groups of 
students» This activity should be co-ordinated in such a way as to 
produce a balance in the contributions of the institutions with 
minimum spending on the necessary salaries and travelling expenses. 

II.U. Similar measures could be taken with, regard to students who 
could be given monitor posts in the institutions adopting them. 
Experiments have been made in which the students cover their 
travelling-expenses and are accommodated.by local students ; they 
take classes in the University and perform advisory and monitoring 
activities vis-a-vis local students. 

III» Long-term measures 

The strategies mentioned-in I and.II must.be sufficiently well 
co-ordinated^ with annual evaluations of their-progress, for these 
efforts to contribute to the eventual establishment of the Centre. 

A survey is required of research, activities, and bilateral or 
multilateral agreements 'in cultural matters signed by the countries 

" P -}= V i C i «—«-v-i i- t n - m -Î 1 rn -v> 4»«»n 4 - 4 - -. ^ J 1 . . . _ — _ — J i . - ± vli" IcglOu} oj.uiij.ai uw uiiCLU KJLL xau^ua^C-uea'JIilUë- iiiirctbiruu uui'e « 
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An-agency-responsible for.the work of co-ordination and for 
the surveys must therefore be set up. 

Thid agency could work under a Director 'Cj-ordinator with a 
minimal team which would be responsible for contacts with institutions, 
the signing cf bilateral and multilateral agreements, and the setting 
up cf language clubs or councils which would draw the private 
sector into the Centre's activities. The foundations would thus 
be laid for establishing a ."Centre for the-study of the languages 
and culture of-the-Caribbean." This is the primordial objective, 
and the Centre would be responsible in the future for controlling 
all these activities. 
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I, INTRODUCTION 

Ever since man, as a social being, first experienced the 
need to communicate with others, language has been a determining 
factor in the development of society. Language has been man's 
device for communicating his experiences, his achievements, his 
failures, his feelings - the entire range of what he has lived 
through o 

In today's w_rrid, however, there is more than one way of 
communicating» Not all human collectives use the same language, 
and man must find a common vehicle for carrying his message to 
ethers. 

This paper seeki to provide a brief rundown of how tram-'i&ticn 
and interpretation has developed in the Republic of Cuba as a 
mechanism outside the educational system designed to overcome 
the entropy created by language barriers„• Its aim is to offer 
no more than a panoramic sketch of this activity, which, in a 
general way, follows the steps taken after the triumph cf the 
Cuban Revolution on January 1, 1959s to train and promote translator 
and interpreters» as the Cuban Revolution began to broaden its 
relations- with the outside world at an ever-inores,sing rate-

For reasons cf time, we wont't discuss here the historical 
evolution of this important means cf communication and understanding 
among human beings who «peak, different languages, since that would 
mean starting thousands of years 'back, in the time of ancient 
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Egypt, when commercial and diplomatic activity already required the 
intervention of translators and interpreters, or the subsequent 
philological research carried cut by the Sumerians, Acadians, Chinese, 
Hindus, Phoenicians, Hebrews, Greeks and Romans and, later, by 
researchers in the Middle Ages, the Rennaissance and the 17th, 18th, 
19th and 20th centuries. 

Instead, we will limit ourselves to focusing on the development 
of this important work in our country, pointing out, in particular, 
the reasons and needs that led to the creation of a national group of 
interpreters and translators with the technical-professional, training 
for handling the scope and seriousness of work in this field, 

II, Antecedents 

As noted earlier, the triumph of the Cuban Revolution brought 
about relations, between our country and others based on ties of 
solidarity, friendship and mutual co-operation among the peoples. 
Our country gradually became a focal point for foreign visitors whc 
wanted to learn about our reality and an active meeting center with 
a number of practical characteristics that led it to host various 
international conferences and seminars. 

This meant that new needs arose in the field of translation and 
interpretation - which, since the politicoeconomic dependency of our 
nation had prevented its development in the pre-revolutionary period, 
had to be tackled without any previous experience or tradition. 
Nevertheless, the scope of the task and the people's willingness to 
take it on generated the necessary mechanisms - at first somewhat 
spontaneous in nature but with a progressive evolution that eventually, 
as you will see, led to the creation of a permanent group of translators 
and interpreters with technical-professional training, tested over 
the years and new bolstered by long experience in this field. 
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Forming the initial group was no easy task. It involved 
an intensive search for trained cadres in various institutions 
in the country. 

The first practical training course for this personnel was 
organiz-ed to deal with the complex task of providing translation 
and interpretation services for an event that was to have 
simultaneous sessions of various work commissions in a number 
of languages: the First Tricontinental Conference. 

In addition, paralleling that training.of simultaneous 
interpreters with practice in the booth - without any antecedents 
either in or outside the educational system - vocabulary lists 
and documents related to the topics to be discussed in each case 
(political, economic, scientific, etc.) were studied; there was 
collective monitoring to help each translator and interpreter improve 
as an integral member of a. group that aspired to attain a homogeneous 
nature; and, throughout, there was consistent application of the 
principle- the Cuban Revolution had adopted from Marti, that thoje 
who knew more she old teach those who knew less. 

On the basis of this experience, with a training course prior 
to each conference, congress or seminar that was held, the collective 
continued tc gain the professional practice needed to provide the 
quality these sessions required. 

Once this technical-professional training-had been assimilated, 
the original group, composed of workers from various centers in the 
country, worked in other, international, events following the First 
Tricontinental Conference (1966). These included the Uth Latin-
American Students® Conference (1966), the Conference of the 
Organization, of Latin-American Solidarity (1967) and the Cultural 
Congress of Havana (1968) — to mention only a few of the events 
that provided our interpreters with the best kind of practical 
experience. 
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Meanwhile, the Cuban Revolution's ever-greater prestige throughout 
the world and the development of ties of solidarity with many peoples 
led to the rapid expansion of our country's international relations, 
which made it necessary to create a permanent group of specialists 
in translation and interpretation to handle this task. In 196?» this 
group was incorporated in the Cuban Institute of Friendship with the 
Peoples (ICAP), in what was then known as the Department of Guides 
and Congresses, on the basia of the selective process previously 
mentioned. Throughout this period, the collective provided simultaneous 
translators for many international events both in Cuba and abroad, 
including the International Congress of the International Organization 
of Journalists (in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, 1969) , 

the World Peace Council (in the USSR, 1973), the Conference for 
Compliance with the Paris Agreements on Vietnam (in Sweden, 197*0 and 
the 25th anniversary celebration of the World Peace Council (in France, 
197*0. It also provided written translations and interpreters for 
foreign delegations visiting cur country. 

Ill, Present, situation 

Later, because of the amount of the work to be handled in all 
these fields, it was essential to proceed to establish not just a 
department — which, because of its limited size, could not deal 
with all the task? it faced •— but a center that would be composed 
of a larger permanent collective of technical cadres specializing 
in a greater number of foreign languages. As a result, the Cuban 
Center for Translation and Interpretation (ESTl) was established 
on October ¿4 , 1973, composed at first of the group from the ICAP 
department,, 

The present- structure of this team of written translators, 
reviserss typists, delegation interpreter-companions (specialists 
in two-way and consecutive interpretation), simultaneous interpreters 
and electronic technicians trained to handle the interpretation 
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equipment •— a team designed to handle all the varied work 
involved in translation and interpretation •—• implies a 
flexible, dynamic approach in which each of these activities 
takes place on an independent or complementary basis, as the 
situation requires„ It is now an operational vehicle whose sense 
of responsibility, good organization and-high quality have been 
recognized by such organizations as the World Peace Council, 
the Economic Commission for Latin America, the Group of Latin-
American and Caribbean Sugar-Exporting Countries, the World 
Organization of Industrial Ownership, the World Health Organiza-
tion, the Latin-American Economic System. (SELA) and the. Special 
Committee against Apartheid, which it has served both in and 
outside Cuba-

It should also be noted that ESTI provides written 
translations and interpreters for delegations working in 
Spanish, English, French, Russian, German, Portuguese, 
Italian, Czech, -Polish, Bulgarian, Vietnamese, Korean, 
Japanese and Arabic; in simultaneous interpretation, its services 
inj.lu.de Spanish, Russian, English, French and Portuguese, 

Working closely with the Organizing Committee of r-'he IIth 
World Festival of Youth and Students, the team is now engaged in 
the Important task of training more than a hundred simultaneous 
interpreters and in locating and.selecting written translators 
and delegation Interpreters for the Festival, which will take 
place in our country soon. Future plans are directed toward 
extending tnis work tr the national level, 

With this objective in mind, ESTI is now in a phase _f 
expansion aimed at incorporating cadres who meet these requisites. 
In this effort, it can call on the intermediate and advanced language 
institute?, whi.:h offer courses in 17 languages; the recently 
created Advanced Pedagogical Institute of Foreign Languages (ISPLE); 
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and, especially, the University of Havana's School of Philology 
— also new — whose students are- graduated as licentiates in 
linguistics cr in translation and interpretation of English, 
French, Russian or German» 

In line with bilateral co-operation agreements., ESTI has sent 
groups of interpreters abroad in order to raise the technical-
professional level of its personnel» 

Non-graduate working translators and interpreters with 
extensive experience are granted a shorter work-day so they may 
receive complementary academic training at the University of Havana» 

IV» Conclusions 

All these factors give a- clear picture of the evolution cf 
translation and interpretation in our country, conceived as mechanisms 
outside the educational system and designed to help overcome language 
barriers» The application of guidelines for increasing the number 
and raising the quality of our personnel, by means of theoretical-
practical courses, etc» has been effective both with the initial 
group that emerged in the early years following the triumph of our 
Revolution and with ESTI» We are certain that it will be equally 
effective in the future, leading to a further development of our 
country's ties with the international community by overcoming 
the language barriers that exist among peoples and thus acting 
as a vehicle for 'unifying them» 










